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Abstract 

Project contract planned completion time is usually one of the most important and 

challenging things to determine when preparing highway construction contracts. Over the past 

few decades, the construction process and the construction output changed dramatically as a 

result of the technology improvements faced by this industry. Both the importance and process 

of estimating highway construction time have increased in significance as roadway user costs 

themselves have become more significant. However, the highway construction industry is one of 

the sectors with little or unreliable data available for estimating productivity. This is why the 

productivity estimation tool developed by this study is of crucial importance for designers.  

For the purpose of this study, the factors affecting productivity were identified and 

divided into two main categories: project specific factors and contractor specific factors. The 

different techniques and sources used to predict productivity were also identified through an 

extensive literature review. The research team also looked at the construction activities, the 

productivity rates and the methodology used by other departments of transportation (DOTs) in 

the United States. The top 10 project expenditure items were also identified based upon 2010 and 

2011 WisDOT projects. In addition, quantities were evaluated for major work items by looking 

at projects that were completed over the last 3 years.  

Because of the various factors affecting construction productivity rates, it is almost 

impossible to account for the impact of all of them and it is impractical to collect a sufficient 

number of data points to make such analysis feasible. The main challenge of this research was 

the data collection phase. Productivity data that contractors were requested to provide is 

considered confidential and one of the main sources of providing a competitive advantage in the 

construction industry. Thus, those that have a historical record for this kind of data were 
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reluctant to share it. In addition, some companies don’t follow a formal process to track and 

collect actual project progress and expenditures, so couldn’t provide it. 

Though there were challenges faced during data collection, this research will enable users 

to update the productivity rates of earthwork, concrete paving, asphalt paving, bridges and 

structures as well as some other miscellaneous construction activities for highway projects in 

Wisconsin by obtaining production data from actual construction projects. The scope of this 

project was to review the current production rates as provided in the Facilities Development 

Manual (FDM), recommend additional items and updated rates where appropriate, and develop a 

methodology for capturing a database of production rates on future projects.  

The main contribution of this study to the construction industry in general and the 

Wisconsin designers in particular consists of a tool that the designers can use to get a good 

estimate of the productivity rates for a specific project taking into account its job conditions. 

Guidelines on how to use and update the tool are also provided in this report. The data obtained 

were analyzed using a forward stepwise linear regression technique for each of the dependent 

variables (productivity rates studied) considering all of the independent variables (influencing 

factors). This kind of regression was used to identify the main factors that affect the productivity 

of each activity and to account for these specific factors when predicting productivity rates for 

future projects. After identifying the most appropriate independent variables for each of the 

dependent variables, a final multiple linear regression model was generated and its residual 

standard error was obtained. The statistical results obtained from the analysis of the responses 

were used as a basis for the productivity estimation tool developed. Finally a database was 

created where project personnel can input production rates observed on WisDOT projects so that 

a historical record is available to provide a basis for updating the published production rates. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

 

Construction production rates are used for determining contract completion time 

when preparing final contract documents for bidding purposes and contract administration.  

Establishing realistic and accurate contract completion times is particularly critical when the 

contract contains incentive and disincentive clauses or involves cost plus time bidding. This 

is of major concern when assessing the value of transportation expenditures.  

A production rate is the quantity of work produced over a given time period and rates 

can vary greatly depending upon the project size and type, geographical location, urban or 

rural setting, work site constraints, and other physical limitations. Insuring high productivity 

on transportation projects reduces congestion and thus improves economic well-being 

(Wachs 2011). Sometimes, policymakers tend to focus on other long-term transportation 

objectives including increased safety and environmental sustainability. The Wisconsin 

Department of Transportation (WisDOT) Facilities Development Manual (FDM) lists a 

number of production rates to be used by designers. However, these rates have not been 

updated in some time and may not reflect production rates being achieved by contractors 

today.  

Over the past few decades, the construction process and the quality of construction 

output changed dramatically as a result of the technology improvements implemented by this 

industry. However, since these changes are rarely measured or tracked properly, the 

construction industry is usually considered a technology stagnant industry when compared to 
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other evolving industries. This is mainly due to the lack of information and understanding 

regarding technological benefits. That’s why, to make sure that technological progress is 

accounted for, this study uses actual field production rates achieved and factors that affected 

these rates on projects that were completed in Wisconsin during the last 3 years.  

 

1.1 Definition of Terms 

1.1.1 Productivity 

Productivity is a very important concept that is used in many different disciplines 

other than construction, including accounting and economics. According to Hanna (2005), 

productivity refers to the ratio between the total quantities of input (in terms of resources 

consumed) and that of output (in term of finished product). This definition might change 

slightly depending on what productivity is being measured and for what purpose it is being 

done. For example, Song and AbouRisk (2008) explained that productivity on site is 

measured differently during different phases of a construction project depending on why this 

is being done, the level of details that is required as well as the availability of resources that 

can be used.  

Measuring construction productivity is very challenging. In fact, the units of 

measurement (specially the units of output) depend on what is actually being measured 

which is different for different construction activities (Goodrum et al. 2009). For example, 

the productivity rate of structural steel placement can be expressed in linear feet of steel 

placed per day which can’t be used to measure the productivity rates of some other activities 
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such as concrete placement or profile milling. To solve this issue, some studies use relative 

values instead of absolute values for each activity. By doing this, they measure the change in 

productivity assuming that this change is linear during the period under study. According to 

Washington State Department of Transportation (2008), any rates or factors that are 

referenced either in the estimate or Basis of Estimate document (BOE) should be qualified. 

For example, productivity can be expressed as either units/time (such as linear feet/hour) or 

time/units (such as hours/linear foot).  

As its definition implies, a productivity value represents performance of an operation 

with respect to time so activity duration is directly affected by productivity (Hwang and Liu 

2010). This relation is better explained by the following equation used to calculate the 

durations of construction activities: 

Duration (Hours) = 
                

                
 

where Quantity/ManHour represents productivity, showing the importance of this 

metric in estimating the duration of a project.  

1.1.2 Typical Construction Site Conditions  

Before identifying the factors that can affect (positively or negatively) productivity 

rates on highway projects and quantifying the potential impact that these factors can have on 

productivity, it is important to define the typical construction site conditions. These are what 

the contractor will usually assume to have on site and what he will use as a basis to develop 

his bid price if no other information is given (NECA 2009). These conditions consist of 

having:  
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 Adequate security for material and tool storage 

 Overall job progress based on a realistic project schedule 

 Normal production duration 

 Minimum quality and magnitude of change orders 

 All new material and new construction 

 Use of good tools 

 Regular hours of work 

 No over manning 

 No interruptions, delays or jurisdictional disputes 

 Optimum job coordination of all crafts 

 Work area environment: 

- Minimum equivalent temperature of plus 35 degrees Fahrenheit 

- Maximum temperature of 88 degrees Fahrenheit and 50% relative humidity 

or its equivalent  

 

1.2 Background 

Since the 1960s, the construction labor productivity in the United States faced a 

gradually decreasing trend. Also, between 1968 and 1980, a decrease in the actual 

productivity was perceived. In fact, using macroeconomic data, studies showed that the 

construction real output (units installed representing value added for the project) per work 

hour declined 2.4 to 2.8% yearly (Allen 1985, Stokes 1981). Some economists and 

researchers believe that the construction industry faces very little technological changes. In 
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fact, although this industry didn’t implement assembly lines and robotics as much as other 

industries did, the techniques, machinery and means and methods used in this industry 

became more and more advanced with time. Also, one main reason for the decline in industry 

productivity measures is that these measures didn’t take into account the changes 

(improvements) in quality of construction (Gullickson and Harper 2002; Tuchman 2003).  

Putting aside the different trends of construction productivity that were identified, all 

studies emphasized the waste of productivity due to different factors and the potential room 

for improvement that can be done by controlling these factors. 

 

1.3 Motivation to Conduct Research 

To insure the success of a construction project, the management team should make 

sure that labor is achieving high productivity rates during the different stages of the project. 

This is explained by the fact that labor expenses contribute to a major percentage of the total 

construction cost and good management practices have the ability to control these expenses 

(Hanna et al. 2005). Ng et al. (2004) emphasizes the need to maximize labor productivity on 

site by showing that the cost associated with workers constitute about 40% of the 

construction budget for large projects. Hanna (2001) explained that 33–50% of a project’s 

total budget is allocated to labor costs by contractors in labor intensive fields such as the 

mechanical or electrical field. This being said, when compared to the other project 

components, labor is considered the project element containing the most risk. Also, material 

and equipment are mainly determined by market prices and thus are most of the time beyond 

the influence of the project management. For highway projects, studies showed that labor 
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constitutes around 20% of the total construction cost. This was obtained by calculating the 

average of the ratio of the labor cost per mile over the average cost of construction per mile 

for all the states (Construction Labor Research Council 2004). 

As a result, managing labor and its productivity becomes of crucial importance when 

it comes to insure the success of a project. That’s why we can say that labor can be seen as 

both risk and opportunity (Hanna 2011). In fact, Kellogg et al. (1981) showed that 

productivity improvement through jobsite efforts can impact 30% of the projects’ cost. By 

making sure that labor is being utilized efficiently on site, managers can get rid of the time 

and cost overruns faced by construction projects most of the time (Kaming et al. 1998).  To 

do that, project managers should have a better understanding of the factors that may 

influence labor productivity (Mojahed and Aghazadeh 2008). This will put them in a better 

position to be able to control these factors and insure that resources are being allocated 

properly. In fact, to improve productivity, it is important for managers to know what workers 

need and under what conditions they would work better. This will also enhance the 

motivation of the workers and will give them a better support (Dai et al. 2009).  

Although many previous studies focused on the effect of different factors on 

construction labor productivity, these studies have major limitations that were covered by 

this research. In fact, these previous researches studied only the effect of one or some of the 

factors affecting productivity rates and didn’t account for the complex interdependence of 

these factors.  

Both the importance and process of estimating highway construction time have 

increased in significance as roadway user costs themselves have become more significant. 
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Having good estimated unit rates is one of the basic things used by designers in the early 

phase of the project to get reliable estimated total work hours which will determine their 

estimate of the project duration and cost (Hwang and Liu 2010). In fact, the highway 

construction industry is one of the sectors with little data available for estimating 

productivity. This is why the productivity estimation tool developed by this study is of 

crucial importance for designers. Zhai et al. (2209) showed that information technology has 

been positively impacting construction productivity and will likely continue to do so in the 

future. This emphasizes the importance of the database system created by this study that will 

be used by the WisDOT staff to be able to update their published production rates regularly. 

In fact, Song and AbouRizk (2008) showed that for the information systems and database 

technologies to be useful for productivity modeling, the data must be explicitly defined and 

considered during the development of the system or during the upgrade process.  

All of this emphasizes the problem statement that this study is solving. WisDOT does 

not have a system for capturing production rates from current projects. Consequently, they 

didn’t have a historical database of rates being achieved by contractors nor can they make 

use of productivity prediction techniques without performing a data collection process. 

That’s why extensive efforts were made in this study to collect as much data as possible from 

contractors.  

1.4 Challenges of Research 

Project contract completion time is usually one of the most important and challenging 

things to determine when preparing highway construction contracts. Inconvenience and 

safety hazards may occur which would lead to construction delays resulting in an actual 
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construction time much bigger than the estimated duration. In fact, the estimated contract 

time depends not only on the production rates being used but also on the experience of the 

senior staff involved in the estimation process. As Herbsman and Ellis (1995) noted, “A 

scheduler has to consider a wide range of factors likely to affect highway project duration.” 

Also, in many instances, estimating the duration of highway construction projects is more 

critical today than it was in the past. That is mainly due to the fact that highway traffic 

volumes are generally increasing which creates a greater impact on the monitoring public in 

both safety considerations and costs. It is also because optimization of construction costs and 

other resources is better achieved when the contract time is properly selected.  

Because of the various factors affecting construction productivity rates, it is almost 

impossible to account for the impact of all of them and it is impractical to collect a sufficient 

number of data points to make such analysis feasible. That’s why this study focuses on the 

most important factors that drive production rates and that are predictable at the design stage 

of the project. 

Productivity data that contractors were requested to provide is considered confidential 

and one of the main sources of providing a competitive advantage in the construction 

industry. Thus, those that have a historical record for this kind of data were reluctant to share 

it. In addition, some companies don’t follow a formal process to track and collect actual 

project progress and expenditures, so couldn’t provide it. Moreover, the procedures and 

techniques used for data collection vary across different projects, so not all of the contractors 

who track productivity do it properly and in a consistent manner with a complete format 

resulting in historical data which are simply not suitable for productivity analysis (Song and 
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AbouRizk 2008). Also, Azhar and Ahmed (2007) emphasized on the time-consuming nature 

of paper-based data collection systems and on the cost associated with this manual technique. 

The lack of accurate and consistent data from past projects has limited the application of 

many of the advanced productivity prediction techniques mentioned earlier such as neural 

network and simulation. 

 

1.5 Scope of Research 

This research reviewed and updated the productivity rates of earthwork, concrete 

paving, asphalt paving, bridges and structures as well as some other miscellaneous 

construction activities for highway projects in Wisconsin.  

The scope of this project is to review the current production rates as provided in the 

Facilities Development Manual (FDM), recommend additional items and updated rates 

where appropriate, and develop a methodology for capturing production rates on future 

projects to provide a historical database of actual productivity rates. A literature review was 

conducted which included a review of surrounding state DOT’s to determine what work 

items and rates are being used. Current production rates were determined based upon data 

obtained from contractors in a survey format using ranges of production rates with 

verification by analysis of past project records.  The data obtained was analyzed to develop a 

tool that can be used by designers in order to estimate productivity rates on their future 

projects. Finally a database was created where project personnel can input production rates 

observed on WisDOT projects so that a historical record is available to provide a basis for 
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updating the published production rates as well as the tool.  Summary materials were also 

provided for inclusion into WisDOT manuals. 

 

1.6 Research Team 

Staff for this research project was provided by the Construction and Materials 

Support Center (CMSC) at the University of Wisconsin-Madison.  The research team 

includes Professor Awad Hanna, CMSC Director, Gary Whited, CMSC Program Manager, 

and me, Diane Aoun, a UW-Madison Construction Engineering and Management (CEM) 

graduate student. The Project Manager from WisDOT was Mr. Larry Jones.  It was also 

proposed that project technical oversight and review will be provided by the 

WisDOT/WTBA Construction Contract Administration Technical Committee. 

 

1.7 Research Contributions 

The objective of this research is to update the production rates given in the Wisconsin 

Department of Transportation (WisDOT) FDM. The main contribution of this study to the 

construction industry in general and the Wisconsin designers in particular consists of a tool 

that the designers can use to get more reliable productivity rates for a specific project taking 

into account its job conditions. Guidelines on how to use and update the tool is also provided 

in this report. 
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1.8 Organization of Thesis 

Up to this point, the definition and background of the concept of productivity, the 

importance of getting a good estimate of productivity rates for highway construction projects, 

the motivation and challenges to conduct this research as well as the research scope and 

contributions have been provided. The following chapter consists of an extensive literature 

review that identifies the important factors that may affect productivity as well as the 

different techniques and sources used by past studies to predict productivity and the 

limitations of each. This chapter also includes a review of the construction activities, the 

productivity rates and the methodology used by other departments of transportation (DOTs) 

in the United States and shows how this study is the first of its kind to cover the gaps found 

in the literature. Chapter 3 organizes the research methodology that was used in this study in 

a step by step format. In this chapter, the methodology used is represented in a chart and each 

of the steps is described in detail. Chapter 4 contains the statistical analysis of the responses 

obtained for the bridge construction productivity study. This chapter describes the 

characteristics of the data analyzed, the effect of the different factors on productivity and the 

productivity rates of the construction activities that were obtained from the analysis of the 

responses. Chapter 5, Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 summarized the same outputs from the 

statistical analysis of the responses of the earthwork construction study, the asphalt paving 

productivity study and the concrete paving productivity study respectively. Chapter 8 

describes the final product of this research which is the productivity estimation tool. This 

chapter provides guidelines about how the tool can be used by the designers to get an 

estimation of productivity rates for their coming projects and how it can be updated in the 

future using more project data. Chapter 9 comprises a conclusion of the research including a 
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final summary of the findings, the limitations of the study and some opportunities for future 

research.  
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Chapter 2. Literature Review  

This chapter summarizes what was found in the literature concerning productivity 

prediction techniques and factors affecting highway construction productivity. It also 

includes a comparison of the activities considered, the productivity rates used and the 

methodology adopted to get these rates between WisDOT and other states’ DOTs. 

 

2.1 Factors Affecting Highway Construction Productivity 

Previous studies identified different factors that may affect highway construction 

productivity (Morrison and Schwartz 1992; Thomas and Raynar 1997; Chong 2005; Jiang 

and Wu 2007; Westover et al. 2010; Intergraph 2012). Most of these focused on the 

identification and quantification of factors that caused losses of construction productivity. 

Most of these factors are dependent of each other which make it more challenging to study 

their effect on labor productivity. Common factors used in these studies include weather, 

scheduled overtime, disruption, congestion, and region. For example, having overtime and 

using more than one shift work both result from the same cause which is being behind 

schedule. Also, overtime results in having a bigger than normal work crews density, which is 

another factor affecting productivity. Nasirzadeh and Nojedehi (2013) used a system 

dynamics (SD) based approach to come up with a qualitative and quantitative model that 

relates different factors to labor productivity. According to Ibbs et al. (2007), workers’ 

productivity is a function of many controllable and uncontrollable factors. For the purpose of 

this study, these factors are divided into two main categories: project specific factors and 

contractor specific factors. 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0263786312001597
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0263786312001597
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Accounting for both the project and the contractor specific inputs helps determine the 

productivity rates that will be achieved on a specific project. Having ranges of productivity 

rates could help a contractor determine where his production falls within these ranges and 

how far he will be from the average productivity rates. As shown in Figure 1 below, the 

ranges of output (productivity rates) will be obtained from survey results and this study will 

provide the designer with a tool and some guidelines on how to estimate the productivity 

rates that could be achieved on a specific project. 

Understanding the effect that these factors have on construction productivity and how 

it translates into unit rates is very important to contractors in the preparation of their bid, 

especially for major activities that are considered “cost drivers”. The bid should also include 

all other assumptions on which its preparation was based. Some examples of these 

assumptions are the sequence of work (that may not be clearly stated in the project schedule), 

the traffic management and the work calendar (Washington State Department of 

Transportation 2008). 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1: Statistical Analysis using Both Project Specific Inputs and Contractor Specific Inputs 
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2.1.1 Project Specific Factors  

These factors consist of some characteristics of the construction project itself. In other 

words, they mainly depend on the project features and their effect on productivity is 

somehow the same for all the contractors. These job conditions are the first part of the inputs 

used for the statistical analysis of this study and are represented in Figure 2 below. These 

consist of project related factors, labor related factors, site characteristics, permit and legal 

aspects as well as external and environmental aspects (Horner and Talhouni 1995; Thomas 

and Raynar 1997; Hanna et al. 2005; Somnez 2007). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Project Specific Factors 
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2.1.1.1 Project Related Factors 

a) Project Duration 

Usually, if the actual project duration is longer than what it is expected to be given 

the project size and complexity, the labor productivity will decrease. Hanna et al. (2005) 

showed a decrease in productivity resulting from an increase in project duration. If this 

duration is shorter than what it is expected to be, the labor productivity will decrease even 

more (NECA 2009). 

b) Project Type 

Any construction project can be a maintenance project, a resurfacing project, a 

rehabilitation project (structure currently used for transportation), a reconstruction project or 

a new construction project. For the remodeling of an existing highway structure, the labor 

productivity will be less than that of a new construction. This productivity will be even lower 

if the work is performed on a structure currently being used for transportation (NECA 2009). 

c) Quantity of work 

Quantity of work is measured differently for different types of construction projects. 

For example, in general, square yard are used to quantify concrete for pavement, cubic yards 

are used for earth work, square feet is used for bridge deck or for faces of retaining walls and 

tons are used for base course.  
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2.1.1.2 Labor Related Factors: Is the Project Accelerated? 

a) Working Hours 

Working hours are divided into two categories: regular working hours and overtime 

working hours. Regular working hours refer to the forty work hours per week on which the 

basic salary of the workers is based on. Overtime working hours are any additional hours 

after exceeding these forty base hours. Overtime working hours also consist of two types: 

scheduled overtime and unscheduled overtime. Scheduled overtime is often considered as “a 

planned decision by project management to accelerate the progress of the work by scheduling 

more than forty work hours per week for an extended period of time for much of the craft 

work force” (Thomas and Raynar 1997). Occasional or unscheduled overtime occurs when a 

few employees work a minimum amount of overtime once or twice a month. Most of the 

time, this is not unusual and it is included in the scope of the project.  

Hanna et al. (2005) showed that a substantial loss of productivity occurs when 

scheduled overtime is implemented on a project. This study was also able to quantitatively 

assess this loss. The need for scheduled overtime is usually identified by the contract 

documents when the bid documents and the updated project schedule indicate that the project 

is not proceeding as originally anticipated and that it is currently behind schedule. 

Scheduled overtime results in reduced safety and increased absenteeism. It also 

causes fatigue and reduces motivation among workers which indirectly contributes to losses 

in labor productivity (Horner and Talhouni 1995). In this case, the labor productivity during 

the normal hours preceding overtime will also be impacted negatively. Many studies have 

attempted to quantify the effects of such overtime on labor productivity. It was found that 
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productivity during the first week of scheduled overtime fell dramatically and that losses of 

productivity experienced due to scheduled overtime increase in magnitude with the increase 

of the duration of overtime.  

A 40 hour week is considered to be the normal condition for a highway construction 

project. If a worker ends up working 50 hours per week instead of 40, these 10 additional 

hours are considered overtime and this overtime will affect the productivity of that worker 

(Somnez 2007, NECA 2009). Somnez (2007) found that after working for fifty hours per 

week continuously for seven weeks, the weekly output became similar to what could be 

achieved if they only worked forty hours per week. Going beyond these 50 weekly hours, the 

productivity will decrease even more. For a sixty work-hour week, by the ninth week of 

scheduled overtime, the weekly output will be similar to that of working for only forty hours 

a week.  

b) Work Schedule 

A typical construction work schedule includes 8 daylight hours per day, 5 days per 

week and 40 total hours per week. A change in the labor productivity and the quantity of 

supervision needed may be the result of any deviation from this adequate work schedule. 

This change in productivity may also be affected by the weather, climate and geographical 

location of the site as well as by the duration of the inadequate work schedule and many 

other factors. This might also be affected by the daylight versus nighttime hours of this new 

work schedule, the availability of sufficient qualified workers and the local rate of 

construction worker unemployment.  
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The type and size of the project, the special requirements of the project, the historical 

labor practices and some other psychological influences may also have an impact on the 

change in productivity associated with the abnormal work schedule (NECA 2009). Also, the 

more the job schedule is compressed or extended, the more the labor productivity will be 

affected. In fact, the FDM provided by WisDOT gives the percentage factors for probable 

working days by month for grading, bridge, base course, Portland cement concrete (PCC) 

pavement, asphaltic concrete pavement and painting (WisDOT 2011). 

c) Shifts Work 

On a construction project, work is usually performed during the first shift which is the 

morning 8 hours shift of a workday. However, some projects require the work to be done at 

some time other than the standard shift and this will eventually decrease the labor 

productivity. The more the number of shifts increase, the higher the loss of productivity will 

be. This means that having a third shift will decrease productivity more than having only two 

shifts (NECA 2009). Hanna et al. (2008) assessed this loss in productivity which is mainly 

due to the reduced daylight hours and to the time and effort spent trying to pick up where the 

last shift left off. This will also introduce other added costs such as additional administration 

personnel, supervision, quality control, and safety. Furthermore, it might lead to increased 

absenteeism and turnover, increased error and accidents as well as noise impact to nearby 

residents. 

Haneiko and Henry (1991) found that double shifting caused a gradual initial 

decrease in the unit production rates, followed by a recovery period. The initial decrease in 

production rates may be due to an initial shortage of craftsmen and supervision familiar with 
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the project. This decrease was measured to be between 24 and 37% depending on the 

commodity being installed (Haneiko and Henry 1991). When the additional staff becomes 

more familiar with the project, their productivity usually improves which explains the 

existence of the recovery period. 

d) Work Crews Density  

During a given project, the sizes of the different work crews required to do the job 

may vary depending on the amount and scope of work to be completed in a certain time 

period. Most of the time, a huge loss of productivity can be associated with abnormal peak 

manpower and overcrowded worker density. Nasirzadeh and Nojedehi (2013) defined the 

lack of working area (LOWA) as being the ratio of the required working area to the available 

working area and found that when this ratio increases from 1 to 3.79, there is a 57.6% loss in 

labor productivity. Many different situations may require use of crew sizes that are larger 

than the normal or optimum. For example, unanticipated changed conditions and any change 

in the planned progress of the construction process may affect the required number of 

workers and may thus result in over-manning. The higher the crew density, the more the 

productivity of workers will be negatively affected. 

e) Holidays 

Working on holidays will cost the project much more than the cost factor for holiday 

pay given the fact that it will affect the morale of the workers. Being on site and away from 

their families is definitely less exciting for the workers compared to enjoying their holidays, 

so they will be much less motivated to work (Intergraph 2012). 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0263786312001597
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0263786312001597
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2.1.1.3 Site Characteristics 

a) Site Dimensions 

Site dimensions refer to the length and width of the highway project as well as to its 

overall size. Usually, the bigger the project size, the more labor units are expected to be used 

due to many different reasons. For example, workers will need more time to walk from a 

place to another (longer distances) and it will be more difficult for them to use the existing 

equipment and to coordinate the issues related to material delivery and material storage. 

Moreover, more labor will be required to perform the job because more supervision of the 

work being done will be needed and more coordination between the different trades involved. 

Also, additional labor will be necessary to handle the material and to control the tools being 

used on site (NECA 2009). This personal turnover together with the basic psychological 

impact of a large project can lead to a huge productivity loss. However, previous research 

failed to quantify the losses in productivity associated with project size and to give some 

numbers to this site characteristic. 

b) Site Region 

WisDOT divides the state of Wisconsin into 5 regions which are called North Central 

Region, Northeast Region, Northwest Region, Southeast Region and Southwest Region. The 

availability and supply of workers differ from a region to another and this has an impact on 

the labor productivity in each of these regions. 

A loss of productivity might result from a simple shortage in skilled craft workers 

supply during construction. Tulacz (2005) showed that this is one of the main challenges 

faced by the construction industry. This shortage in qualified workers as well as its potential 
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effect on productivity is extremely difficult to anticipate and to account for especially during 

the preparation of bids in the early stages of the project. Most of the time, this shortage won’t 

appear at the beginning of the construction process but in a later phase when the project 

requires an accelerated construction schedule and faces some unexpected change orders. 

Nasirzadeh and Nojedehi (2013) defined skillfulness as being the ratio of the current 

work experience to the minimum required work experiences to perform and showed that 

when this ratio decreases from 1 (indicating that the minimum required work experience 

exists) to 0.20 (indicating that only 20% of this minimum required work experience exists), 

there is a 31.2% decrease in labor productivity. 

c) Site Location 

In highway construction, projects are usually classified as urban or rural projects 

depending on their locations. In fact, the location of a construction project was found to be 

one of the main factors influencing construction production rates. This is because it affects 

many other factors such as material supply, distance of material delivery, cycle time of 

delivery trucks, traffic condition and work zone layout. The location of a project can also 

affect both workers’ motivation and the availability of advanced tools or equipment (NECA 

2009). 

Previous studies showed that the production rates differ significantly in urban and 

rural areas and that, generally, the production rates in rural areas are higher than those in 

urban areas. This is mainly due to the fact that the traffic volumes in urban areas are much 

higher than those in rural areas (Ng et al. 2004; Intergraph 2012). 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0263786312001597
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0263786312001597
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What limits labor productivity in urban areas are: traffic conditions that would require 

different traffic controls, limited number of roadway lanes that can be closed for construction 

making the access to the site extremely difficult, material delivery delays due to traffic 

congestion and the strict restrictions on time periods for construction. Moreover, productivity 

losses are expected when the project faces unusual material and tool handling issues or any 

other type of physical or administrative obstructions. This loss of productivity is usually 

caused by restrictions faced during material and tool delivery as well as during unloading and 

storage (Dai et al. 2009).  

A key factor that limits labor productivity in rural areas is the limited availability of 

skilled labor in that location. This leads to a lower quality of work provided by the workers in 

these areas because of the lack of training provided to these workers and the dilution of 

supervision. Moreover, traveling long distances to come to work adds up on their daily 

fatigue. 

Security problems associated with the project location may result in the creation of 

some security area restrictions that can also lead to a loss in productivity. Many other 

difficult site conditions can negatively affect labor productivity. For instance, this can happen 

in case of flooding, fire hazards and dust storms. Also, the lack of space for subcontractor 

field office, the restrictions of craft parking and the disruptions due to nearby demolition, 

rock blasting or chemical fumes can also affect labor productivity (NECA 2009). 

d) Traffic Conditions  

An increase of traffic delays and of the cycle time of trucks can result from high 

traffic volumes and can lead to a decrease in the construction productivity in terms of 
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tonnage per hour due to workers waiting for trucks to arrive at the site. Increasing the number 

of transport trucks can be a potential solution to the negative effects of congested traffic flow, 

but this will definitely add to the cost of the project (O’Connor et al. 2004). 

e) Type of Terrain 

The type of terrain in which the project is implemented should also be a consideration 

in establishing productivity rates. Mountainous terrain and steep grades cause productivity 

rates to fall, whereas level terrain and straight roadways generally have the opposite effect. In 

fact, the steeper the grades, the lower the labor productivity rates will be. 

f) Site Constraints and Beneficial Occupancy 

Difficult site constraints such as constructing on or near culturally important sites, 

environmentally hazardous sites, active railroads, historical buildings (possibly fragile) or 

operating units such as heat from boilers and smoke from emissions gives the contractor very 

limited room to construct the facility which will decrease its productivity. 

g) Size of Storage and Staging 

Having adequate and sufficient storage and staging areas on site is very important for 

the contractor efficiency. Sometimes, even if materials arrive on site on time, the size and 

organization of the storage area can be of major concerns and can cause delays for the 

project.  

h) Proximity of Storage and Staging 

Storage and staging refer not only to the storage of material and equipment needed for 

the project but also to the borrow site and the waste site. Having the storage and staging areas 
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on site will let the contractor perform better compared to having these in the general area of 

the project. In fact, the closer the storage and staging are to the site, the better the 

productivity (NECA 2009). 

2.1.1.4 Permit and Legal Aspects  

The construction process requires a variety of different permits to be obtained at 

different stages. A good practice to insure the continuation of the project and to avoid 

interruptions of the work flow is to engage the environmental experts early on in the project. 

These experts will be able to identify the specific permits required and the conditions under 

which the project can be implemented (Sambasivan and Soon 2007).  

According to the Washington DOT (2008), an ideal situation would be to obtain all 

the approved environmental documents with no noise constraints and no vibration 

constraints. However, when encountered, the construction team should account for these 

constraints during preconstruction planning as they can affect the construction speed. 

Moreover, construction schedules and productivity can be enormously affected by erosion 

control issues, water and dust constraints, storm water collection and treatment as well as 

wetland protection and mitigation. Contaminated soils found on site and hazardous material 

testing can lead to a reduction in productivity caused by the processing time of all the 

required permits. 
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2.1.1.5 External and Environmental Aspects 

a) Weather Conditions and Temperature 

Since the construction of highway projects is performed outdoors, weather conditions 

at the construction site including wind velocity and barometric pressure usually have a large 

impact on labor productivity. Productivity losses and delays in construction may be the 

consequences of adverse climatic conditions such as precipitation, humidity and extremes of 

temperature (Nasirzadeh and Nojedehi 2013). O’Connor et al. (2004) found that cold 

temperature caused a 32 percent drop in steel erection labor productivity. Moreover, some 

activities can only be performed under a certain range of weather conditions to protect work 

quality. For example, if the air temperature is below certain level, hot mix asphalt (HMA) 

and Portland cement concrete (PCC) paving can’t be done. Similarly, soil stabilization with 

lime should not be operated under windy conditions. Consequently, the delay of these critical 

activities sometimes causes the whole project to be delayed (Jiang and Wu 2007). 

Studies showed that the highest production rates occur at air temperature between 60 

and 80°F. In fact, most construction workers would feel most comfortable working at around 

70°F. As temperature increases to 95°F or more, the productivity of the workers decreases 

because they will try to take shelter more frequently during the day to avoid the heat. This 

will result in more travel time of workers on site and thus in less productive time. When 

temperature decreases to 35°F or less, workers tend to warm themselves up around heat 

sources and stop their work which will increase their idle time and thus decrease their 

productive time. Moreover, it is important to note that extreme weather conditions (such as 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0263786312001597
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0263786312001597
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extreme heat or cold) will also increase absenteeism and turnover which will lead to 

productivity loss (Chong 2005). 

b) Effects of Seasons  

Studies showed that the season during which the construction is performed is one of 

the major factors affecting production rates and that these rates are the highest in the summer 

and the lowest in the winter. Also, it was shown that the longer the duration of the winter, the 

lower these rates turned out to be. As expected, the seasonal production rates indicate that the 

summer and fall seasons are more suitable for highway constructions than the other two 

seasons (INDOT 2004). 

c) Rainfall 

The productivity loss related to rainfall is affected by many other factors such as the 

types of activities involved, the intensity of rainfall, and the drying conditions on site. 

Similarly to air temperature, rainfall can enormously affect some specific activities more than 

others. Chong (2005) showed that earthmoving, construction of the base course, construction 

of the drainage layers, and paving construction are the four tasks in highway construction 

that are the most sensitive to rainfall. Using a fuzzy based model, Pan (2005) quantified the 

impact of rainfall on construction productivity.  

Most contractors perform construction operations in the rain especially in the wet 

regions of the country which is the case of the state of Wisconsin to avoid being too late on a 

project.  By doing that, they try to maximize their profits but their productivity decreases due 

to inefficiencies associated with visibility, safety, morale, discomfort, hazards, and other 

issues on site (Intergraph 2012). 
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2.1.2 Contractor Specific Factors 

The contractor specific factors summarized schematically in Figure 3 below are 

specific to each different contractor. These factors are dependent on each contractor as they 

can be controlled by the contractor and known by him before he mobilizes. Because these 

factors will let him know how productive he will be, these will be used as the second part of 

the inputs to the statistical analysis of this study. 

 

 

 

2.1.2.1  

2.1.2.2 Advancement in Technology  

With time, advancements in technology increased construction productivity and 

provided contractors with tools and resources that never existed before and that they can use 

to come up with a much more efficient construction process (Aral et al. 2007; Zhai et al. 

2009; Goodrum et al. 2009). Studies showed that production rates under ideal conditions 

have increased 1.58 percent on average per year because of technology advancements 

(Bhurisith and Touran 2002). Other previous research indicated that changes in equipment 

technology was one of the main contributors to the productivity improvements at the 

Figure 3: Contractor Specific Factors 
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microlevel (Goodrum and Haas 2002; Goodrum and Haas 2004). For example, productivity 

of soil compaction and concrete placement increased by 260 percent and 55 percent, 

respectively between 1974 and 1996 and the new technology was the main driver of this 

improvement. 

This improvement of construction productivity can be attributed to increased level of 

control, amplification of human energy, and information processing. For example, on 

highway projects, the improved capacity of scrapers, excavators and trucks enables the 

contractors to do the same job faster. The use of more advanced equipment such as GPS-

controlled grading also increases site productivity. In this case, the extent of this increase 

depends on different factors such as soil type, wetness, grade and length of haul (Slattery et 

al. 2011). Moreover, technological advancements allowed the installation of some materials 

regardless of the adverse environmental conditions on site such as extreme temperature and 

moisture conditions (Goodrum et al. 2009). 

However, Hassell et al. (2001) showed that the construction, building and housing 

industry invest less than 0.5% of the value of its sales in research and development (R&D) 

for new construction methods and products. Comparing this to the national average which is 

approximately equal to 3%, we can say that the construction industry is still behind compared 

to other industries when it comes to expenditures on R&D which is a very important measure 

of technology advancements. 

2.1.2.3 Type of Work and Learning Curve 

When performing repetitive tasks, experience is automatically gained which can lead 

to a better resource allocation and the development of more efficient means and methods to 
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do the job. This is why the more repetitive the work is, the higher the labor productivity. This 

increased productivity associated with the increase of the number of cycles is also a result of 

a better engineering support and some better management and supervision practices 

(O’Connor et al. 2004). 

2.1.2.4 Methods Used  

The more standardized the design, the higher the construction productivity will be on 

site. This is because standard designs allow the use of standard tools and equipment which 

the workers are used to. Similarly, the use of special tools and equipment tend to decrease 

labor productivity. 

Goodrum et al. (2009) showed that changes in the modularity of materials leads to a 

reduction in the amount of material customization performed on site during construction. As 

a result, we can say that off-site prefabrication of complete systems improves construction 

productivity significantly. 

2.1.2.5 General Contractor Performance and Site Planning 

Each contractor has their own practices related to management, labor relations, use of 

equipment as well as construction methods and techniques which lead to different production 

rates achieved by different contractors. Several studies showed that the ability of construction 

managers to plan, schedule and execute the work and the strategies they use to do that 

primarily affect labor productivity (Olsen 1982; Rojas and Aramvareekul 2003; Liberda et al. 

2003).  In fact, to maximize effective work and to insure the success of a construction 

project, it is essential to have good coordination and management on site (Sonmez 2007). If 

the project is not managed effectively, the subcontractors will experience a significant loss of 
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productivity. This loss associated with poor management might account for over half of the 

time wasted on a job site. For example, lack of supervisors on site and unclear instructions 

given to workers would decrease labor productivity. Dai et al. (2009) showed that according 

to workers, the primary reason of their loss of productivity is having to wait for people and/or 

equipment to move the materials they need. Similarly, good management practices would 

enhance construction productivity by making sure that all the team members are on the same 

page and are keeping track of their work progress. This can be done by using a daily diary, 

updating the project schedule frequently and having regularly scheduled meetings rather than 

meeting only after a problem has occurred and caused the work to stop and the productivity 

to drop drastically. Nasirzadeh and Nojedehi (2013) studied the impact of project 

management on labor productivity. To do that, they defined project management efficiency 

(PME) as being the ratio of the project manager expended work hours to the required work 

hours and showed that there is a 73.98% loss in productivity associated with a decrease in 

PME from 1 to 0.347. 

Moreover, some other factors that can be controlled by the general contractors and 

construction managers and that can impact the productivity of subcontractors enormously are 

their ability to resolve problems, control operations, manage overtime and maintain the 

construction schedule. Furthermore, their ability to administrate change orders and to 

coordinate the work of the subcontractors is very important since it directly impacts the 

productivity of these different trades. Moselhi et al. (2005) quantified the impact of change 

orders using a neural network model. 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0263786312001597
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0263786312001597
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2.1.2.6 Number of General Contractors and Subcontractors 

Most of the time, having one general contractor on a project and giving him a prime 

responsibility is the best practice to maximize labor productivity. This contractor will have 

his own supervision method and his specific means to control contract payment and budget. 

Having more than one general contractor might lead to some conflicts on construction 

operations due to miscommunication of information and confusion in responsibilities which 

will impact productivity negatively (NECA 2009). Similarly, having more than one 

subcontractor for each type of work will probably decrease their labor productivities because 

they will be interfering with each other. 

2.1.2.7 Quality of Supervision and Worker Leadership 

It is very important for the workers to be supervised properly and to be provided with 

clear directions about the job as well as good training materials. Contractors might face a lot 

of issues related to the quality of supervision on site. This is mainly due to the difficulty to 

recruit supervisors and workers and to the high rate of labor turnover as well as absenteeism 

at the work site. Also, hiring foreign workers leads to a lot of communication issues which 

decrease labor productivity (NECA 2009).  

Inspection delays might occur because of a bad quality of leadership and a lack of 

financial and non-financial incentives. This might also result from having the supervisors 

looking after too many. Moreover, waiting for materials and/or tools, waiting for instructions, 

waiting for another worker to finish so they can follow on (because of a poor site layout) and 

working in a confined space may lead to inspection delays and thus a decrease in 

productivity. 
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2.2 Productivity Prediction Techniques 

The planning phase of a construction project is an essential but complex phase that 

has a direct impact on the success of the project. During that phase, estimations of 

construction productivity and some other factors affecting the duration and cost of the project 

are used to come up with an initial plan to which every person involved in the project will 

commit (Hwang and Liu 2010). 

Alarcón (1993) argued that “there is no standard method for predicting productivity 

of construction work”. In fact, many estimating manuals provide guidance to account for 

different conditions. For each activity, productivity might be measured differently by 

different people using different techniques. According to Song and AbouRisk (2008), this is 

what makes the concept of productivity difficult to understand and challenging to predict. 

Examples of sources used today to get an estimate of productivity values are the estimator’s 

personal judgments as well as published productivity data and historical project data. 

To come up with different techniques to estimate productivity, many studies focused 

on identifying the factors affecting productivity and on quantifying the impact of these 

factors on productivity using historical project data. Sonmez and Rowings (1998) refer to this 

as “productivity modeling”. Consequently, the majority of these techniques were primarily 

based on the relation between these factors and productivity. The different logic behind each 

technique is described in this section. 

2.2.1 Productivity Prediction using Factor Model 

Factor model is one of these techniques used to explain the relationship between 

factors and productivity. The theory behind this technique is that if the cumulative effect of 
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these factors can be represented mathematically, an estimated productivity can be obtained 

(Thomas and Yiakoumis 1987). However, if quantifying the impact of various factors is not 

feasible (which is sometimes the case), the relationships between the productivity and these 

factors can’t be represented mathematically which is the main limitation of using factor 

model. Furthermore, some of the factors can be correlated with others, and these correlations 

may be higher or lower under different situations (Hwang and Liu 2010). 

2.2.2 Productivity Prediction using Neural Network  

Several past studies used neural network techniques as a mean to predict productivity 

(Sonmez and Rowings 1998; Portas and AbouRizk 1997). According to Karshenas and Feng 

(1992), artificial neural network (ANN) has been used to model the relationship of 

influencing factors and construction productivity in various trades such as earthmoving 

equipment productivity. Cheng and Titterington (1994) defined these networks as a 

collection of simple computational units that are interlinked by different connections forming 

a system. Having a number of input patterns representing different problems or scenarios and 

their respective output patterns representing solutions to these inputs, this technique 

generalizes the knowledge obtained by this system and becomes able to provide you with 

solutions to new problems. However, this method doesn’t sufficiently incorporate the effect 

of the learning curve and the time factor in predicting productivity of ongoing operations by 

analyzing the dynamic and stochastic behavior of productivity (Hwang and Liu 2010). 

2.2.3 Productivity Prediction using Contemporaneous Time Series Data 

According to Hwang and Liu (2010), series data are quantitative data that can be used 

in a prediction model and that can be observed continually at fixed time intervals. Several 
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studies showed how time series can be used to analyze experimental (Abdelhamid and 

Everett 1999) or real data (Hwang and Liu 2010) for construction productivity improvement. 

Also, previous studies used similar type of continuous data to predict the probability of 

success of a project (Lawrence 1995; Russell et al. 1997). Abdelhamid and Everett (1999) 

have applied time series analysis in a controlled environment to study the time consumption 

for shifting tools and materials by a 50-ton mobile crane.  

2.2.4 Productivity Prediction using Project Level Productivity 

This method consists of measuring and analyzing the project level productivity (PLP) 

of all the activities over the life of the project. This can be done by combining multiple 

simultaneous work activity productivity into a global productivity value for the project as a 

whole using the field data of different construction operations. According to Ellis and Lee 

(2006), PLP of a project combines the total output (work produced) and the total input (work 

effort) on all activities.  

Since the main objective of this study is to come up with productivity rates that can 

be used by designers to obtain more accurate estimates of construction completion times, the 

research team decided to avoid using project level productivity and to measure productivity 

at the activity level or even operation level to be more accurate.  

2.2.5 Productivity Prediction using Different Sources 

2.2.5.1 Estimator’s Personal Judgments  

A survey conducted by Motwani et al. (1995) showed that more than 20% of 

contractors rely on estimators’ “gut feelings” and opinions for the majority of their estimates. 
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Obviously, the accuracy and reliability of this approach are influenced by personal prejudice 

and employee turnover.  

2.2.5.2 Published Productivity Data  

Different companies and trade organizations publish standard productivity data on a 

regular basis. For example, the RS Means Company collects data from different contractors 

and trades and publishes construction cost and productivity data every year (RS Means 

2013). According to Song and AbouRisk (2008), the main limitation of these published data 

is that they represent composite data. In other words, they were obtained by getting the 

average productivity rates of many projects in the industry rather than focusing on the 

performance of a particular contractor. Moreover, because of the lag time between collecting 

the data and publishing it, these manuals may fail to recognize technological changes and 

thus may lack accuracy.    

2.2.5.3 Past Projects Data 

Much research has relied on historical records to develop production rates. Such data 

come in the form of records kept by the contractors or the clients which includes project 

scope, progress information and labor expenditures and which contains predictive 

productivity information that can be used to obtain accurate and reliable estimate for future 

project planning. By analyzing historical data through variable sources such as contract 

documents, progress reports and time studies, productivity models can be constructed in the 

form of statistical and regression models, expert systems and simulation. The main objective 

of these models is to evaluate the effect of these influencing factors on productivity to be able 

to predict productivity on future projects (Song and AbouRizk 2008). In fact, construction 
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simulation explicitly models a construction process detail operations, resources, and related 

factors by accounting for their interactions.   

Although extremely accurate information about production rates can be obtained by 

some well-kept records, the main limitation for developing these kind of models is the large 

amount of comprehensive and accurate historical data required which can only be obtained 

by tracking productivity and storing data for several years. Due to the lack of accurate, 

consistent and comprehensive data from past projects, many contractors can’t use this 

approach (Song and AbouRizk 2008). Also, principal contractors usually do not keep 

detailed production rate information on some work items that are carried out by 

subcontractors such as drilling shafts. For these reasons, historical records cannot be fully 

relied upon. 

  

2.3 Looking at Other States’ DOTs 

As part of the literature review efforts performed by this study, we looked at the 

productivity rates used by other departments of transportation (DOTs) in the United States. 

An initial scan of other state DOT’s indicated that many states have much more expansive 

lists of production rates than the Wisconsin DOT. Their lists include activities that are not 

accounted for by WisDOT such as erosion control, cable guard, cracking and seating, and 

rubbelizing. Also, although some DOTs give exact values of productivity rates, the majority 

of the DOTs provide ranges for these values but none of them gives a clear explanation of 

what criteria should be evaluated for each project to see where the project stands in that range 

and to know which value to pick from each range for this particular project.  
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Because of the lack of this type of guidelines and because of the fact that the ranges 

provided are quite wide, the production rates provided by the DOTs are not really useful for 

the designers and their use doesn’t guarantee realistic and accurate estimated project 

completion times. Moreover, the literature review performed for this study showed that none 

of the DOTs came up with the same division of project characteristics into normal, difficult 

and very difficult conditions as the one used in this study. Also, none of the previous DOT 

studies surveyed that many contractors from each transportation trade with a total response 

rate of 64% from contractors and project leaders. 

This section shows how this study is the first of its kind to cover the gaps found in the 

literature and to provide the designers not only with a range of production rates for each 

activity but also with a tool and exact guidelines that they can use to estimate the production 

rates on each project taking into consideration both the contractor specific factors and the 

project specific factors that characterize their project.  

2.3.1 Construction Activities Considered by Other DOTs 

As mentioned earlier, the aim of this study is to determine production rates for the 

work items that may lie on the critical path and that will most probably affect the estimation 

of the project completion time.  

Appendix E of this report includes the lists of construction activities and their 

respective production rates used by some of the DOTs that were scanned for the purpose of 

this study. Looking at the construction activities used by other DOTs and comparing these to 

the ones currently used by WisDOT for estimating completion times (showed in Appendix 

D), we can say that WisDOT has a relatively limited list which probably adds a lot of 
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uncertainties to its estimate of project duration. Table 1 below represents the number of 

activities considered by WisDOT and those considered by some other state DOTs. 

Table 1: Number of Activities Considered by Different DOTs 

State DOT Number of Activities Considered 

Wisconsin (WisDOT) 32 

Washington (WSDOT) 113 

Oklahoma (ODOT) 58 

Texas (TxDOT) 29 

Illinois (IDOT) 158 

Indiana (INDOT) 148 

Minnesota (MnDOT) 121 

Iowa (IowaDOT) 83 

 

Looking at the different types of activities currently considered by WisDOT, we can 

see that it includes different types of excavation (marsh and rock) and it accounts for 

different site locations (urban or rural) and for different types of equipment that can be used 

(scraper or truck). It also includes concrete and asphaltic concrete pavement work, concrete 

masonry for bridges and culverts, structural steel beams, prestressed girders as well as piling 

(timber or steel). Moreover, WisDOT accounts for concrete curb and gutter, concrete 

sidewalk, storm sewer, inlets and manholes, steel plate beam guard, different types of fences 

(woven wire or chain link) as well as seeding and finishing (WisDOT FDM 2011). We can 
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say that these activities currently listed by WisDOT cover a bulk part of the work but that 

WisDOT is missing some of the activities that can be on the critical path and that need to be 

accounted for. Looking at the list of activities used by other states’ DOTs helped identify 

these missing critical activities. This was supplemented by interviewing Wisconsin 

contractors to get their input specific to the state of Wisconsin. 

Some states DOTs such as MnDOT, ODOT and WSDOT account for set-up and 

mobilization as well as clearing and grubbing. These DOTs also account for many types of 

removals. In fact, ODOT has 3 types of activities related to removals while MnDOT and 

WSDOT have 18 and 8 types respectively. Moreover, they account for different types and 

sizes of installations. For example, WSDOT accounts for different types and sizes of catch 

basin, storm sewer pipe and manhole. Similarly, ODOT accounts for different types of 

drainage structures, retaining walls and asphalt used while MnDOT accounts for different 

types of common and borrow excavation, subgrade excavation, concrete pavement, 

bituminous pavement, storm sewer and culverts, mill decks as well as conduits (MnDOT 

2005; Jeong et al. 2008). MnDOT also takes into account different sizes of projects and 

gives respectively different ranges of production rates for pavement and bridge work. 

However, none of these DOTs provide specific guidelines on which production rates to 

choose depending on the size, location and other characteristics of the specific project. 

Out of all the DOTs considered for this study, TxDOT was the only one that was 

found to have a smaller list of activities taken into account for the estimation of completion 

time when compared to WisDOT. In fact, the level of detail of these activities turned out to 

be very similar to the one currently listed by WisDOT. 
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Looking at IDOT and INDOT, we can see that these DOTs have an extensive list of 

activities used for estimating project completion time. In fact, these include 158 and 148 

activities respectively. After interviewing some Wisconsin contractors, we knew that they 

preferred having the activities divided into different worktypes similarly to what was done by 

IDOT and INDOT. However, Wisconsin contractors said that they are not comfortable using 

the level of detail adopted by these two DOTs because they believe that some of the activities 

they listed are not critical and will be hard to track. 

When estimating project completion time, IowaDOT considers 83 activities that seem 

to be very close to what the Wisconsin contractors would consider critical and would account 

for during the bidding phase. However, IowaDOT does not divide the activities into different 

worktypes which could make the use of these production rates much easier. 

2.3.2 Production Rates Utilized by Other DOTs 

Concerning the values of production rates used, WisDOT current manual designers 

with a range of production rates for each activity, but these ranges are not very useful 

because they are quite wide. In fact, the high value of the range is more than 6 times bigger 

than the low value for some activities such as urban excavation, rural excavation and borrows 

excavation using scraper. Moreover, WisDOT does not provide designers with any 

guidelines on how to use these ranges and how to evaluate their project criteria to know 

where they stand on these ranges. Also, these rates have not been updated for a considerable 

period of time and do not reflect the performance of today’s contractors. This explains why 

all the Wisconsin designers who were interviewed mentioned that they are not using these 

rates to estimate completion times of their projects. During one of our meetings with the 
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Southwest Region design group, designers were asked how they usually estimate contract 

time. Most designers said that they used the FDM 20 years ago but that what they currently 

do is to look at historical data from their personal experience. 

Other states’ DOTs also provide the contractors with a low and a high value of 

production rates for each activity considered. This is the case of IDOT and MnDOT. The 

study performed by IDOT has combined highway construction scheduling expertise from a 

wide variety of sources, and used that expert input to provide guidance to designers as they 

estimate the time required to perform various types of construction projects. Actually, this 

DOT offers the contractors a software tool that is customized to the state of Illinois and that 

uses the temperature and rainfall records of that state. It also allows users to select the project 

location within the state and links historical temperature records from that part of the state to 

specific controlling items in the scheduling template for the selected project type. The 

MnDOT also provides the contractors with a range of estimated production rates for 

computing contract time and these ranges are a bit narrower compared to those of other 

DOTs. Lack of guidance on how to use them can be an issue which could lead to them not 

being used by designers. Even with a wide range of production rates for each activity, the 

information can be useful if provided with guidelines that help evaluate the project 

conditions. So it appears the main problem with what is provided by MnDOT is not the 

production rates and their accuracy, but rather the lack of guidance on how these ranges 

could be used. 

Some DOTs such as ODOT and TxDOT not only provide contractors with a 

minimum and maximum value that will define the limits of the ranges but also give them a 
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mean value of production rate for each activity. The study performed by ODOT included a 

detailed data collection process. The characteristics of the observed projects were categorized 

into three distinct levels: project level, work zone level and work item level. The project level 

data included factors such as project type, traffic flow, weather (rain and winter length), 

contract amount, technical complexity, accelerated construction provision, soil types, land 

slope, scheduling technique used, work schedule (hours/day and days/week), and contractor’s 

management system. The work zone level consisted of a description of the work zone and a 

documentation of some of its characteristics such as accessibility and congestion. The work 

item sheet specified the scope of each work item. Thus by following this classification and by 

generating formulas for estimating ranges of realistic production rates, the study allows 

estimators to objectively use production rates in contract time estimation which can further 

be enhanced with their experience and judgments. This study also developed a software 

called Highway Production Rate Information System (HyPRIS) which was based on a 

Microsoft Visual Basic using Microsoft Excel platform (Jeong et al. 2008). Similarly, the 

study performed by TxDOT describes the factors that may affect productivity and 

included these factors in the data collection process. These factors were actually very 

similar to what was considered in the study performed by ODOT. TxDOT also identifies 

the relationship between these factors and the estimated production rates and helps 

designers to make better use of the information. These relationships are presented in 

formulas so that the time estimation process can be simplified yet be more accurate at 

the same time (O’Connor et al. 2004).  
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Some other DOTs such as Iowa DOT (IowaDOT), Indiana DOT (INDOT) and 

Washington DOT (WSDOT) provide a specific value of production rate for each activity 

considered. WSDOT for example explains that project specific factors should be considered 

in the estimate of completion time but it only provides the contractors with specific 

production rates (or duration) for each activity (WSDOT 2008). Similarly, INDOT provides 

the industry with mean production rates, standard deviations as well as 95% confidence 

intervals of production rates. Based on the INDOT construction data, it was identified that 

the major factors affecting production rates might include construction firms or contractors, 

locations of projects, and weather conditions. The effects of these factors were analyzed to 

determine their significance. In addition, the changes of production rates over time were 

examined to exhibit the trend of productivity improvement (Jiang and Wu 2004). Contrarily, 

IowaDOT gives a list of suggested daily construction rates but does not provide the industry 

with any guidelines on how these can be adopted for a specific project knowing its 

characteristics (IowaDOT 2011). 

2.3.3 Methodology Used by Other DOTs to Determine Reported Rates 

The next step of the literature review performed for this study was to look at the 

methodology adopted by other DOTs to determine the reported rates. Here, we focused 

mainly on the studies performed by IDOT, INDOT, ODOT and TxDOT because these have 

very similar outputs to the ones planned to be obtained from this study.  

In the study performed by IDOT, the research team focused on the essential questions 

asked by construction schedulers when evaluating a potential project. This was done by 

conducting in-depth interviews by telephone and in person with key personnel in highway 
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construction firms to capture the key decision-making variables and by reviewing the 

literature on construction scheduling and productivity rates for highway construction 

activities. Second, the team gathered published historical weather records and used the 

resulting annual trends to determine the probable number of rain days per month and 

probable periods during which temperature-sensitive construction operations could be 

conducted. Finally, the research team developed a Windows-based program called the 

Illinois Construction Scheduling Expert System (ICSES) to help engineers estimate the time 

required for the completion of highway construction projects. ICSES includes 12 templates 

consisting of typical types of road and bridge projects. Each template contains typical 

controlling items and their sequential relationships. The tool also allows user revision of the 

templates or addition of new templates as new scheduling knowledge is developed over time 

(Slattery et al. 2011).  

When setting contract time, INDOT highway engineers consider different factors 

such as type of work, traffic features, permit restrictions and site access to adjust the average 

production rates they have. These average rates were updated using the most recent INDOT 

construction data to insure a better contract time estimation. Moreover, a comprehensive 

literature review was conducted to determine the different factors that affect production rates 

and the different methods that can be used to estimate contract time. Productivity data was 

obtained from the INDOT Construction Daily Reports which contain 1,818 highway 

construction projects with a description of their characteristics including project magnitudes, 

weather information, and daily quantities. Data about highway traffic information at 

construction sites was obtained from the INDOT annual reports. A statistical analysis was 
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performed to obtain the mean production rates for all the activities, their variances and 

standard deviations as well as their 95% confidence intervals. In fact, the effects of major 

factors, such as project location and weather conditions, on production rates were analyzed. 

Performing t-tests to compare the mean production rates among all of the major construction 

firms at a significant level of 0.05 indicated that the production rates are statistically different 

for different construction firms and that these firms have significant effects on highway 

production rates. After calculating the unit contract times for different types of highway 

projects, the estimation results from the developed methods were tested against actual project 

durations to validate its accuracies (Jiang and Wu 2004). 

A study performed by ODOT utilized a tiered classification for calculating contract 

time of highway projects. For each tier of projects, standardized templates were developed to 

fit individual projects. Each template consists of pre-determined set of controlling activities 

that are specific to the type of project under consideration. Moreover, each template may 

require minor adjustments to production rates to account for different factors that would be 

specific to each project. The study looked at the project requirements to be able to select the 

necessary templates. Quantity take-offs were also performed and production rates were 

developed using engineer’s experiences and historical data to generate a project schedule that 

provides an estimated total duration for that project in working days. The logic used was then 

reviewed to finalize the contract time and to obtain comments from experienced engineers 

(Jeong et al. 2008). 

In the study performed by TxDOT, projects were selected and weekly visits were 

conducted on the job sites. Data collection included the quantities of the work items that were 
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completed, the time expended to construct these work items, the contractors’ working and 

non-working days, the reasons for non-productivity, other information that could be 

candidate drivers affecting productivity as well as design drawings and other information that 

TxDOT personnel indicated as helpful. These data were provided by TxDOT site personnel 

and further verified and standardized by the research assistants for this study. To further 

enhance the quality of the data and to better characterize the progress of the work, 

foremen were also interviewed. A total of 63 construction projects were selected for this 

study. These projects had contract periods between 145 days and six years and contract cost 

between $620,000 and $261 million. At the time of observation, these projects were between 

15 percent and 85 percent complete. Production rates were also adjusted according to crew 

size. The rates that were gathered from larger crews were adjusted downward to fit the 

production rate of about one typical crew and to obtain a standardized unit of crew day. The 

development of the Highway Production Rate Information System (HyPRIS) was the final 

product of this research. This information system serves as a tool that organizes and 

disseminates the key findings from this research. The Microsoft Excel platform of this 

system ensures its user-friendliness (O’Connor et al. 2004). 

2.3.4 Methodology Used by Other DOTs to Determine Contract Time 

Part of the literature review that was performed for this study was to look at the 

methodology used by WisDOT to determine contract time and compare it to what is used by 

other DOTs. Because of the lack of documented information about WisDOT current 

practices in determining contract time, the research team decided to get this information by 

meeting with a group of design engineers from the Southwest Region. 
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When asked about how they estimate their contract time, some designers said that 

they look at how much time they have to complete the project and they go backward. By 

doing that, these designers are not using specific estimated productivity rates to come up with 

a completion time but they are looking at the available time they have to finish the project 

(which is usually dictated by the project constraints) and from that they are getting the 

productivity rates that they need to achieve. This is definitely not a good way to determine 

contract time because it doesn’t always generate realistic productivity rates. Some designers 

explained to the research team that they used to use the productivity rates provided by the 

FDM twenty years ago, but now they have a specific person responsible to estimate contract 

time. This person estimates contract time for the coming project by looking at historical data. 

Other designers still use the FDM productivity rates as a starting point of the estimation 

process, and then they evaluate their project conditions and factors to predict the rates for 

their specific project. These designers use some kind of “gut feeling” of what the controlling 

items are on their project and go from there. So they start with the old FDM rates that they 

will adjust based on their gut feelings then they ask the contractors about the rates they are 

considering using given the existing project constraints and factors that may affect 

productivity. The contractors might agree on the use of these proposed rates or might ask the 

designers to adjust them.  

To estimate their project completion time, WisDOT designers identify the controlling 

items then try to see what activities can be done in parallel and sequentially try to figure out 

how the contractor will do it. Designers are also aware that sometimes the contractors are 

limited with the hours during which they can work. The contractors would want to work 8 to 
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10 hours per day on average but the actual number of work hours will depend on the site 

constraints, the permit restrictions and the traffic conditions which will determine how many 

lanes can be closed, for how many hours and at what time these lanes can be closed. In fact, 

the designers mentioned that if the contractor has the necessary permission to stop traffic, he 

can have much more work done during a certain number of hours because the contractor’s 

productivity is highly affected by how much room he’s provided with to perform his job and 

by the location of his storage and staging areas (on site or off site). So we can say that the 

designers take into account the fact that the contractors might be limited by the time during 

which they can work. 

Herbsman & Ellis (1995) surveyed and found that most DOTs use a common process 

in determining the contract time for their highway projects. A scheduler is usually provided 

with the design drawings, specifications, bill of quantities and all other relevant data about 

the project and is designated to determine its contract time. After looking closely to the data, 

the scheduler comes up with a list of the major activities that he/she believes will control the 

duration of the project. Some DOTs provide their schedulers with a list of typical controlling 

activities for different project types. Using an estimated production rate and an estimated 

work quantity for each controlling activity on the list, the scheduler calculates the estimated 

duration for each. Most DOTs get their estimated production rates from a published list of 

rates developed by observing the current projects under construction and maintaining records 

from earlier projects estimation (Herbsman and Ellis 1995). Since the observed rates used to 

develop these lists are actual rates achieved on site, these take into account various factors 

such as weather, topography, project size, crew size, etc. In fact, the more realistic the 
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production rates, the more accurate the contract time will be. The scheduler will still use his 

personal experience and judgment to decide whether to use the published production rates as 

is or to modify them. That’s why it is extremely important for the scheduler to have a good 

understanding of the project.  

After calculating the estimated durations, the scheduler thinks about the 

interdependency or independency between the various activities to be able to put the 

activities in sequence and get a preliminary project completion time. The sequence of 

activities is usually prepared either by using bar charts (also known as Gantt chart), critical 

path method (CPM), or various scheduling software packages such as Microsoft Project and 

Primavera. The scheduler then asks the project manager and some other experienced 

engineers about some site specific conditions that are likely to affect the project and have an 

impact on the contract duration. Together, they try to account for these conditions by 

adjusting the calculated preliminary contract time which is then converted to calendar days or 

completion days. This contract time is then reviewed by experienced personnel for final 

approval before it is incorporated in the bid documents. After that, it becomes part of the 

contract between the owner and the contractor. 

Some DOTs use historical data analysis to determine contract time on certain simple 

highway projects. This is done by performing a statistical regression analysis of historical 

data to estimate relationships between construction time and parameters indicating project 

scale or magnitude (Herbsman and Ellis 1995). This technique is becoming less commonly 

used by DOTs because its results are not very accurate. 
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2.4 Looking at Quantities Installed from Past Projects 

As part of the literature review efforts performed for this study, the research team 

identified the top 10 item expenditures based upon 2010 and 2011 WisDOT projects. 

Moreover, quantities were evaluated for major work items by looking at projects that were 

completed over the last 3 years. Assuming that 25% of the projects are small, 50% of the 

projects are medium and the remaining 25% are large, projects were classified based on the 

quantities of work for asphalt paving, concrete paving, excavation, base course, bridge deck, 

milling, grinding, striping and rubblizing. The breakdown of these projects into small, 

medium and large that was obtained from WisDOT’s databases is shown in Table 2 and 

Table 3 below. This breakdown was later compared to what contractors consider as small, 

medium and large projects which was obtained from the survey responses. 

 

Table 2: Breakdown of Projects Based on Quantities of Work for Asphalt, Concrete, Excavation, 

Base Course and Bridge Deck 

Item Asphalt 

 (Tons) 

Concrete 

 (Sq Yds) 

Excavation  

(Cu Yds) 

Base Course 

 (Tons) 

Bridge Deck  

(Sq Ft) 

Small < 500 < 500 < 2,000 < 2,000 < 2,000 

Medium 500 – 15,000 500 – 25,000 2,000 – 35,000 2,000 – 25,000 2,000 – 20,000 

Large > 15,000 > 25,000 > 35,000 > 25,000 > 20,000 
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Table 3: Breakdown of Projects Based on Quantities of Work for Miling, Grinding, Striping and 

Rubblizing 

Item Milling  

(Sq Yds) 

Grinding  

(Sq Yds) 

Striping  

(Linear Ft) 

Rubblizing  

(Sq Yds) 

Small < 5,000 < 15,000 < 5,000 < 15,000 

Medium 5,000 – 90,000 15,000 – 40,000 5,000 – 90,000 15,000 – 120,000 

Large >90,000 > 40,000 >90,000 > 120,000 
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Chapter 3. Research Methodology 

The research methodology that was followed for this study is shown in Figure 4 

below. This chapter gives a description of what was done by the research team during each of 

the different phases of the study. It is important to note that although the phases are 

numbered according to their chronological order of occurrence, there has been a lot of back 

and forth between the different phases because of the complexity of the project. 

Figure 4: Research Methodology 
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3.1 Phase 1: Literature Review 

As mentioned in chapter 2, this research started by an intensive literature review that 

was conducted to find the potential factors that may affect labor productivity of construction 

projects as well the different techniques used in past studies to predict productivity of coming 

projects.  

Phase 1 also consisted of performing a scan of other state DOT’s and of the 

Federation Highway Administration (FHWA) to determine what construction activities they 

consider useful in estimating contract time, the production rates utilized, and the 

methodology used in determining the reported production rates. These construction activities 

were contrasted to the ones currently listed by WisDOT and recommendations were made as 

to what WisDOT should adopt. Moreover, some information couldn’t be found during the 

literature review, especially those related to the current practices of WisDOT which were 

never documented. Since this missing information was important for this study, they were 

obtained by the research team in phase 2 through interviewing contractors and designers. 

 

3.2 Phase 2: Interviews 

The first part of this phase consisted of interviewing representatives of the Wisconsin 

contracting community to develop definitions and criteria for normal, difficult and very 

difficult conditions. For those who weren’t capable of performing a live interview, we were 

able to reach them via conference calls. Based upon literature review, the research team gave 

a series of factors to the experienced contractors to review. These experts reviewed the 
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different influencing factors found in the literature and provided the research team with some 

other factors that weren’t mentioned in the literature and that they think are important. By 

doing that, the research team decided to focus on 19 factors for the bridge construction study, 

18 factors for the earthwork study, 17 factors for the concrete paving and 22 factors for the 

asphalt paving. Most of these factors are the same for all four studies and only few of them 

are specific to each type of construction. Moreover, some of the activities that were part of 

this study such as milling or pulverizing couldn’t be included in any of the surveys. It was 

because these specific activities are performed by only one contractor in state of Wisconsin. 

Consequently, to get the required information concerning these activities, we interviewed the 

respective contractors. 

The first part of this phase consisted of interviewing WisDOT designers. Since 

WisDOT doesn’t have guidelines or documented information about their current practices of 

how designers determine contract time, the research team decided to meet with their design 

group to get this kind of information. The primary goals of these meetings were to determine 

how designers estimate contract time and to define what their current data sources are. 

Moreover, designers were asked about the most important factors they believe should be 

accounted for, the construction activities they would like to have data for and the guidance 

they would like to see developed. All of the information gathered during the different 

meetings that were held with the design group was taken into consideration throughout the 

different phases of this study. The different methodologies used by WisDOT designers to 

determine contract time were also compared to what is used by other DOTs. These designers 
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were also asked about their deisgn preferences of the final tool and the database that are 

being developed by this study.  

 

3.3 Phase 3: Data Collection 

This phase focused on collecting the necessary data for this study. It consisted mainly 

of determining the target population, developing the surveys and collecting the data. 

3.3.1 Determination of Target Population 

The first task in this phase was to determine the target population. Given the scope of 

our research project, the target population was defined to be all the contractors who perform 

highway construction projects in the state of Wisconsin and the next task consisted of 

surveying the corresponding Wisconsin construction industry to obtain production rates they 

are achieving on highway projects.  

3.3.2 Development of Surveys and Pilot Testing 

Since our scope of work included bridge construction, earthwork, concrete paving as 

well as hot asphalt paving, we developed four different surveys as provided in Appendix C of 

this report. Looking at the list of activities included in each, we can say that the four surveys 

are very different since these activities are specific to each type of construction. However, 

most of the factors affecting productivity are the same across the different surveys. The 

surveys have the same structure since all four of them consist of the same two parts: the 

company wide data and the project specific data.  
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In the first part of the survey, ranges of production rates were requested in an attempt 

to increase the response rate and minimize any fear of revealing competitive information. 

This portion of the survey is called “company wide data” because it asks for the high, 

medium and/or low productivity rates achieved by the contractor in general, based on his past 

experiences. It also asks the contractor to specify to what extent (no effect, some effect or 

significant effect) each of the listed factors affects his productivity on site. In phase 5, a 

statistical analysis was performed on these data to develop minimum, maximum and most 

likely values for each construction activity.  

In the second part of the survey, the contractor is asked to pick a specific project that 

the company performed within the last three years and to specify the type of construction that 

this project involved (maintenance, resurfacing, rehabilitation, reconstruction, new 

construction or other) as well as the role of his company in this project (general contractor, 

subcontractor or construction project manager). The contractor was also asked to specify the 

size of the project (quantity of work) and whether this project is considered a small, medium 

or large project. The survey responses were used to set a benchmark of project sizes in the 

state of Wisconsin since this classification can be different for different contractors 

depending on their size and location and on the size and complexity of their past projects. 

They were also asked about the estimated project duration at contract award and the actual 

project duration at completion and whether this project was considered a short, mid-range or 

long project as well as whether it was considered a normal, difficult or very difficult project. 

At the end, the contractor was asked again about the extent to which each of the factors 

affected their construction productivity on this project and about the production rates 
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achieved by his company on this specific project. The second part of the survey was titled 

“project specific data”. It is important to note that before the surveys were sent out to the 

contractors, the industry experts who were interviewed in phase 2 were contacted again to 

perform a pilot test of the surveys. 

3.3.3 Delivery of Surveys 

Consequently, the earthwork survey was sent to all the members of the Wisconsin 

Earth Movers Association (WEMA), the concrete paving survey was sent to all the member 

of the Wisconsin Concrete Pavement Association (WCPA) and the asphalt paving survey 

was sent to all the members of the Wisconsin Asphalt Pavement Association (WAPA). 

Because the bridge contractors of Wisconsin don’t have an association that unifies them, 

surveys were sent to all known bridge contractors as identified from WisDOT’s qualified 

bidders list. 

Surveys were first sent to the contractors by email followed by two reminder emails 

to non-respondents. After that, the research team called the contractors and asked them 

whether they preferred to complete the survey by mail, email, telephone or live interview. 

Each contractor was called at least twice regarding the study. Surveys were also mailed 

directly to the contractors with a stamped return envelope provided. Surprisingly, very few 

responses were sent back by mail. To get more data, the research team performed some visit 

to contractors’ offices as well as construction sites.  

As indicated in Table 4 below, because of the limited number of responses obtained 

from contractors, the research team reconsidered the target population and decided to send 

the “project specific data” part of the survey to an extended list of project leaders who were 
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currently managing construction projects for WisDOT in order to get more data points (more 

specific projects) and thus ensure a better analysis. These survey responses were again 

gathered by email, mail, telephone, live interviews and site visits. 

Table 4: Number of Responses Obtained from Contractors and Project Leaders for the Different 

Types of Construction 

 Bridge Earthwork 
Asphalt 

Paving 

Concrete 

Paving 

Contractors  

(complete survey) 

Sent 6 16 17 19 

Received 4 6 7 2 

Response 

Rate 
66.7% 37.5% 41.2% 10.5% 

Project Leaders 

(project specific survey) 

Sent 15 14 15 15 

Received 10 17 10 13 

Response 

Rate 
66.7% 121.4% 66.7% 86.7% 

 

3.4 Phase 4: Statistical Analysis 

This phase consisted of organizing the data, choosing the appropriate analysis 

methods for the desired outputs and generating its mathematical formulation then finally 

fitting it in the R statistical software. 

3.4.1 Organization of Data 

The first task in this phase was to organize the data. In the analysis, the independent 

variables are the factors that affect productivity rates. Looking at the survey responses, we 

removed the independent variables that have the least effect on productivity so the analysis 

only considered factors that have some or significant effect. Moreover, for these independent 

variables, imputation was done by mode (using the most frequent data).  
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The dependent variables of our study are the productivity rates that we are estimating 

based on the independent variables (the factors) determined from specific projects. For these 

variables, imputation was done by mean. Some of the dependent variables were not included 

in the analysis because they have a lot of missing values. These productivity rates were 

obtained from the extensive literature review performed during this study. 

3.4.2 Selection of Statistical Models 

The second task that was done in this phase is the selection of the appropriate 

statistical methodology to be used. This methodology turned out to be complex but was 

mainly based on multiple regressions. Among all the possible types of multiple regressions, 

the research team decided to use the stepwise multiple linear regression.  

3.4.2.1 Different Types of Multiple Regressions 

What differentiates these different types of multiple regressions is mainly the method 

used to input the independent variables into the analysis. Using standard (also known as 

simultaneous) multiple regression will input all these variables into the analysis at the same 

time. Using hierarchical (also called sequential) multiple regression will permit the user to 

input these variables in the order that he chooses. Using stepwise (also known as statistical) 

multiple regression will look at the contribution of each of the independent variables in 

explaining the variance in the dependent variable and will enter the independent variables 

according to their statistical importance. It is important to note that these different types of 

regressions will generate the same regression equation if the same inputs are used (same 

independent variables and same dependent variables).   
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3.4.2.2 Why Stepwise Multiple Regression? 

The decision to use a forward stepwise linear regression for each of the dependent 

variables and considering all of the independent variables (factors) was based on the fact that 

there was an extensive list of factors that affect construction productivity. However, as 

previous studies have shown, not all of these factors have an impact on each activity. That’s 

why it is extremely important to identify the main factors that affect the productivity of each 

activity and to account for these specific factors when predicting productivity rates for future 

projects. To obtain these desired outputs, the research team used stepwise regression which is 

designed to find the most critical set of independent variables that affect each dependent 

variable the most.  

With stepwise regression, independent variables are added to the equation one at a 

time and the critical variables are selected by finding the combination of variables that 

maximize R
2
. This regression will keep adding variables to the equation until it becomes 

impossible to improve the obtained R
2
 by adding any of the variables that are not in the 

equation yet or until all of the variables are included (Chatterjee and Hadi 2006). We can say 

that the independent variables will only be included in the equation if they have some 

statistical impact on the analysis. This gives some strength to the stepwise regression which 

will only include independent variables that have a significant effect on the dependent 

variable.  

3.4.3 Fitting of Statistical Models in R 

The R statistical software was used to analyze the responses obtained by the four 

types of construction that were analyzed in this study. When fitting the models in R, if for 
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any dependent variable, the stepwise linear regression gave a saturated model that doesn’t 

have any degree of freedom to estimate the error, the research team tried to fit a simple linear 

model for that dependent variable with one independent variable at a time. This was done to 

be able to select the significant factors that have a p-value smaller or equal than 0.05. In 

some cases where very few variables had a small p-value, the threshold was increased to 0.2 

to be able to select more factors. Using the selected variables, stepwise forward linear 

regression was performed again to get a better selection and a more limited number of 

factors. The factors selected using stepwise forward linear regression for each activity are 

summarized and shown later in this report (Tables 7, 11, 15 and 19) for the different types of 

construction. After getting the best selection of independent variables for each of the 

dependent variables, a final multiple linear regression model was generated and its residual 

standard error was obtained. Consequently, for each dependent variable, the model includes 

only the independent variables that were selected. 

 

3.5 Phase 5: Productivity Estimation Tool 

This phase consisted of developing the productivity estimation tool and providing the 

users with the limitations of this tool and some guidelines on how to use it and how to update 

it in the future. 

3.5.1 Development of Tool 

Identifying the factors that significantly impact productivity and analyzing the 

obtained data by relating these factors to the actual productivity achieved on site allowed us 

to develop a spreadsheet scoring tool. This tool can be used to accurately determine 
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appropriate productivity rates. In fact, it allows estimators to precisely select the productivity 

rates applicable to their project based upon the identified criteria. During the development of 

the tool, the research team interviewed some WisDOT designers and took into account their 

design preferences of the tool.  

3.5.2 User Guidelines and Limitations of Tool 

Given the importance of having a good estimate of project completion time, the 

research team provided the users not only with a productivity estimation tool that will give 

them much better estimates than what is provided by the WisDOT today but also with some 

guidelines on how this tool should be used as well as a description of the circumstances 

under which this tool can be used to avoid misleading rates and bad estimates. 

3.5.3 Validation of Tool 

The tool was sent to several industry experts who performed pilot tests on it to 

validate it. After several iterations between the research team and the construction experts, 

the errors and bugs that were found in the tool were fixed. Another way to validate the tool 

was to get more project specific data and to input the factors characterizing each project in 

the tool to get estimated productivity rates. The research team found that the rates estimated 

using the tool were reasonable compared to the actual rates achieved. Moreover, cross 

validation was done to avoid overfitting and to get an indication of how well the tool 

performs when it is asked to make new predictions for data that it has not already seen. 

3.5.4 Creation of Database for Tool Future Update  

Given the importance of the tool provided by this study, the research team ensured its 

continuity by including in this report a step by step process showing how this tool can be 
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updated to stay up to date with the new technologies and the means and methods being used 

in construction. To avoid facing the same challenges that were faced during the data 

collection phase of this study, a database was created which will allow project personnel to 

begin capturing actual production rates on construction projects. The bigger the database, the 

more accurate the tool will be. The database was created in an excel sheet format that can be 

used by WisDOT staff in order to update the published production rates on a regular basis. 

 

3.6 Phase 6: Summary of Information 

3.6.1 Summary of Results 

This consisted of summarizing the information obtained in the previous tasks into a 

tabular format for incorporation into the Facilities Development Manual (FDM). It includes a 

narrative on the use and the limitations of use of the data obtained by this study for 

determining contract time. An overview of the database and instructions on how to input data 

is also provided for inclusion in the Construction and Materials Manual (CMM). 

3.6.2 Validation of Results 

Validating the production rates obtained from the study was a very important task. 

This included a review of project records (field records, schedules and diaries) where 

contractor’s progress and production rates are clearly documented. Moreover, project specific 

follow-up interviews were conducted with contractors to better comprehend the various 

complexities and impacts on production rates being reported. Moreover, several site visits 

were performed to better understand the factors affecting actual productivity rates and thus 
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leading to waste. During these site visits, a work sampling exercise was done to better 

document the identified wastes. Examination of past bids also provided insight into 

productivity rates based upon the amount of work required and knowledge of labor rates and 

material costs. 
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Chapter 4. Bridge Construction Productivity Study 

This chapter summarizes the statistical analysis results obtained from the bridge 

construction productivity rates study and it includes a discussion of these results. 

  

4.1 Sample Size and Response Rate 

As mentioned earlier, the bridge contractors who perform work in the state of 

Wisconsin does not have an association that unify all of them and that bring them together. 

However, because of their limited number, it was easy to email the bridge survey to all of 

them. Among the 6 contractors who used to perform bridge work in Wisconsin, it turned out 

that one of them sold everything and went out of business. Out of the remaining 5 

contractors, this study was able to gather 4 survey responses which can be translated to an 

80% response rate. Moreover, from the 15 project specific surveys that were sent to project 

leaders, 10 project specific responses were obtained. This 67% response rate from project 

leaders and the 70% overall response rate are the results of all the data collection efforts that 

were performed by the research team. 

  

4.2 Data Characteristics 

Out of all the survey respondents, 25% were presidents of the company while 75% 

were vice presidents. Moreover, half of these respondents said that they are owners at the 

same time. Looking at the different types of construction of the selected project, we can say 

that our sample of projects is wide enough to include all types of projects we were interested 
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in. In fact, as shown in Figure 5 below, 29% of the projects under study were reconstruction 

projects, 36% were rehabilitation projects, 21% were new construction, 7% were 

maintenance project and the remaining 7% denoted as “other” represents a project consisting 

of joint repair and wing replacement.   

 

Figure 5: Type of Construction of Selected Bridge Projects 

 

When asked about the size of the selected project, 21% said that they characterize 

their project as a small project, 36% considered their project as a large project and the 

remaining 43% said that their project is best described as a medium project as shown in 

Figure 6 below. Comparing this size distribution to the total square feet of bridge deck of 

each of the selected projects, we were able to classify the projects into small, medium and 

large in terms of total square feet of bridge deck as shown in Table 5 below. It was observed 

that projects with less than 5,000 total square feet of bridge deck are considered small 

Reconstruction 
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Rehabilitation 
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construction 
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Type of Construction of Selected 
Projects 
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projects while those with more than 40,000 total square feet of bridge deck were considered 

large. Moreover, projects involving between 5,000 and 40,000 total square feet of bridge 

deck are considered medium size projects according to Wisconsin contractors. This 

classification was also compared to what was previously obtained by the research team when 

they looked at the quantities installed on past WisDOT projects before the survey was 

conducted. We can say that the initial classification obtained in the literature review by 

assuming that 25% of the projects were small, 50% of the projects were medium and the 

remaining 25% were large was quite reasonable. 

 

 

Figure 6: Size Distribution of Selected Bridge Projects 
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Table 5: Classification of Bridge Projects into Small, Medium and Large 

Project Size 

Total SF of Bridge Deck 

From Data Analysis From WisDOT Projects 

Small ≤ 5,000 ≤ 2,000 

Medium 5,000 - 40,000 2,000 – 20,000 

Large ≥ 40,000 ≥ 20,000 

 

 

Comparing the estimated project duration at contract award to the actual project 

duration at completion, we were able to conclude that, as shown in Figure 7 below, 46% of 

the selected projects turned out to have an actual duration longer than the one that was 

estimated during the bidding phase, while only 31% of the projects had an actual duration as 

estimated. As shown in Figure 8 below, of the projects that had an actual duration longer than 

the estimated, 50% had an actual duration within 25% longer than the estimated duration, 

33.3% had an actual duration between 25 and 50% longer than the estimated duration and 

only 16.7% took more than 50% longer than the estimated duration. Surprisingly, for 23% of 

the projects selected, the actual duration was shorter than the estimated one. This emphasizes 

the importance of using accurate productivity rates to get a good estimate of project 

completion duration and thus the importance of this study. Also, when asked if they tracked 

productivity on their selected project, only 50% of the respondents said that they did so and 

the remaining 50% said that they didn’t. The survey responses also showed that those who 

didn’t track productivity were more likely to finish their project later than expected and with 
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a higher percent variation between the estimated project duration and the actual duration 

compared to those who tracked productivity. 

 

Figure 7: Comparison of Actual and Estimated Durations of Selected Bridge Projects 

 

 

Figure 8: Actual Duration of Bridge Projects that Took Longer than Estimated 
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The survey responses indicated that from the projects that were studied for this 

research, 15% were considered short projects, 31% were considered long projects and the 

remaining 54% were considered mid-range projects as shown in Figure 9 below. Looking at 

the actual duration of each project and at the response of each contractor on whether he 

considers his project to be short, mid-range or long, we were able to categorize the projects in 

terms of project duration in calendar weeks. As indicated in Table 6 below, a project is 

considered short according to most Wisconsin contractors if its actual duration is smaller 

than 15 calendar weeks and it is considered long if it takes more than 30 calendar weeks. 

Also, a project that takes between 15 and 30 calendar weeks is normally considered a mid-

range project. 

 

Figure 9: Duration Distribution of Selected Bridge Projects 
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Table 6: Classification of Bridge Projects into Short, Mid-range and Long 

Project Duration Calendar Weeks 

Short ≤ 15 

Mid-range 15 - 30 

Long ≥ 30 

 

When asked about the overall level of difficulty of their construction projects, 27% of 

the respondents said that their project is very difficult, 43% considered their project to be 

difficult, and the remaining 36% mentioned that their project is normal in terms of overall 

difficulty and complexity as shown in Figure 10 below. This shows that we have a wide 

variety of data in our sample and that our study takes into consideration different types of 

projects and accounts for the impact of all the factors for which the study was designed for 

and that were part of the survey questions including project size and complexity.  

 

Figure 10: Level of Difficulty of Selected Bridge Projects 
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Most of the projects that were considered normal are small or medium projects with 

short or mid-range completion duration. For one of these projects, the respondent mentioned 

that this project is considered normal beside the fact that it consisted of a rural project that 

required the road to be closed during some period of the construction process. He explained 

that this is because the project size was small enough. Moreover, one of the respondents 

considered his project to be large in term of size and long in terms of duration but normal in 

terms of overall difficulty which means that the duration and the size of a project are not the 

only indicators of its overall difficulty and complexity.  

Similarly, most of the bridge projects that were considered difficult are of medium 

size with mid-range duration. The respondents explained that the difficulty of these projects 

is mainly caused by the ongoing interstate traffic and restrictions as well as the multiple 

operations and staging. One of the contractors explained that the difficulty of his project is 

mostly due to the environmental issues that come with the construction of several piers in the 

river and the removal of a lift bridge. Other contractors mentioned that their projects involve 

tall abutments and wings that required cofferdams in order to widen and place extra girders. 

These contractors also mentioned that the existing underground obstructions created the 

difficulty for the cofferdam construction and that the in-stream spawning restrictions created 

additional time constraints. Furthermore, another contractor said that the added complexity of 

rolling the spans of the superstructure into place with Self-Propelled Modular Transporters 

(SPMTs) is what made his project difficult. He also explained that rolling the bridge into 

place only allowed the main road to be closed for a limited period with the bridge out which 

added additional schedule challenges with opening the new roadway up to traffic on the new 
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concrete pavement. In order to meet these challenging schedule milestones, construction was 

taking place during 7-day work weeks, with day and night shifts during 3 weeks. That’s why 

the contractor explained that if it was a simple overpass bridge project built with 

conventional methods, it would be considered a normal project. 

Looking at all the projects that were considered very difficult according to the bridge 

contractors, we can say that most of these projects are large size projects with long 

construction duration. When asked about the reason for which their projects were considered 

very difficult, contractors explained that it is mainly due to multiple traffic switches, staged 

construction and staged paving order. Moreover, some contractors explained that this 

difficulty was mostly caused by having short timeframes during which a considerable amount 

of work should be done which results in tight schedules. One of the contractors who 

considered his project to be very difficult clarified that this difficulty is mainly due to the 

complexity of the design and to some constructability issues. In fact, that bridge was 

designed at a 6% super vertical curve and a 52 degree skew with a design speed of 45 MPH. 

 

4.3 Effect of Different Factors on Productivity of Bridge Construction  

When asked to evaluate the effect of each factor on their productivity rates, all the 

contractors said that traffic conditions and staged construction have a significant effect on 

their productivity which explains the fact that these factors have an average effect equal to 3. 

Moreover, as shown in Figure 11 below, expediated project schedule, project constraints and 

restricted work hours have an average effect of 2.75 which means that more contractors 

considered it to have significant effect rather than some effect on productivity. Project 
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duration, project size, type of construction, type of crossing, type of concrete mix, night time 

construction and permit restrictions turned out to have some to significant effect (average 

effect equal to 2.5) while type of structure, materials delivery and proximity of storage and 

staging areas have on average some effect on productivity (average effect equal to 2). 

Concerning the effect of season and that of urban project, more contractors considered these 

to have some effect rather than a significant effect. Finally, among the list of all factors, deck 

thickness and rural project were identified as having the least effect on bridge construction 

productivity. In fact, contractors believe that having a rural project would increase their 

overall productivity. 

 

Figure 11: Average Effect of Different Factors on Bridge Construction Productivity 
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Although the type of structure was identified by the interviewed contractors as being 

an important factor affecting productivity, the research team decided not to add it to the list 

of factors in the survey but to account for it in the list of activities considered in this study. 

As shown in Table 8 below, this study accounts for girder bridge, slab bridge, steel girder 

erection and slab decking. Moreover, contractors emphasized the importance of the type of 

concrete mix because they believe that the cure time depends highly on the type of structure 

as well as the type of concrete mix used and that it is very important to account for that cure 

time.  

Besides the factors included in the survey which are shown in Figure 11 above, one 

contractor mentioned that unknown underground obstructions and previously unidentified 

contaminated soils had a significant effect on his project. In fact, the research team is aware 

of the impact that these factors can have on a project in case they exist but the main reason 

for which these were not included in the scope of this study is that they can’t be part of the 

tool because they are completely unknown during the bidding phase. Moreover, one 

contractor said that the SPMT Bridge Move that had to be done during an overnight from 

Friday night to Saturday morning and that required the full freeway to be closed had some 

effect of his productivity. The same contractor also mentioned that what had a significant 

effect on his productivity was the deck and the approach slab closure pours. That was 

basically due to the fact that the new deck was on two spans that the contractor had to tie-in 

over the pier and abutments. Another contractor added some factors to the list provided in the 

survey and clarified that these factors had significant effect in his project. These factors 

consisted of the degree skew of the bridge and its vertical curve, decking and overhang as 
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well as forming and tying steel in diaphgrams in skew areas. Some contractors evaluated the 

performance of the general contractor and the subcontractors as being a very important factor 

that affect their productivity enormously. In fact, these contractors believe that an inadequate 

or poor coordination of the project prime with the subcontractors and/or an inadequate or 

poor planning performed by the project subcontractors had a significant effect on the 

construction productivity of their projects. 

Contractors clarified also that some factors affect the productivity of some activities 

more than others. For example, delivery constraints are the biggest factor that affects the 

productivity of precast concrete girder erection. This activity is sometimes done during 

nightwork with rolling stops which lead to a lower productivity rate compared to when it is 

done during daytime settings. Similarly, the productivity of deck removal is highly affected 

by night work and traffic passing as well as the existence of railing. In fact, one of the 

contractors clarified that having night shift with full freeway closures only allows for 

approximately 4 hours of production work per shift. Also, when concrete masonry for 

substructure is being installed in phased construction, its productivity will decrease 

significantly.  

The extent to which each factor considered affects each of the construction activities 

was obtained through the analysis done by the research team using stepwise multiple 

regressions. The generated relationships between factors and productivity rates were coded in 

R and are included in Appendix F of this report. Table 7 below indicates the factors selected 

for each activity using stepwise forward linear regression and the adjusted coefficient of 

determination (R
2
 value) associated with each. These were also used to build up the 
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productivity estimation tool which represents the final product of this research. It is important 

to note that the adjusted R
2
 ranges from 0 to 1 with 1 indicating that the regression model 

perfectly fits the data. 

Table 7: Factors Selected Using Stepwise Forward Linear Regression for Each Bridge 

Construction Activity 

Activity Factors Selected R
2 

Concrete Masonry, Substructure 

Project Constraints      

0.6728 Project Duration   

Type of Structure 

Driving Piles (all types) Project Duration 0.2829 

Temporary Sheet Piling - - 

Parapet (Straight Back) 

Urban Project 

0.5288 Project Size 

Expediated Schedule 

Deck Placement, Girder Bridge Traffic Conditions 0.2192 

Deck Removal, Full Depth 
Permit Restriction 

0.7949 
Project Duration 

Precast Concrete Girder Erection 
Project Duration 

0.5015 
Staged Construction 

Form and Pour Diaphragms 
Expediated Schedule 

0.4599 
Permit Restriction 

 

 

4.4 Productivity Rates of Bridge Construction Activities 

When asked about the productivity rates of different construction activities, most 

contractors provided us with a high and low value of productivity rate for each activity and 
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some of them provided us in addition to that with a medium value for each which they 

believe is close enough to what they achieve on average. Table 8 below represents all the 

bridge construction activities that were considered in this study and a summary of their 

respective productivity rates as obtained from the survey responses. The productivity rates of 

deck placement and concrete masonry include forming, pouring and stripping the deck. 

Missing information was filled by looking at what other DOTs consider and by interviewing 

several industry experts. When interviewed, contractors mentioned that some of these 

activities such as painting and bridge deck grooving are typically performed by 

subcontractors. 

Table 8: Bridge Construction Activities and their Respective Productivity Rates 

Activity Low Medium High Unit/Day 

D
ec

k
s 

D
ec

k
s 

Parapet (Architectural) 68.8 109.5 150 Ft 

Parapet (straight back) 121.7 181.7 250 Ft 

Parapet (with liner) 62.5 100 137.5 Ft 

Deck placement, Girder bridge 355 483.3 608.3 S.F. 

Deck placement, Slab bridge 263.3 383.3 500 S.F. 

Deck removal, partial depth NA NA NA S.F. 

Deck removal, full depth 550 900 1200 S.F. 

Deck slab repair (Illinois DOT) 10 30 50 S.Y. 

Deck rebar installation (Indiana DOT) NA 20000 NA Lbs 

Bridge overlay with joint repair 600 1300 2000 Ft 

Bridge overlay without joint repair 800 1900 3000 Ft 
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Bridge overlay with < 25% deck prep 20 50 80 S.Y. 

Bridge overlay with ≥25% deck prep 40 70 100 S.Y. 

S
u

p
er

st
ru

ct
u

re
 Precast concrete girder erection 4.3 7 9.8 Each 

Steel girder erection 4 7.5 11 Each 

Form + pour diaphragms 1.7 2.5 3.22 Each 

F
o

u
n

d
a
ti

o
n

 

Concrete masonry, substructure 0.5 0.6 0.7 Pours 

Driving piles (all types) 287.5 424.5 566.3 Ft 

Caissons 50 75 100 Ft 

Spread footings 0.6 0.7 0.8 Pours 

Cofferdam 450 762.5 1075 S.F. 

Temporary sheet piling (height<15') 433.3 783.3 1133.3 S.F. 

Temporary sheet piling (height>=15') 270 581 891.7 S.F. 

O
th

er
 

Concrete masonry, culverts  0.7 1.3 1.8 Panels 

Retaining walls, cast in place 0.7 1.2 1.625 Panels 

Retaining walls, precast (including footing) 200 419 637.5 S.F. 

Retaining walls, mechanically stabilized 475 800 1125 S.F. 

Moment slab on MSE walls 150 225 300 Ft 

Noise walls 300 650 1000 S.F. 

Maintenance painting (clean + paint) 100 200 300 S.F. 

Full containment painting (clean + paint) 500 1750 3000 S.F. 

Bridge deck grooving 1000 1500 2000 S.F. 
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Some contractors added to that list of activities given in the survey some other 

important activities that they performed on their projects and provided us with their 

respective productivity rates. For example, the approximate average production rate of 

constructing sidewalks and raised median on bridge deck with closure pours is equal to 350 

Sf/day, that of installing precast pier cap setting for substructure is equal to 3 units/day, that 

of installing precast pier column setting is equal to 3.5 units/day and that of Mechanically 

Stabilized Earth (MSE) retaining walls – wall coping FPS is equal to 25 Ft/day. 

 

4.5 Bridge Work Sampling Case Study 

In order to successfully understand and characterize where a project stands within the 

range of productivity rates defined earlier, a work sampling case study was conducted on a 

county highway bridge project to observe the wastes that existed in the construction process.  

The case study showed that less than half of the time spent on site is actually value-added 

work. This sampling exercise is used to identify the actual tasks being performed and leading 

to useful output and to differentiate these from the wasteful activities found within the 

process. It is important to note that if a worker is moving on the construction site that doesn’t 

necessarily mean that he’s being productive and that he is contributing to some useful output.  

4.5.1 Work Sampling Definition and Procedure 

Work sampling is a management tool that groups the activity observed on the 

construction site into three main categories. The first group is called value-added activities 

and it includes any activity that directly contributed to some outcome, in our case contributed 
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to the construction of the bridge such as concrete paving or rebar installation. The second 

group is called essential but non-value-added activities which are also known as contributory 

activities and which includes any activity that was necessary to be done but that didn’t 

contribute to the actual construction of the facility (the bridge itself). For example, moving 

materials, equipment and tool within a short distance and inspecting the work done are 

essential but non-value-added activities. The third group is called non-value-added activities 

and it includes any activity that was done without adding any value to the final project such 

as talking, smoking, or walking around empty handed. These activities are pure waste and are 

also known as “ineffective” activities.  

By making a large number of random observations and by identifying any observed 

activity as being a value-added, an essential but non value-added, or a non-value-added 

activity, this tool defines which activities took the most time during the construction process 

and identifies major waste areas using the theory of probability. The identification of these 

areas is important to ensure reduction of waste and continuous improvement on the job site. 

Before going to site and recording the observations, the research team defined the main 

objectives of this exercise to be the identification of the main areas of waste in productivity 

on the construction site and the validation of some of the bridge productivity rates that were 

obtained from the analysis of the survey responses. Moreover, the population to be studied 

was limited to the crew responsible of rebar installation and the study period was defined as 

one entire construction day with 8 work hours. In our case, the selected crew consisted of 7 

members (workers) and a foreman. The person that was selected to gather the samples was a 

trained graduate student who has already done a similar work sampling exercise before. The 
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three categories of activity were formulated by the research team and were included in the 

observation sheet shown in Appendix G of the report. This sheet was used by the observer on 

site to get the samples. The team also decided to get a 94% confidence limit and calculated 

the required number of observations that should be done to get this limit.  

Knowing the required number of samples, the observer went on site and started 

monitoring every person who belongs to the population being studied. In order to develop 

random observation times, the observer used a smart phone application. After performing all 

the required observations, the Labor Utilization Factor (LUF) was calculated to evaluate how 

effectively the crew is performing a specific task. In fact, LUF is equal to the value-added-

work plus one quarter of the essential but non-value-added work. In this case study, the 

observed task was the rebar installation of the bridge.  

4.5.2 Rebar Installation Work Sampling  

The work sampling study was conducted on the construction of a 3 span bridge 

project in downtown Boaz in Wisconsin.  On this project, there was one contractor and one 

project leader from WisDOT. By observing the workflow of the contractor and taking 

random observations periodically, the observer identified each activity being done as value-

added, essential but non-value-added or non-value-added. To better understand the project 

and specifically the work being done when the work sampling was performed, some 

questions were asked to the foreman as well as to some of the workers. Moreover, when the 

project leader showed up to check on the work, she was interviewed by the observer to better 

understand what every person in the crew is doing and to get a better idea about the 

complexity of the work being performed. The project leader said that the project was a 
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complex bridge deck which was much more difficult than a normal bridge. Being much safer 

because of the new angle it has with the existing road, this bridge is replacing an old road 

that will only be used by the residents of the existing houses on that road. The major work 

area that was observed was the rebar installation for the structural deck illustrated in Figure 

12 below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To calculate the sample size, the following equation was used:  

2

2 )1(

S

PPK
N


  

Where: 

N = Number of Observations 

P = Decimal Equivalent of Percentage in Category 

K = Number of Standard Deviations 

S = Sample Percentage 

Figure 12: Rebar Installation of Structural Deck 
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Using this equation for our study, we found out that 198 samples were required for 

this project to obtain a valid assumption about the normality of the observations with 1.88 

standard deviations, 94% confidence limit (6% limit of error) and an estimate of 28% value-

added work as the category percentage.   

198
)06.0(

)28.01)(28.0()88.1(
2

2




N  

Using the observation sheet shown in Appendix G, these 198 samples were taken at 

random time intervals during that day when the rebar work was performed. The three main 

value-added activities that were identified are installing rebars, tying rebars together and 

anchoring bolts. Bolts anchoring is done to hold the railing and to make sure that the bolts 

stay at the same spot. These direct work activities are shown respectively in Figures 13, 14 

and 15 below. 

 

Figure 13: Installing Rebars 
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Figure 14: Tying Rebars Together 

 

 

Figure 15: Bolts Anchoring 
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Also, one of the main essential contributory activities that were done on site was 

moving the materials (in our case the steel rebars) within 25 ft as shown in Figure 16 below.  

  

It was observed that 100ft of rebars were installed on that day and the foreman said 

that this was a typical construction day. Figure 17 below shows that 23% of the time the 

workers were doing nothing other than waiting. It is almost equal to the amount of time 

during which workers were installing rebars (26%). This is actually due to the fact that two 

of the workers were standing on the side almost all the time and watching the other workers 

doing the job. These two workers can be found on the extreme left side of Figure 16 above. 

They were standing there without contributing in any way to the project. They weren’t 

inspecting the job being done, nor giving instructions, nor readings the plans, nor measuring 

and nor talking about objectives: these workers were pure waste to the project. Moreover, the 

foreman was working as hard as any other worker; he wasn’t only inspecting the work 

Figure 16: Moving Rebars on Site  
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Rebar Installation Work Sampling 

frequently but he was also contributing enormously to the installation of rebars. The 

observations showed that on average one worker was moving the steel rebars to the site using 

special equipment. The steel rebars were stored in a small area right next to the site and were 

easily accessible using the existing equipment. In fact, while the other workers were 

installing the rebars, this worker was preparing to bring the other batch of rebars. Although 

moving the rebars took less time than installing them on site, this was an efficient way for the 

crew to work in parallel and to make use of the site accessibility. Figure 18 below shows that 

rebar installation consisted of only 45% of direct work (value added) compared to 27% of 

pure waste (ineffective work).  

Figure 17: Each Observed Activity as a Percentage of all the Activities 
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A variation of the Pareto analysis was performed to evaluate the data obtained from 

the rebar installation work sampling. Pareto analysis is based on the 80:20 rule which means 

that most comes from a few (Knights 2001). This analysis was used to better understand each 

of the contributory work and the ineffective work that were observed on site and to better 

identify the major areas of inefficiencies which we can also think of as major areas for 

potential improvements on the construction site. 

First, after analyzing the contributory work as seen in Figure 19 below, we can say 

that more than 80% of the activities adding to contributory work were associated with 

inspection, moving materials, and getting tools. By focusing on improving these three 

categories of activities, the construction team can be much more efficient. These activities 

are non-value added but they are a prerequisite for some value added activities to be 

performed. A good way to reduce the waste here is to improve the processes used in these 

Figure 18: Summary Breakdown of Rebar Installation Activities 
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activities in order to reduce the time spent on these. Consequently, spending less time on 

these activities can give the contractor more time to be spent on value-added activities and 

thus the contractor can move forward faster with the project. For example, inspection can be 

done in one time for several items installed on site rather than separately for each item. This 

will make it faster because it will decrease the work stoppage of other activities. Materials 

(rebars) could be moved to the site in bigger batches instead of having a stock of rebars 

around the site that needs to be transported to the site periodically. Similarly, tools should be 

placed in a way that they can be accessed easily and more quickly by the workers. This will 

reduce the time spent by the workers to go get these tools. To reduce the waste in 

contributory work, it is important to focus on improving the jobsite design and logistics. 

 

 

Figure 19: Pareto Analysis for Contributory Work 
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The second Pareto analysis was conducted on the ineffective work observed. Figure 

17 shown above indicates that 23% of the time the workforce being observed was waiting. 

We can interpret that waste by saying that for every dollar spent on installation of rebars, 

$0.23 was wasted because of waiting. This waiting time corresponds also to 83% of all the 

ineffective work that is shown in Figure 20 below. This shows a major area of waste that 

definitely needs to be improved. As mentioned earlier, it was observed that the majority of 

waiting seemed to occur while other workers were doing some work. Most of the time, five 

of the workers were contributing to direct work (three of them were installing the rebars and 

the other two were tying the rebars together), one worker was getting the rebars to the site 

and the remaining two workers were just standing and doing nothing other than watching the 

work being done. Although only one person was in charge of bringing the rebars to the site, 

the deliveries were spaced out somehow correctly so only a small part of the waiting time 

corresponded to the workers waiting for materials or equipment to get to the site. 

 

Figure 20: Pareto Analysis for Ineffective Work 
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Based on the observations obtained from the work sampling exercise, the Pareto 

analysis is a useful tool that gives us an insight about the areas that should be improved for 

the benefit of the project. Given that it’s hard to quantify the wastes in a construction project 

and to think of an improvement process, this tool has the ability to track the work being done 

and to measure its progress.  

4.5.3 Work Sampling Conclusion 

As discussed earlier, there is a large amount of work that is non-value-added. Given 

that we found that 45% of the work was value added and that 28% was essential 

(contributory) work, the labor utilization factor was calculated as being equal to the value-

added work plus one quarter of the essential (but non-value-added) work and it turned out to 

be equal to 52%. Thus, we can say that labor was only being effectively utilized 52% of the 

time during the installation of rebars and that about 50% of the activities are non-value-

adding. In an ideal world, these wastes could be eliminated and the time to perform these 

processes could be reduced to only the value-added work time plus a quarter of the essential 

work time, which will decrease the construction time by nearly half of what is achieved 

today. This is a good way to identify the wastes and to give recommendations to the 

contractors on how they can be on the upper side of the ranges of productivity rates. By being 

able to eliminate these wastes, the construction industry would see a dramatic improvement 

in productivity and would potentially exceed these ranges. That’s why it is important to 

update these rates on a regular basis. 
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Chapter 5. Earthwork Productivity Study  

This chapter summarizes and explains the statistical results obtained from the 

earthwork productivity study. 

 

5.1 Sample Size and Response Rate 

The earthwork productivity survey developed by the research team was sent by email 

to all the members of the Wisconsin Earth Movers Association (WEMA) who perform 

earthwork in the state of Wisconsin. Among the 16 contractors who are members of WEMA, 

one of them went out of business a while ago. Also, one of these contractors has not done 

highway projects in Wisconsin for the past 10 years. Because his response to the survey 

would not represent what is achieved on site with today’s technology, the research team 

decided not to include it. Another contractor turned out to be an incidental contractor who 

only does landscaping, signing, guardrail, retaining walls, erosion control, etc. Since this 

contractor only does minor amounts of dirt moving, the research team decided to exclude it 

also from the surveyed sample in order to keep the sample representative of the Wisconsin 

highway projects. Out of the remaining 13 contractors, this study was able to obtain 6 survey 

responses which can be translated to a 46% response rate. Moreover, from the 14 project 

specific surveys that were sent to project leaders, 17 project specific responses were 

obtained, which means that not only all of them answered the survey but also some of them 

did it for more than one project. This massive response rate is the result of a lot of efforts 

performed by the research team. 
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5.2 Data Characteristics 

Out of all the survey respondents, 40% were vice presidents and the remaining 60% 

were split equally between senior estimators, project leaders and project managers as shown 

in Figure 21 below. We can say that getting the survey responses from these people gives 

more reliability to the responses and thus to our study since these people are in the best 

position to answer the type of questions asked in the survey.  

 

Figure 21: Position of Earthwork Survey Respondents within their Company 

 

Looking at the different types of construction of the selected projects shown in Figure 

22 below, we can say that most of the projects consist of new construction. In fact, only 4% 

of the projects studied were rehabilitation projects and the remaining big chunk were new 

construction and reconstruction projects with 57% and 39% respectively. This might let us 

think that our sample of projects is not wide enough to include all possible types of projects 
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since none of the selected projects were maintenance or resurfacing project and only a small 

portion of these was rehabilitation projects. However, after looking at the WisDOT 

earthwork projects, the research team noted that these projects consisted mainly of new 

construction and reconstruction projects, which is well represented in our sample. 

 

Figure 22: Type of Construction of Selected Earthwork Projects 

 

When asked about the size of the selected project, only 4% said that they characterize 

their project as small, 26% considered their project as a medium project and the remaining 

70% said that their project is best described as a large project as shown in Figure 23 below. 

Comparing this size distribution to the total cubic yards displaced by each of the selected 

project, we were able to classify the projects into small, medium and large in terms of total 

cubic yards displaced as shown in Table 9 below. It was observed that projects with less than 

135,000 total cubic yards are considered small projects while those with more than 300,000 

total cubic yards were considered large. Moreover, projects involving between 135,000 and 
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300,000 total cubic yards displaced are considered medium size projects according to 

Wisconsin contractors. This classification was also compared to what was previously 

obtained by the research team when they looked at the quantities installed on past WisDOT 

projects before the survey was conducted. We can say that the initial classification obtained 

in the literature review by assuming that 25% of the projects were small, 50% of the projects 

were medium and the remaining 25% were large was completely wrong. This shows that the 

“25% - 50% - 25%” assumption used for the size distribution of earthwork projects to get 

these estimates was not a valid assumption. Moreover, the invalidity of this assumption is 

emphasized by Figure 23 below showing these proportions to be 4%, 26% and 70% 

respectively. 

 

Figure 23: Size Distribution of Selected Earthwork Projects 
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Table 9: Classification of Earthwork Projects into Small, Medium and Large 

Project Size 

Total Cubic Yards (CY) Displaced 

From Data Analysis From WisDOT Projects 

Small ≤ 135,000 ≤ 2,000 

Medium 135,000 - 300,000 2,000 – 35,000 

Large ≥ 300,000 ≥ 35,000 

 

Comparing the estimated project duration at contract award to the actual project 

duration at completion for each project, we were able to conclude that, as shown in Figure 24 

below, 55% of the selected projects turned out to have an actual duration longer than the one 

that was estimated during the bidding phase, while only 45% of the projects had an actual 

duration as estimated. As shown in Figure 25 below, of the projects that had an actual 

duration longer than the estimated, 33% had an actual duration within 25% longer than the 

estimated duration and the remaining 67% took at least 50% longer than the estimated 

duration. Also, none of the projects selected had an actual duration shorter than the estimated 

one. The fact that more than half of the projects end up taking more time than estimated is a 

major issue in the construction industry. This is probably due to the fact that the initial 

estimate of project completion time was very optimistic and didn’t account for all the 

potential factors that may exist in a project and that may impact its productivity. This again 

highlights the importance of this study which will help the designers get a realistic estimate 

of project duration by using accurate productivity rates. This study will also help these 

projects to be done on time which is mainly in the interest of the owner, who is the public in 
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the case of these highway projects. Also, when asked if they tracked productivity on their 

selected projects, only 65% of the respondents said that they did and the remaining 35% said 

that they didn’t. This emphasizes the importance of creating a WisDOT database through 

which all the contractors will be required to submit specific information about the 

productivity rates they are achieving on their projects on a regular basis. This will help the 

contractors to keep track of their productivity rates and it will provide WisDOT with 

necessary data to be able to update the productivity estimation tool regularly as dictated by 

technological advances. 

 

 

Figure 24: Comparison of Actual and Estimated Durations of Selected Earthwork Projects 
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Figure 25: Actual Duration of Earthwork Projects that Took Longer than Estimated 

 

The survey responses indicated that from the projects that were studied for this 

research, only 7% were considered short projects, 36% were considered long projects and the 

remaining 57% were considered mid-range projects as shown in Figure 26 below. Looking at 

the actual duration of each project and at the response of each contractor on whether the 

project is considered to be short, mid-range or long, we were able to categorize the earthwork 

projects into short, mid-range and long projects in terms of project duration in calendar 

weeks. As indicated in Table 10 below, a project is considered short according to Wisconsin 

contractors if its actual duration is smaller than 20 calendar weeks and it is considered long if 

it takes more than 30 calendar weeks. Also, a project that takes between 20 and 30 calendar 

weeks is normally considered a mid-range project. 
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Figure 26: Duration Distribution of Selected Earthwork Projects 

 

Table 10: Classification of Earthwork Projects into Short, Mid-range and Long 

Project Duration Calendar Weeks 

Short ≤ 20 

Mid-range 20 - 30 

Long ≥ 30 

 

When asked about the overall level of difficulty of their selected projects, only 9% of 

the respondents said that their project is very difficult, while 22% considered their project to 

be normal, and the remaining 69% mentioned that their project is relatively difficult in terms 

of overall complexity associated with confined work space and quality of soil. This is shown 

in Figure 27 below and it indicates that we have a wide variety of projects in our sample and 

that our study accounts for the impact of all the factors for which the study was designed and 
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which were included in the survey such as project size and complexity, soil moisture 

condition and soil type.  

 

Figure 27: Level of Difficulty of Selected Earthwork Projects 

 

All of the earthwork projects that were considered normal are medium or large size 

projects with mid-range durations (20 to 30 calendar weeks). For some of these projects, the 

reason for which it was considered normal rather than difficult was because utilities were 

moved a year in advance and the project was closed to traffic for a while. Being able to do so 

facilitated the work of these contractors. One of these contractors also explained that his 

project consisted of building fills for the structure which was relatively easy to do. Another 

contractor mentioned that his project involved average road cut which was all waste and that 

his main constraints were some tight time frames associated with the closed portion of 

roadway.  
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Similarly, most of the earthwork projects that were considered difficult are of large 

size with long duration. According to contractors, these projects required staged construction 

and utility relocations. Other than being constructed in multiple stages with the road being 

open to normal traffic, some of these large projects also included concrete roundabouts and 

large box culverts that were constructed under traffic. One of the contractors also said that his 

project consisted of a multi-year contract that was partially urban and partially rural, which 

contributed to its complexity. Some of the projects that were also considered difficult are 

large or medium size projects with mid-range durations. The main reasons for which these 

projects were considered difficult are the fact that the earthwork crews were working around 

traffic and were sequencing with the paving crews. One of the contractors also explained that 

the complexity of the project is normal but that the project as a whole is difficult because of 

its location and due to the fact that it required lots of fills in small areas. Only one project that 

was a small size project with a small duration was considered difficult. According to the 

contractor, this project was considered difficult because of the small work area in rock cut 

and big cut and because of the presence of steep slopes on site which gave no room for the 

contractor to work. 

Looking at all the projects that were considered very difficult according to the 

contractors, we can say that all of these projects are large size projects with medium or long 

construction durations. When asked about the reason for which their projects were 

considered very difficult, contractors explained that it is mainly due to large volumes, 

interstate staging, high traffic, narrow work areas, small fill areas and very wet clay soils. 

Contractors explained that having extremely wet soils that were difficult to dry contributed 
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enormously to the complexity of the project and that most of the time Wisconsin weather did 

not cooperate. They also mentioned that having many subcontractors made the collaboration 

between trades harder. Furthermore, the work on medians had to be performed at night and in 

narrow zones which was also very difficult to do. 

 

5.3 Effect of Different Factors on Productivity of Earthwork  

When asked to evaluate the effect of each factor on their productivity rates, all the 

contractors said that the type of work, the season during which the work is being performed 

and the fact that the project is in an urban area have a significant effect on their productivity. 

For these factors to get an average effect of 3 which is translated to a significant effect, all 

the contractors should agree on that which was the case with the earthwork contractors 

surveyed for this study. Moreover, as shown in Figure 28 below, materials delivery, 

restricted work hours, soil moisture condition, soil type, project length, traffic conditions, 

project constraints as well as staged construction have an average effect between 2.5 and 3 

which means that more contractors considered these factors to have a significant effect rather 

than some effect on productivity. Most contractors believe that having wet soils that must be 

dried and having clays or silty clays on site impact their productivity significantly. We can 

say that these factors are extremely important to evaluate when estimating productivity rates 

because of their considerable impact on productivity. Project duration, expediated project 

schedule and night time work turned out to have some to significant effect (average effect 

equal to 2.5) while the type of terrain only had on average some effect on productivity 

(average effect equal to 2). Moreover, concerning the size of the project and the size and 
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proximity of storage and staging areas, most contractors considered it to have some effect 

rather than a significant effect on productivity which make these factors less important than 

the rest of the factors for productivity estimation. Finally, having the project in a rural area 

was identified as the least affecting factor on productivity, which is consistent with what was 

found for bridge construction projects.   

 

 

Some contractors believe that if the project is short, the productivity rates won’t 

change a lot because labor and equipment will be moved accordingly from a project to 

another. However, most contractors said that having a long stretch of excavation will 

Figure 28: Average Effect of Different Factors on Earthwork Productivity 
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significantly affect productivity. Also, some of the contractors think that productivity won’t 

be affected by having an expediated project schedule because they can add multiple crews to 

stay within the schedule and to finish on time. This explained why the expediated project 

schedule factor only has an average effect of 2.5 although it was shown by several studies 

that this factor has a huge impact on productivity. In other words, this is due to the fact that 

some of the respondents underestimated the effect of this factor because they believe that 

finishing on time means that they are doing a great job when it comes to productivity. This 

confusion between productivity and output performance was found to be a very common 

misunderstanding from the part of the contractors, especially those who don’t keep track of 

their productivity rates and who don’t have any productivity records. 

The study found that traffic conditions are evaluated by most contractors as having a 

significant impact especially if the trucks must haul in traffic. Similarly, most contractors 

believe that project constraints that result in tight work zones have a significant impact on 

productivity, but that the severity of this impact depends on the type and size of the 

constraints.  

Besides the factors included in the survey which are shown in Figure 28 above, 

contractors mentioned that having a Quality Management Plan (QMP) subgrade that controls 

the soil moisture and density has some effect on earthwork productivity and that having 

narrow work zones that permit them to do one layer at a time has a significant effect on 

productivity. Moreover, contractors explained that the depth and length of the cuts also affect 

earthwork productivity significantly. In fact, having shallow cuts and fills and especially 

having urban cuts at 2’ and under will result in low productivity rates. 
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The extent to which each factor considered affects each of the construction activities 

was obtained using stepwise forward linear regression. Table 11 below indicates the factors 

selected for each activity and the adjusted R-squared value associated with it. 

Table 11: Factors Selected Using Stepwise Forward Linear Regression for Each Earthwork Activity 

Activity Factors Selected R
2 

Excavation: Truck 

Difficulty 

0.6139 

Night Work 

Season 

Project Size 

Expediated Schedule 

Excavation: Scraper Materials Delivery 0.2607 

Excavation: Articulated Truck Project Size 0.3218 

Shallow Excavation - - 

Base Course Roadway 
Project Constraints 

0.4432 
Urban Project 

Base Course Shoulders 

Type Work 

0.7938 

Soil Moisture 

Project Duration 

Project Size 

Difficulty 

Night Work 

Staged Construction 

Breaker Run 

Soil Moisture 

0.5108 

Season 

Type of Work 

Project Size 

Soil Type 
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Topsoil Placement 

Project Constraints 

0.9629 Project Size 

Expediated Schedule 

Marsh Excavation (> 8’’) - - 

Excavation Below Subgrade (EBS) - - 

Clearing and Grubbing 

Project Constraints 

0.6286 

Difficulty 

Project Size 

Soil Type 

Type Work 

Project Length 

Staged Construction 

 

5.4 Productivity Rates of Earthwork Activities 

When asked about the productivity rates of different construction activities, most 

contractors provided us with a high and low value of productivity rate for each activity and 

some of them provided us in addition to that with a medium value for each which they 

believe is close enough to what they achieve on average on their projects. Table 12 below 

represents all the earthwork activities that were considered in this study and a summary of 

their respective productivity rates as obtained from the analysis of the survey responses. 

One of the contractors mentioned that his productivity rates of excavation and topsoil 

placement using a Quad truck differ a lot between urban and rural projects. In fact, on urban 

project his company excavates only 960 to 1700 C.Y./Day which is relatively low compared 

to what his company achieves on average on rural projects (2160 to 3000 C.Y./Day). The 
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productivity rates of the earthwork activities provided in the table below doesn’t divide each 

activity into rural and urban but the range provided account for both options. The 

productivity estimation tool accounts for that too since project location is one of the factors 

that the user is asked to input. For topsoil placement, this contractor achieves 560 to 1120 

C.Y./Day on urban projects and 1680 to 2800 C.Y./Day on rural projects.  

Table 12: Bridge Construction Activities and their Respective Productivity Rates 

Activity Low Medium High Unit/Day 

Excavation: Truck 1072 1966 2950 C.Y./Day 

Excavation: Scraper 1775 3117 4883 C.Y./Day 

Excavation: Articulated Truck 2098 3470 4940 C.Y./Day 

Base Course Roadway 1317 2738 4158 Ton/Day 

Base Course Shoulders 446 958 1500 Ton/Day 

Breaker Run 1175 2353 3475 C.Y./Day 

Shallow Excavation: Shoulders + Ditches 660 1022 1433 C.Y./Day 

Soft Rock Excavation 1157 2228 3025 C.Y./Day 

Hard Rock Excavation 838 1637 2483 C.Y./Day 

Topsoil Placement 527 1597 2633 C.Y./Day 

Marsh Excavation (depth ≤8’) 1313 2067 2970 C.Y./Day 

Marsh Excavation (depth >8’) 1100 1912 2838 C.Y./Day 

Excavation Below Subgrade (EBS) 642 1338 2142 C.Y./Day 

Clearing and Grubbing 3 5 9 Stations/Day 
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Contractors said that excavation using trucks is done at night and near traffic for the 

median and that its productivity depends highly on the length and depth of the area to be 

excavated. Excavation using scrapers is done during day and night and is impacted by road 

crossing. According to contractors, the productivity rate of excavation using articulated 

trucks is negatively affected by having wet soil and poor haul road. This productivity is also 

highly dependent on the type of material in the cut. In general, high productivity is achieved 

if these materials are mainly sands and low productivity is achieved if these are wet silt or 

clay. Some contractors also mentioned that they use articulated trucks for marsh excavation 

regardless of the depth of the cuts. Moreover, the productivity of base course roadway and 

that of the topsoil placement depend on whether the placement was intermittent or 

continuous. Also, having narrow work zones and restricted work hours is what affects a lot 

the productivity of shallow excavation including shoulders and ditches. 

Similarly, the productivity rate of excavation below subgrade (EBS) is affected 

significantly by the size of the work areas, the moisture of the soil, the depth of the cut as 

well as the type of material. Having large areas usually results in high productivity rates and 

having small and restricted areas results in low productivity rates of EBS. The medium 

productivity rate of EBS is associated with having some large and some small areas with wet 

conditions. Also, the productivity of clearing and grubbing depends largely on the density of 

tree removal on site. The higher the woods density, the more chipping will take time 

resulting in a lower productivity rate. 

Contractors also mentioned that the productivity rate of base course roadway is 

between 1200 to 800 Tons/Day when this is done under the sidewalks, which is much lower 
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than the values shown in Table 12 above. Furthermore, excavation productivity depends on 

whether the excavated volume is waste or whether this volume is used as fill. Also, if it is 

used as fill, productivity depends on how wet this volume is and on the size of the fill area. In 

fact, having a wet excavation area will slow the haul vehicles and having a large fill area will 

increase productivity.  

One of the contractors mentioned that it is important to account for storm sewer and 

that the average productivity rate for that activity is between 150 and 300 Lf/Day on 

mainlines and between 100 and 150 Lf/Day on laterals. 
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Chapter 6. Asphalt Paving Productivity Study  

This chapter summarizes the statistical analysis results obtained from the asphalt 

paving productivity study and it includes a discussion of these results. 

 

6.1 Sample Size and Response Rate 

The asphalt paving survey was sent by email to all the contractors who are members 

of the Wisconsin Asphalt Pavement Association (WAPA) and who perform asphalt paving 

work in the state of Wisconsin. Among the 17 contractors who are members of WAPA, the 

research team was able to get the responses of 7 of them during the data collection phase. In 

fact, all of the contractors were emailed the survey, were sent follow-up emails, were called 

at least twice regarding the survey and were mailed the survey with everything they need to 

mail it back at no fee and with the least time and effort. Also, the research team proposed to 

the contractors to visit their office and to assist them in filling the survey, but very few 

contractors were available and willing to do that. We can say that this 41% response rate 

achieved is good enough and is the result of the extensive efforts that were done by the 

research team. Moreover, from the 15 project specific surveys that were sent to project 

leaders, 10 project specific responses were obtained, which, combined with the data obtained 

from the contractors, gave us a good database on which we based our analysis for this study.  
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6.2 Data Characteristics 

Out of all the survey respondents, 43% were section supervisors and managers, 29% 

were vice presidents and the remaining 28% were split equally between project managers and 

oversight engineers as shown in Figure 29 below. Having this variety of people answering 

the survey is a plus because it gives the study a broad perspective and it involves the multiple 

parties who contribute to the management of the project on different levels. 

 

Figure 29: Position of Asphalt Paving Survey Respondents within their Company 

  

Looking at the different types of construction of the selected projects shown in Figure 

30 below, we can say that most of them consist of rehabilitation projects. In fact, only 6% of 

the projects studied were reconditioning projects and the remaining big chunk were 

reconstruction, resurfacing and rehabilitation projects with 22%, 28% and 44% respectively. 

This shows that our sample of projects is wide enough to include all possible types of 
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projects but none of the selected projects were new construction projects and only a small 

portion of these was reconditioning projects. However, after asking several contractors about 

the most common type of projects they’re involved in, the research team noted that these 

projects consisted mainly of rehabilitation and resurfacing projects, which is well represented 

in our sample. 

 

Figure 30: Type of Construction of Selected Asphalt Paving Projects 

 

When asked about the size of the selected project, only 11% said that they 

characterize their project as a small project, 28% considered their project as a medium 

project and the remaining 61% said that their project is best described as a large project as 

shown in Figure 31 below. Comparing this size distribution to the total tons used by each of 

the selected project, we were able to classify the projects into small, medium and large in 

terms of total tons used as shown in Table 13 below. It was observed that projects with less 

than 10,000 total tons are considered small projects while those with more than 50,000 total 
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tons were considered large. Moreover, projects involving between 10,000 and 50,000 total 

tons are considered medium size projects according to Wisconsin asphalt paving contractors. 

This classification was also compared to what was previously obtained by the research team 

after looking at the quantities installed on past WisDOT projects during the literature review. 

We can say that the initial classification obtained in the literature review by assuming that 

25% of the projects were small, 50% of the projects were medium and the remaining 25% 

were large was wrong. This shows that the “25% - 50% - 25%” assumption used to get an 

idea about the size distribution of asphalt paving projects was not a valid assumption. 

Moreover, similarly to what was found for earthwork projects, the invalidity of this 

assumption is emphasized in Figure 31 below showing these proportions to be 11%, 28% and 

61% respectively. 

 

 

Figure 31: Size Distribution of Selected Asphalt Paving Projects 
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Table 13: Classification of Asphalt Paving Projects into Small, Medium and Large 

Project Size 

Total Tons 

From Data Analysis From WisDOT Projects 

Small ≤ 10,000 ≤ 500 

Medium 10,000 - 50,000 500 – 15,000 

Large ≥ 50,000 ≥ 15,000 

 

Comparing the estimated project duration at contract award to the actual project 

duration at completion for each project, we were able to conclude that, as shown in Figure 32 

below, 33% of the selected projects turned out to have an actual duration longer than the one 

that was estimated during the bidding phase, while only 22% of the projects had an actual 

duration as estimated. As shown in Figure 33 below, of the projects that had an actual 

duration longer than the estimated, 33% had an actual duration within 25% longer than the 

estimated duration and the remaining 67% took at least 50% longer than the estimated 

duration. Also, the remaining 45% of the projects selected had an actual duration shorter than 

the estimated one, which was surprising for the research team. However, these findings are 

only for the paving work and not for the entire project. Also, when asked if they tracked 

productivity on their selected projects, only 44% of the respondents said that they did and the 

remaining 56% said that they didn’t. This shows that although tracking productivity is very 

important for the contractor to know how he is doing throughout the project and what he 

should do to ensure that he is on the right track, the majority of the asphalt paving contractors 

do not track their productivity. This is one of the main reasons for which the research team 
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decided to put together a database in which the contractors will have to store specific 

information about their productivity performance on projects they’re involved in. Collecting 

this kind of data is necessary for WisDOT to be able to update the productivity estimation 

tool later.  

 

 

 

Figure 33: Actual Duration of Asphalt Paving Projects that Took Longer than Estimated 
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Figure 32: Comparison of Actual and Estimated Durations of Selected Asphalt Paving Projects 
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The survey responses indicated that from the asphalt paving projects that were 

selected for this research, only 23% were considered short projects, 24% were considered 

long projects and the remaining 53% were considered mid-range projects as shown in Figure 

34 below. Looking at the actual duration of each project and at the response of each 

contractor on whether the project is considered short, mid-range or long, we were able to 

categorize the asphalt paving projects into short, mid-range and long projects in terms of 

project duration in calendar weeks. As indicated in Table 14 below, a project is considered 

short according to Wisconsin asphalt paving contractors if its actual duration is smaller than 

3 calendar weeks and it is considered long if it takes more than 10 calendar weeks. Also, a 

project that takes between 3 and 10 calendar weeks is normally considered a mid-range 

project. 

 

 

Figure 34: Duration Distribution of Selected Asphalt Paving Projects 
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Table 14: Classification of Asphalt Paving Projects into Short, Mid-range and Long 

Project Duration Calendar Weeks 

Short ≤ 3 

Mid-range 3 - 10 

Long ≥ 10 

 

When asked about the overall level of difficulty of their construction projects, exactly 

50% of the respondents said that their project is normal and the other 50% considered their 

project to be difficult. We can say that our study accounts for different factors that can add 

some complexity and difficulty to the project. The fact that none of the projects was 

considered to be very difficult was understandable by the research team. In fact, since this 

study is about asphalt paving, it turned out that there are not really some factors that have an 

enormous effect on productivity and that might lead to the complete failure of the project, 

which was for example the case with having a bad soil moisture condition and/or a bad soil 

type resulting in a very difficult earthwork project.  

The asphalt paving projects considered normal and having a small size and a short 

duration were described by the contractors as being simple mill and overlay projects. 

However, this was not the case for all of the projects that were small and short. One of the 

rehabilitation projects that involved pulverizing existing asphalt, grading, spot subgrade 

improvements and repave was also considered normal because of the simplicity of its plans 

and specs. Some of the projects that were of medium size and mid-range duration were also 

considered normal when these were rural projects with little traffic. Normally, in the case of 
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a rural project, the highway is closed to through traffic with signed detour especially if spans 

are being replaced and if it is a rehabilitation project. Furthermore, some of the projects that 

were of large size and long duration were still considered normal. When the contractors were 

ask about the reason of that classification, they clarified that these projects were just nothing 

out of the ordinary and that having a big size project with long construction duration is not 

enough for the project to be considered difficult especially if the project consists only of 

milling off then paving back. Some contractors described their projects as consisting of mill 

and overlay, super corrections, and other various rehabilitation features.   

Most of the asphalt paving projects considered difficult are large projects with mid-

range or long durations. The contractors explained that what made these projects difficult 

was mainly traffic control on the interstates, staging construction and night work because of 

some paving specifications that indicate when paving should be completed. Some of these 

contractors also faced a lot of issues because they were provided with incomplete plans. 

According to contractors, these projects were more than mill and overlay projects. Roads had 

to be closed because most of these projects were reconstruction projects. Also, some of these 

roads were major routes between main towns and had a lot of tourist traffic as well as lots of 

pedestrians who didn't want to use the detour. For some of these projects, the first lift was 

done on an open graded base course. For other projects, the surface layer was placed within 

48 hours upon milling of the old road and no traffic was permitted on gravel so the contractor 

had to build one lane at a time and it was tough to shape and pave against the adjacent lane. 

For reconditioning projects that were performed in urban areas, the main challenge was in 

maintaining traffic; which required detailed coordination and aggressive schedule. 
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6.3 Effect of Different Factors on Asphalt Paving Productivity  

From the analysis of the asphalt paving survey responses, the most important factors 

that affect productivity were identified to be the following: traffic conditions, season, asphalt 

thickness, project size, project constraints, restricted work hours, staged construction and 

urban project. As shown in Figure 35 below, most contractors believe that these factors have 

a significant effect on productivity rather than some effect. Other important factors include 

expediated project schedule, night time paving, project length, type of work, rural project, 

type and amount of miling, and having numerous typical section transitions. Most contractors 

believe that these factors have some effect on productivity rather than a significant effect. 

Moreover, paving width, size and proximity of storage and staging, leveling layer and 

presence of ride specification turned out to have some effect on productivity. Finally, the 

least important factors were identified to be project duration, mix type and terrain type.  
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Figure 35: Average Effect of Different Factors on Asphalt Paving Productivity 
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Contractors clarified that rain has a significant effect on their paving productivity 

which explains the fact that “season” ranked among the most critical factors shown in Figure 

35 above. Moreover, some of the contractors explained the importance of the International 

Roughness Index (IRI) of the ride and its significant effect on their productivity. The reason 

why the presence of ride specification was not ranked among the top factors is that not all the 

contractors believe that its effect is significant. The average effect that was obtained by the 

survey responses is equal to 2 which mean that on average, it has some effect on 

productivity. 

When interviewed, contractors explained that the thickness of asphalt affects paving 

productivity significantly and that the thicker the layer, the higher this productivity will be. 

They also emphasized on the importance of having restricted work hours because of the fact 

that it will require the contractor to mobilize and demobilize several times which will 

decrease his productivity. Other factors that they considered significant are having an 

expediated project schedule and paving during nighttime which validate the results obtained 

from the survey. Other than the factors included in the survey, some contractors mentioned 

that the joint heater has a significant effect on productivity. In fact, the joint temperature 

dictates the speed of construction on site. 

Table 15 below indicates the factors selected for each activity using stepwise forward 

linear regression and the adjusted R-squared value associated with each. 
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Table 15: Factors Selected Using Stepwise Forward Linear Regression for Asphalt Paving Activities 

Activity Factors Selected R
2 

HMA Placement: Lower Layer 

Expediated Schedule 

0.6926 
Project Size 

Size of Storage and Staging Areas 

Urban Project 

HMA Placement: Surface Layer 

Expediated Schedule   

0.7233 
Project Size 

Urban Project 

Type of Work 

Hand Placement of Asphalt Pavement - - 

Base Course Placement Staged Construction 0.2063 

Thick Milling (≥2 in) 

Project Length 

0.69 

Size of Storage and Staging Areas 

Type of Work 

Night Paving 

Expediated Schedule 

Urban Project 

Asphalt Thickness 

QMP Profiling 

Numerous Typical Section Transitions 

0.6011 
Presence of Ride Specification 

Project Width 

Project Size 

QMP Density Type and Amount of Milling 0.4024 
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6.4 Productivity Rates of Asphalt Paving Activities 

When asking the contractors about the productivity rates of different asphalt paving 

activities, the aim of the research team was to obtain a high, a medium and a low value for 

each activity. Most of the contractors provided the three values but some of them only gave 

the high and the low values and some others only gave the medium value for each activity 

which indicates their average productivity. Table 16 below represents all the asphalt paving 

activities that were considered in this study with a summary of their respective productivity 

rates as obtained from the analysis of the survey responses. 

Besides the activities shown in the table below for which the productivity rates were 

obtained from the survey responses, contractors mentioned that it is important to account for 

miling restrictions which have a high productivity rate of 15000 Ft/Day, a medium rate 

10000 Ft/Day and a low rate of 5000 Ft/Day. Contractors also explained that match ups and 

lane closure lengths make a big difference in miling restrictions. In addition to these 

restrictions, contractors noted that it is also important to account for the leveling layer which 

has an average productivity rate of 300 Tons/day and for the open graded base which has an 

approximate productivity rate of 2000 Tons/day for a 4'' lift and which might change 

depending on the lift dimensions. 
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Table 16: Asphalt Paving Activities and their Respective Productivity Rates 

Activity Low Medium High Unit 

HMA Placement: Lower Layer 114 216 320 Tons/Hour 

HMA Placement: Surface Layer 103 202 297 Tons/Hour 

Hand Placement of Asphalt Pavement 11 16 29 Tons/Hour 

Base Course Placement 990 2125 3280 Tons/Day 

Profile Milling 8375 12500 22875 S.Y./Day 

Thin milling (0 - 2 in) 9700 18750 31000 S.Y./Day 

Thick milling (≥2 in) 7875 12100 19625 S.Y./Day 

QMP Profiling 13333 30000 44667 S.Y./Day 

QMP  Density 11250 27000 39000 S.Y./Day 

Rumble Strip Production: Centerline 8375 15875 19875 Ft/Day 

Rumble Strip Production: Shoulder 9625 18375 26125 Ft/Day 

Grooved Epoxy Marking: Grinding Only 10000 20000 30000 Ft/Day 

Grooved Epoxy Marking: Marking Only 10000 20000 30000 Ft/Day 

  

 

Contractors clarified that the productivity rate of HMA placement of the lower layer 

and that of the surface layer are affected by the length of the haul and by the width and 

thickness of the first lift. Also, for this activity, most projects used two crews to work in 

parallel and concurrently on one pass instead of having only one crew. Some of these 

contractors perform HMA placement of the surface layer on the mainline only. Furthermore, 
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it was observed that most of the time HMA placement is slower for the surface layer 

compared to that of the lower layer to ensure a better ride. 

Contractors noted that hand placement of asphalt pavement is used most of the time 

to construct flumes and sometimes to build intersections, which explains the variability in the 

productivity rates provided by different contractors. Furthermore, the width of the shoulders 

and the thickness of the base course affect the productivity of base course placement 

especially when the placement is done for shoulders widening, which will have a different 

rate than that of the mainline. Similarly to base course placement, the productivity rate of 

miling will depend on whether the miling is done on the mainline or on the shoulders. This 

productivity will also depend on the respective width and thickness. 

For QMP profiling and QMP density, a lot of contractors don’t track their 

productivity but assume that these are the same as those of HMA placement. When 

interviewed, contractors clarified that these activities are usually not on the critical path. 

Moreover, according to the asphalt paving contractors, miling, rumble strip production on 

centerlines and shoulders and grooved epoxy marking are most of the time done by 

subcontractors and their productivity are highly controlled by staged construction. Although 

the grinding activity and the marking activity for the grooved epoxy marking were divided in 

the survey, contractors said that these activities are usually performed concurrently.  
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Chapter 7. Concrete Paving Productivity Study  

This chapter summarizes the statistical analysis results obtained from the concrete 

paving productivity study and it includes a discussion of these results. Moreover, this chapter 

comprises information about miscellaneous construction activities that was gathered from 

interviewing respective contractors and asking them about their productivity rates and about 

some important factors affecting their productivity. 

 

7.1 Sample Size and Response Rate 

The survey was sent by email to all the contractors who are members of the 

Wisconsin Concrete Pavement Association (WCPA) and who perform concrete paving in the 

state of Wisconsin. Among the 19 contractors who are members of WAPA, the research team 

was only able to get the responses of 2 of them after a lot of efforts during the data collection 

phase. In fact, all of the contractors were emailed the survey, were sent follow-up emails, 

were called at least twice regarding the survey and were mailed the survey with everything 

they need to mail it back at no fee and with the least time and effort. Also, the research team 

proposed to the contractors to visit their office and to assist them in filling the survey, but 

none of these contractors were available or willing to do that. One of these companies 

explained to the research team that although they are member of WCPA, they do not pave 

but they only do joint sealing and another company clarified that they do not work on 

highway projects so their participation in the study would have resulted in misleading 

outcomes. Taking this into account, we can say that this low response rate is somehow 

acceptable. Moreover, from the 15 project specific surveys that were sent to project leaders, 
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13 project specific responses were obtained. This 87% response rate from project leaders 

overcomes the low response rate obtained from the contractors and gave us a good database 

on which we based our study.  

 

7.2 Data Characteristics 

While organizing the data collected from the survey, it was found that half of the 

respondents were owners of the company and the other half were project leaders. Looking at 

the different types of construction of the selected projects, we can say that our sample of 

projects is wide enough to include all types of projects we were interested in. In fact, as 

shown in Figure 36 below, most of the projects (67%) considered for this study were 

reconstruction projects. New construction projects constitute 20% of the sample size and 

rehabilitation and resurfacing projects represent about 7% each. It is important to note that all 

of the new construction projects included the reconstruction of a part of the project.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 36: Type of Construction of Selected Concrete Paving Projects 
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When asked about the size of the selected project, 21% of the contractors said that 

they characterize their project as a small project, 29% considered their project as a large 

project and the remaining 50% said that their project is best described as a medium project as 

shown in Figure 37 below. Comparing this size distribution to the total square yards of 

concrete of each of the selected projects, we were able to classify the projects into small, 

medium and large in terms of total square yards of concrete as shown in Table 17 below. It 

was observed that projects with less than 15,000 total square yards of concrete are considered 

small projects while those with more than 100,000 total square yards of concrete were 

considered large. Moreover, projects involving between 15,000 and 100,000 total square 

yards of concrete are considered medium size projects according to Wisconsin concrete 

paving contractors. This classification was also compared to what was previously obtained 

by the research team when they looked at the quantities installed on past WisDOT projects 

before the survey was conducted. We can say that the initial classification obtained in the 

literature review was mistaken. 

 

Figure 37: Size Distribution of Selected Concrete Paving Projects 

Large 
29% 
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50% 

Small 
21% 

Size Distribution of Selected 
Concrete Paving Projects 
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Table 17: Classification of Concrete Paving Projects into Small, Medium and Large 

Project Size 

Total Square Yards of Concrete 

From Data Analysis From WisDOT Projects 

Small ≤ 15,000 ≤ 500 

Medium 15,000 – 100,000 500 – 25,000 

Large ≥ 100,000 ≥ 25,000 

 

Comparing the estimated project duration at contract award to the actual project 

duration at completion, we were able to conclude that only half of the selected projects were 

completed on time while the other half turned out to have an actual duration longer than the 

one estimated during the bidding phase. As shown in Figure 38 below, of the projects that 

had an actual duration longer than the estimated, 20% had an actual duration within 25% 

longer than the estimated duration, 40% had an actual duration between 25 and 50% longer 

than the estimated duration and the remaining 40% took more than 50% longer than the 

estimated duration. Moreover, none of the projects had an actual duration shorter than the 

estimated one. This emphasizes the importance of using accurate productivity rates to get a 

good estimate of project completion duration and thus the importance of this study. Also, 

when asked if they tracked productivity on their selected project, only 53% of the 

respondents said that they did while the remaining 47% said that they didn’t, which is a 

major issue in construction. 
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Figure 38: Actual Duration of Concrete Paving Projects that Took Longer than Estimated 

 

The survey responses indicated that from the projects that were studied for this 

research, 21% were considered short projects, 36% were considered long projects and the 

remaining 43% were considered mid-range projects as shown in Figure 39 below. Looking at 

the actual duration of each project and at the response of each contractor on whether the 

project is considered short, mid-range or long, we were able to categorize the projects in 

terms of project duration in calendar weeks. As indicated in Table 18 below, a concrete 

paving project is considered short according to most Wisconsin contractors if its actual 

duration is smaller than 5 calendar weeks and it is considered long if it takes more than 30 

calendar weeks. Also, a project that takes between 5 and 30 calendar weeks is normally 

considered a mid-range project. 
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Figure 39: Duration Distribution of Selected Concrete Paving Projects 

 

 

Table 18: Classification of Concrete Paving Projects into Short, Mid-range and Long 

Project Duration Calendar Weeks 

Short ≤ 5 

Mid-range 5 - 30 

Long ≥ 30 

 

When asked about the overall level of difficulty of their construction projects, 28% of 

the respondents said that their project is normal, 29% considered their project to be difficult, 

and the remaining 43% mentioned that their project is very difficult in terms of overall 

difficulty and complexity as shown in Figure 40 below. This shows that our sample embraces 

projects with different site conditions and characteristics including project size and 

complexity.  
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Figure 40: Level of Difficulty of Selected Concrete Paving Projects 

 

All of the projects that were considered normal are small or medium projects with 

short or mid-range completion duration. When getting responses from contractor and asking 

them to explain the reasons behind some of their answers, it was found that most of the time, 

paving starts before all the grading is completed in order to make the completion date. 

Because this occurs frequently, the paving contractor is used to it and it doesn’t make his 

work any harder. The projects are considered normal when there are very few 

residents/match points and when the contractors don’t have traffic issues to deal with. It is 

important for the contractor to be able to pretty much close the road without the need to 

accommodate traffic. A normal concrete paving project was also described as a simple 

straightforward project consisting of replacing what was already there.  

Similarly, most of the bridge projects that were considered difficult are of medium 

size with mid-range or long duration. Contractors clarified that the difficulty of their project 

is mainly due to long project duration, mix of urban and rural nature of the project, multiple 
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Level of Difficulty of Selected Concrete 
Paving Projects (According to Contractor) 
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stages in construction and visibility issues. Moreover, traffic control issues such as working 

on a highway always open to traffic in all directions will lead to difficulties in the concrete 

paving work. Additional difficulties can be faced because of tight timeframe and business 

complaints. 

Looking at all the projects that were considered very difficult according to the bridge 

contractors, we can say that half of these projects consist of medium size projects with mid-

range duration while the other half consist of large size projects with long construction 

duration. When asked about the reason for which their projects were considered very 

difficult, contractors clarified that it is mainly due to the multiple stages involved and the 

presence of large-scale interchanges in the project scope. In fact, multiple stage changes are 

done most of time in urban reconstruction in order to accommodate the traveling public and 

to provide access to residents and businesses. Contractors clarified that having to perform 

construction on a commercial corridor with high traffic flows and having to maintain access 

to business and residents at all times adds a lot of difficulties to their project. Other 

contractors explained that the major difficulty is due to having to work on a long stretch of 

interstate resurfacing, concrete bridge deck overlays as well as shoulder and approach slab 

replacement with a very tight schedule. One of the contractors who considered his project to 

be very difficult clarified that the concrete paving work on that project should be considered 

normal. However, the fact that the bridge was built in 2 halves off-site and rolled into place 

using the SPMT bridge moving technology mentioned in Chapter 4 is what made this project 

very difficult and challenging since this was done for the first time in the state of Wisconsin. 
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7.3 Effect of Different Factors on Productivity of Concrete Paving  

When asked to evaluate the effect of each factor on their productivity rates, all the 

contractors said that staged construction, project size, project length, expediated project 

schedule, night time paving, materials delivery, project constraints and the presence of 

numerous typical section transitions have a significant effect on their productivity which 

explains the fact that these factors have an average effect equal to 3. These results are very 

similar to what was found for the asphalt paving study. Moreover, as shown in Figure 41 

below, project location (urban or rural), traffic conditions, season during which paving is 

done and size and proximity of storage and staging areas have some to significant effect 

(average effect equal to 2.5) while project duration, type of work and restricted work hours 

have only some effect on concrete paving productivity (average effect equal to 2). Among all 

the factors considered in this study, type of terrain turned out to have the least effect on 

productivity.  

Besides the factors included in the survey which are shown in Figure 41 below, 

several contractors clarified that having interim completion dates have a significant effect on 

construction productivity. Looking at the survey responses and interviewing contractors to 

get more explanation about these responses, it was found that different activities are affected 

by different factors. The extent to which each factor considered affects each of the 

construction activities was obtained through implementing stepwise multiple regressions in 

R. The results obtained from this analysis are not included in this report but the statistical 

methodology is the same as the one that was adapted for the bridge construction study shown 

in Appendix F.  

Some Effect 

Significant Effect 

Some Effect 

Significant Effect 
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For example, productivity of base course highly depends on whether the materials are 

crushed on-site or off-site and this productivity is usually higher when materials are crushed 

on-site. This relationship is accounted for in our study by the materials delivery factor. 

Moreover, productivity of curb and gutter is affected by the presence of gaps and by having 

short lengths done in multiple stages and slip form. This activity is also dependent on the 

number of driveways and on whether the sections are continuous or not. Extra time will be 

needed if the project includes intersections. Furthermore, productivity of patching depends 

on whether it is a concrete base patch or any other type and that of sidewalks depends on the 

type of equipment used (paving machine or other). It was found that productivity rate of hand 

placement is also affected by whether it is placed in small amounts and in multiple stages. 

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

Some Effect 

No Effect 

Significant Effect 

Figure 41: Average Effect of Different Factors on Concrete Paving Productivity 
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This rate also depends on whether this is done on intersections that require hand forming and 

placement or if it includes just pouring, without forming for which 3 additional hours should 

be accounted. 

Contractors emphasized that productivity of concrete paving is highly affected by the 

width and depth of pavement and the slip form. Moreover, this productivity is controlled by 

staging and it will decrease if the project is in an urban location. It was found that slip form 

also have an impact on productivity of concrete barrier wall and sidewalks and that the 

presence of non-continuous wall sections will highly affect the productivity of concrete 

barrier wall.  

The extent to which each factor considered affects each of the construction activities 

was obtained using stepwise forward linear regression. Table 19 below indicates the factors 

selected for each activity and the adjusted R-squared value associated with each. 

 

Table 19: Factors Selected Using Stepwise Forward Linear Regression for Each Concrete Paving 

Activity 

Activity Factors Selected R
2 

Concrete Paving (thickness > 10’’) 
Urban Project 

0.2197 
Size of Storage Staging Areas 

Concrete Paving (thickness < 10’’) 

Numerous Typical Section Transitions  

0.1343 

Expediated Schedule 

Night Paving 

Season 

Size of Storage Staging Areas 

Traffic Conditions 
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Concrete Barrier Wall 

Project Length  

0.9632 

Staged Construction 

Expediated Schedule 

Materials Delivery 

Night Paving 

Season 

Project Size 

Base Course  

Traffic Conditions 

0.6085 
Expediated Schedule 

Numerous Typical Section Transitions 

Project Size 

Curb and Gutter 

Night Paving 

0.8055 
Project Constraints 

Materials Delivery 

Urban Project 

Sidewalks 
Night Paving 

0.6884 
Staged Construction 

Hand Placement of Concrete Paving 
Project Size 

0.2387 
Size of Storage Staging Areas 

  

 

7.4 Productivity Rates of Concrete Paving Activities 

During the data collection of this study, contractors were asked to provide a high, a 

medium and a low value for each paving activity. Table 20 below represents all the concrete 

paving activities that were considered in this study and a summary of their respective 
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productivity rates as obtained from the survey responses. Missing information was filled by 

looking at what other nearby DOTs consider.  

Some contractors explained that most of the time, they have to start paving before 

grading is completed. Some contractors use 8 hours shift for concrete paving, hand 

placement of concrete paving and curb and gutter while others use 6 hour, 10 hour or 12 hour 

shifts for these activities. The research team made sure to adjust for these differences when 

analyzing the data obtained. For mainline paving only, contractors reported a productivity 

rate of 11,000 S.Y./Day.  

Table 20: Concrete Paving Activities and their Respective Productivity Rates 

Activity Low Medium High Unit/Day 

Thin Concrete Paving (thickness< 10'') 2625 3500 5750 S.Y. 

Thick Concrete Paving (thickness≥ 10'') 3000 7000 11000 S.Y. 

Hand Placement of CP 400 575 750 S.Y. 

Concrete Barrier Wall 250 500 1200 Ft 

Base Course 700 1500 2500 Ton 

Curb and Gutter 500 1062.5 2250 Ft 

Patching 225 400 800 S.Y. 

Grinding (Illinois DOT) 1000 1500 2000 S.Y. 

Sidewalks 1350 2700 4250 S.F. 
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When asked about miscellaneous activities associated with concrete paving, 

contractors said that it usually takes them about a day to trim gravel and set pins on string 

lines for thin concrete paving and about 2 days to do so for thick concrete paving. They also 

explained that 3 additional days would be needed for tying steel and pouring footings. 

Placement of the base course is usually done while excavating. To perform this activity, most 

contractors said that they use 10 hour shifts and that productivity varies a lot depending on 

different site conditions.  

 

7.5 Milling and Pulverizing 

7.5.1 Productivity Rates of Milling and Pulverizing 

In the state of Wisconsin, most of the milling and pulverizing for highway 

construction projects is done by one contractor. The research team conducted a conference 

call with that contractor. The primary goal of this conference call was to discuss the factors 

that may impact productivity rates of these activities in highway construction projects. 

According to the contractor, the paving production rate is what mainly controls the 

production rate of milling. Typical values of low, medium and high production rates for 

milling and pulverizing are listed in table 21 below. These rates correspond to different site 

conditions (normal, difficult, and very difficult conditions) and are different for projects 

located in urban and rural areas. 
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Table 21: Milling and Pulverizing Productivity Rates for Urban and Rural Highway Projects 

Activity 

Production Rates 

Unit 

Low Medium High 

Milling - Urban 
1,000 1,500 2,000 

Tons/Day 

Milling - Rural 
2,500 3,000 3,500 

Tons/Day 

Pulverizing - Urban 
250 300 350 

Tons/Hour 

Pulverizing - Rural 
300 400 500 

Tons/Hour 

 

7.5.2 Factors Affecting Productivity of Milling and Pulverizing 

The contractor explained that some factors such as project length, project size and 

type of terrain have no effect on the productivity of milling and pulverizing. So we can say 

that regardless of how long the total project is and of how much total tons it includes, the 

construction productivity will almost stay the same. Also, this productivity won’t be affected 

whether the project is on a level, rolling or hilly terrain. 

Other factors were identified by the contractor as having some effect on the 

productivity of milling and pulverizing. These factors are the region of the state, the project 

duration and the restricted work hours (dictated by start and stop times in the contract). 

Moreover, the pavement thickness will have some effect on productivity. For pulverizing, 

having a very thick pavement that is greater than 6’’ will make the job very difficult and will 

decrease productivity significantly. Also, the size and proximity of the storage and staging 

areas as well as that of the dump site of materials have some effect on the productivity of 
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milling and pulverizing. Having an adequate size for these areas on site will be much easier 

than having an insufficient size for these or of having these in the general area of the project. 

According to the contractor, traffic is the most significant factor affecting the 

productivity of milling and pulverizing. Working adjacent to existing traffic, having a high 

volume of traffic on the open highway and having a limited work area and truck access will 

result in a restricted work zone that will negatively impact construction productivity. Some 

other factors that have a significant effect on this productivity are weather conditions, project 

location, materials delivery, presence of constraints and presence of manholes and 

intersections. Being in an urban environment with urban cross-sections, curb and gutter and 

trucks in and out will be much more difficult than being in a rural environment with rural 

cross-sections. Also, cold temperature as well as wind and winter make the job very difficult. 

The presence of constraints such as intersections, driveways, gaps and roundabouts and the 

disability to easily get materials and equipment to the paving site will also affect productivity 

significantly. Furthermore, having hard aggregates will make the milling job very difficult. 

We can say that the quality of aggregates is a significant factor that needs to be accounted for 

when estimating productivity rates. The harder the road the more difficult the milling will be. 

Milling on concrete is also considered a difficult job. In addition to all these factors, the 

contractor emphasized the significant effect of staged construction and nighttime 

construction on productivity. Having numerous stages and mobilizations as well as working 

after dark make the job more difficult and result in a decrease in productivity. 
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Chapter 8. Productivity Estimation Tool  

Chapter 8 describes the final product of this research project which is the productivity 

estimation tool. This chapter explains how the tool was developed by the research team and 

how it was validated. It also provides guidelines on how it can be used by the designers to get 

an estimation of the productivity rates for their coming projects. This chapter also goes 

through the limitations of the tool and it provides some recommendations about how it can be 

updated and improved in the future using more project data. 

 

8.1 Importance of Tool  

The productivity estimation tool provided by this research is of crucial importance for 

the Wisconsin construction industry as a whole. The WisDOT designers will be provided 

with better resources since they will be given access to this tool that will let them estimate 

the project completion durations for coming projects in a better way while taking into 

account the main factors that might affect their productivity. Since this tool is statistically 

based on the relationships found between the productivity rates and these factors from past 

construction projects that were performed between 2011 and 2013, its use by the designers 

will result in more accurate estimated rates and thus more realistic project durations. The 

contractors will also receive engineering estimates that are close enough to their estimates.  
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8.2 Development of the Tool  

The research team had several meetings with the WisDOT design group who had 

some input in the development of the productivity estimation tool. The designers were asked 

to review the different versions of the tool and to provide the research team with some 

thoughts and preferences they had. 

When asked about the most important factors that they evaluate when adjusting the 

FDM productivity rates, the designers explained that they give a very big importance to 

nighttime construction. In fact, they believe that construction after dark will lead to a drop in 

productivity because of visibility issues, set up time and waiting time for traffic control. They 

also explained that not only productivity per hour drops but also the number of work hours. 

Designers also account for the season during which most of the construction process will take 

place. They mentioned that weather conditions will affect many things that might contribute 

to the project duration such as the time required for the pavement layer to dry properly. 

Furthermore, designers emphasized the significant effect that traffic conditions have on 

construction productivity. 

The designers also clarified that they would like to account for whether the paving is 

being done on the mainline or on the side, whether it is being done on the shoulder or on the 

driveway and whether their project includes many intersections (which would make it usually 

more difficult and less effective). Moreover, the designers would like to take into 

consideration the type of concrete being paved because of the effect it has on curing time and 

thus on project duration. For example, high performance concrete (HPC) needs 14 days for 

high performance compared to 7 days needed if standard concrete is used. 
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When asked about what exactly they would like to have in the final tool, the designers 

explained to the research team that they want the tool to account for the different factors that 

may affect productivity and to provide the users with a description of each of these factors 

and a detailed explanation of what the scale scores (1, 2 and 3) refer to for each. In addition 

to that, the designers mentioned that they would like the tool to account for the overall level 

of difficulty and complexity of the project and for whether the project includes any type of 

incentive that might explain the higher production rates achieved by the contractor. 

The research team also asked the designers about how they would like the database to 

be designed to keep productivity records for future projects. The designers explained that 

they want the database to be as simple and as precise as possible accounting for the 

complexity of the project and focusing only on the most important factors that affect 

construction productivity. They also want these factors to have a side scale of 1, 2 and 3 with 

a detailed description of each which will help the user to pick the one that best describes 

his/her project. Furthermore, they clarified that having this kind of database will encourage 

contractors to use it and to provide the DOT with their achieved productivity rates, which is 

necessary to be able to update the productivity estimation tool regularly. During one of the 

meetings, the designers emphasized the importance of the creation of this type of database 

and they explained to the research team that most Wisconsin contractors currently use paper 

or electric diaries for their projects but that they keep these records completely separated 

from a project to another. 
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8.3 Guidelines for the Use of the Tool  

When the designers will open the tool, they will be provided with a brief introduction 

about the tool and its use as shown in Figure 42 below. After reading the introduction, the 

users will be given the option to launch the tool. When they do so, they will be transferred to 

the main menu of the tool shown in Figure 43 below. 

 

 

Figure 42: Introduction about the Productivity Estimation Tool 
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In the main menu, the designer will be asked to pick the category to which his/her 

coming project belongs. Each of these 4 different links will take the designer to the 

respective page depending on the selection made. For example, if the designer clicks on 

“Bridge Construction”, he/she will be taken to the productivity estimation tool for bridge 

construction projects that consists of three main steps shown in Figure 44 below. The same 

format was used for the productivity estimation tool for earthwork projects, asphalt paving 

projects and concrete paving projects. However, the factors differ slightly between the four 

subsections of the tool and the statistical analysis results used to code the outputs generated 

by each are completely different.  

Figure 43: Main Menu of the Productivity Estimation Tool 
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Figure 44: Productivity Estimation Tool for Bridge Construction Projects 
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For each of the factors shown in Figure 44 above, the user will be required to choose 

the description (1, 2 or 3) that corresponds to his/her project. After that, the user will be 

asked to choose the level of complexity of the project by selecting “normal”, “difficult” or 

“very difficult” from the drop down menu in step 2 and to select the width of the spread by 

selecting “Narrow Spread”, “Medium Spread” or “Wide Spread” from the drop down menu 

in step 3 which correspond respectively to “80%”, “90%” and “95%” of confidence desired 

for the estimate. After doing that, the designer should click on “get estimated productivity 

rates” to get a range of rates for the corresponding project activities as shown in Figure 45 

below. To get good estimated rates, the user is required to fill all of the blank spots. If the 

user keeps some of them empty, the tool will automatically exclude the corresponding factors 

from the estimate. 

After getting the desired output, the designer is provided with an option to save these 

estimated rates as a PDF file by clicking on the “save as pdf” button found on the bottom 

right of Figure 45. The user can also choose to go back to the project factors that he/she just 

inputted and to modify any of these factors. When the user chooses to do so, he/she should 

change the “Description” written for each new combination of project inputs. The user is also 

provided with an option to go back to the main menu from which he/she can choose to go to 

the productivity estimation tool for other types of projects. 
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Activity Min Average Max Unit/Day

Parapet (Architectural) 69 110 150 Ft

Parapet (Straight Back) 40 51 86 Ft

Parapet (with Liner) 63 100 138 Ft

Deck Placement, Girder Bridge* 580 764 800 Sf

Deck Placement, Slab Bridge* 263 383 500 Sf

Deck Removal, Partial Depth NA NA NA Sf

Deck Removal, Full Depth 2,577 5,383 8,189 Sf

Deck Slab Repair NA NA NA Sy

Bridge Overlay with Joint Repair 600 1,300 2,000 Ft

Bridge Overlay without Joint Repair 800 1,900 3,000 Ft

Bridge Overlay with <25% Deck Prep 20 50 80 Sy

Bridge Overlay with ≥25% Deck Prep 40 70 100 Sy

Precast Concrete Girder Erection 8.6 10.0 11.5 Each

Steel Girder Erection 4.0 7.5 11.0 Each

Form + Pour Diaphragms * 0.5 0.5 0.8 Each

Concrete Masonry, Substructure * 0.2 0.9 1.8 Pours

Driving Piles (All Types) 332 403 474 Ft

Caissons 50 75 100 Ft

Spread Footings * 1.0 1.0 1.0 Pours

Cofferdam 450 763 1,075 Sf

Temporary Sheet Piling (height<15’) 433 783 1,133 Sf

Temporary Sheet Piling (height≥15’) 652 796 940 Sf

Concrete Masonry, Culverts * 0.7 1.3 1.8 Panels

Retaining Walls: Cast in Place* 0.7 1.2 1.6 Panels or Sf

Retaining Walls: Precast (including footing) 200 419 638 Sf

Retaining Walls: Mechanically Stabilized 475 800 1,125 Sf

Moment Slab on MSE walls* 150 225 300 Ft

Noise Walls 300 650 1,000 Sf

Maintenance Painting (Clean + Paint) 100 200 300 Sf

Full Containment Painting (Clean+Paint) 500 1,750 3,000 Sf

Bridge Deck Grooving 1,000 1,500 2,000 Sf

Other

Productivity Rates

Decks

Superstructure

Foundation

Productivity Estimation Tool for 
Bridge Construction Projects

SAVE AS PDF
RETURN TO 

PROJECT FACTORS
RETURN TO 

MAIN MENU

Please find in the table below the estimated productivity rates for your project.

Figure 45: Ranges of Productivity Rates Provided by Productivity Estimation Tool 
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8.4 Cross Validation of the Tool 

8.4.1 Goal of Cross Validation 

Cross validation was used to avoid overfitting and to get an indication of how well 

the tool performs when it is asked to make new predictions for data that it has not already 

seen. It consists of not using the entire dataset when coding the tool. The goal of cross-

validation is to look at the expected level of fit of a model to data that were never used to 

code the model.  

8.4.2 Selection of Cross Validation Type 

There are three main types of cross validation. All of them consist of separating the 

data into two sets: the training set and the testing set. Only the training set was used to run 

the regression model. The statistical analysis results obtained in the model was then used to 

predict the output values of the testing set. After getting the estimates of the output values of 

the testing set data, the mean error was calculated to evaluate the model (Efron 1983). 

The first type is called the “test set cross validation” and it consists of separating the 

dataset into a training set and a testing set randomly. This method is fast and it is better than 

other techniques such as the residual method. However, using this method results in wasting 

a lot of data since all the testing set is not included in the model. Also, the obtained results 

depend heavily on how the dataset is divided between the training set and the testing set. The 

high variance associated with this type of cross-validation is a major limitation that results in 

an unreliable estimate of future performance (Schneider 1997). 
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The second type called “leave-one-out cross validation” entails running the model on 

all the data except for one point which is then added to get an estimation of that point. The 

error of this estimation is calculated for each data point. After all the points are estimated 

separately, the evaluation given by this method is done similarly to other methods by 

calculating the mean error.  This evaluation turns out to be very good because data is not 

wasted but it requires a lot of calculations (the model has to be run several times) and it can 

have some unusual behavior (Schneider 1997).  

According to Moore (2008), the third type called “K-fold cross validation” somehow 

gets the best of the first two methods. It consists of dividing the dataset into k subsets and of 

choosing one of the subsets to be used as the testing set. Every time a different subset is 

selected, the remaining k-1 subsets are combined and used as training set. In this method, the 

way the subsets are divided will affect the results much less than in the test set method. The 

more the dataset is divided (higher k), the lower the variance of the resulting estimate. The 

main disadvantage of using this method is that the model has to be run from scratch for each 

new training set (k times). 

Looking at the last two types, we can say that the “leave-one-out cross validation” is 

actually a K-fold cross validation with K being the number of data points in the dataset 

resulting in more calculations. Having a large number of folds will reduce the bias of the true 

error and will lead to an accurate estimator but the variance of the true error estimator will be 

large and the computational time will also be very large. Having a small number of folds will 

reduce the number of experiments which will reduce the computation time as well as the 
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variance of the estimator but the bias of the estimator will be large. That’s why it is important 

to look at the size of the dataset when choosing the number of folds. 

For this study, the research team decided to do a 5-fold cross validation by randomly 

breaking the dataset into 5 partitions then, each time, run the model with all the points except 

those in the partition chosen as the testing set. So for each run, 20% of the data was removed, 

the model was coded again using the remaining 80% of the data then the data that were 

removed were used to test the performance of the tool on “new” data. This was done 5 times 

by choosing each time a different 20% of the data. It is important to note that using this 

method results in much less variance compared to the first method. Also, the model was run 

only 5 times and only 20% of the data was wasted.  

8.4.3 Results from Cross Validation 

For each dependent variable, the statistical software R was used to calculate the 

predicted value for each data point and to compare it with the actual (observed) value 

obtained from the survey. The R code used for the cross validation of the bridge construction 

productivity estimation tool can be found in Appendix H of this report. A similar 

methodology was used for the validation of the earthwork productivity estimation tool, 

asphalt paving productivity estimation tool and concrete paving productivity estimation tool. 

The deviation between each of these two values was calculated to evaluate the model. The 

results of the cross-validation are shown in Tables 22, 23, 24 and 25 below. Looking at these 

results, the research team was able to conclude that, the bigger the number of projects 

considered for the study was, the smaller the deviations between the predicted and the actual 

values were. 
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8.4.3.1 Validation Results of Bridge Productivity Estimation Tool 

Of the fourteen projects that were predicted using this method, seven projects were 

predicted within ±50% of the actual concrete masonry productivity rate and three were 

predicted within ±20% of the actual rate as shown in Table 22 below. Thirteen projects were 

predicted within ±50% of the actual productivity rate of pile driving and five were predicted 

within ±25% of the actual rate. Eight projects were predicted within ±50% of the actual 

productivity rate of temporary sheet piling, six were predicted within ±25% of the actual rate 

and four were predicted within ±15% of the actual rate. Thirteen projects were predicted 

within ±50% of the actual productivity rate of parapet, nine were predicted within ±25% of 

the actual rate and four were predicted within ±15% of the actual rate. Eleven projects were 

predicted within ±50% of the actual productivity rate of deck placement, eight were predicted 

within ±25% of the actual rate and four were predicted within ±15% of the actual rate. 

Moreover, nine projects were predicted within ±50% of the actual productivity rate of 

deck removal and four were predicted within ±25% of the actual rate. Of the total fourteen 

projects that were predicted, all fourteen projects were predicted within ±50% of the actual 

productivity rate of precast concrete girder erection and eleven were predicted within ±25% 

of the actual rate. Also, nine projects were predicted within ±15% of the actual rate and six 

were predicted within ±10%. Finally, twelve projects were predicted within ±50% of the 

actual productivity rate of forming and pouring diaphragms, eight were predicted within 

±25% of the actual rate and four were predicted within ±15%. 
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Table 22: Cross-validation Results of Bridge Construction Productivity Estimation Tool 

Concrete Masonry (Substructure) 

    

No 

Predicted 

Rate 

Actual 

Rate 

Deviation 

(%) 

First 20% 

11 1.287 1.42 -9.37 

12 0.692 1.42 -51.27 

6 3.049 2.00 52.45 

Second 20% 

5 0.857 1.42 -39.65 

8 0.750 0.40 87.5 

1 2.357 1.30 81.31 

Third 20% 

2 2.428 3.00 -19.07 

7 0.728 0.33 120.61 

9 1.256 0.25 402.4 

Fourth 20% 

3 0.962 1.00 -3.8 

10 1.030 1.42 -27.47 

13 2.312 4.00 -42.2 

Fifth 20% 

14 0.313 1.42 -77.96 

4 0.313 0.50 -37.4 

 

Driving Piles (All Types) 

No. 
Predicted 

Rate 

Actual 

Rate 

Deviation 

(%) 

First 20% 

11 197 282 -30.14 

12 364 282 29.08 

6 197 216 -8.80 

Second 20% 

5 211 282 -25.18 

8 284 220 29.09 

1 357 325 9.85 

Third 20% 

2 237 150 58 

7 287 400 -28.25 

9 287 200 43.5 

Fourth 20% 

3 302 350 -13.71 

10 267 282 -5.32 

13 302 456 -33.77 

Fifth 20% 

14 287 282 1.77 

4 287 225 27.56 

Temporary Sheet Piling 

No. 
Predicted 

Rate 

Actual 

Rate 

Deviation 

(%) 

First 20% 

11 1656 796 108.04 

12 654 796 -17.84 

6 668 435 53.56 

Second 20% 

5 847 796 6.41 

8 882 2000 -55.9 

1 892 115 675.65 

Third 20% 

2 783.4 796 -1.58 

7 858.3 796 7.83 

9 884.2 796 11.08 

Fourth 20% 

3 1707 796 114.45 

10 398 796 -50 

13 391 750 -47.87 

Fifth 20% 

14 226.2 796 -71.58 

4 557.7 682 -18.23 

 

Parapet (Straight Back) 

No. 
Predicted 

Rate 

Actual 

Rate 

Deviation 

(%) 

First 20% 

11 127 100 27 

12 112 100 12 

6 122 100 22 

Second 20% 

5 125 100 25 

8 102 100 2 

1 138 145 -4.83 

Third 20% 

2 114.1 200 -42.95 

7 72.7 60 21.17 

9 82.5 100 -17.5 

Fourth 20% 

3 28.2 40 -29.5 

10 73.1 100 -26.9 

13 84.8 100 -15.2 

Fifth 20% 

14 153.5 100 53.5 

4 85.7 90 -4.78 
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Deck Placement 

No. 
Predicted 

Rate 

Actual 

Rate 

Deviation 

(%) 

First 20% 

11 513 488 5.12 

12 380 488 -22.13 

6 380 345 10.14 

Second 20% 

5 433 120 260.83 

8 585 695 -15.83 

1 509 640 -20.47 

Third 20% 

2 351 600 -41.5 

7 497 350 42 

9 497 700 -29 

Fourth 20% 

3 701 375 86.93 

10 542 488 11.07 

13 701 800 -12.38 

Fifth 20% 

14 398 488 -18.44 

4 398 250 59.2 

 

Deck Removal 

No. 
Predicted 

Rate 

Actual 

Rate 

Deviation 

(%) 

First 20% 

11 4341 3163 37.24 

12 3774 3163 19.32 

6 172 375 -54.13 

Second 20% 

5 4514 3163 42.71 

8 4160 3163 31.52 

1 3806 3163 20.33 

Third 20% 

2 2074 800 159.25 

7 3102 3163 -1.93 

9 3102 11200 -72.30 

Fourth 20% 

3 4407 2000 120.35 

10 4144 3163 31.01 

13 2561 1440 77.85 

Fifth 20% 

14 2891 3163 -8.60 

4 1708 3163 -46 

 

Precast Concrete Girder Erection 

No. 
Predicted 

Rate 

Actual 

Rate 

Deviation 

(%) 

First 20% 

11 6.97 6 16.17 

12 6.22 6 3.67 

6 4.88 4 22 

Second 20% 

5 5.40 6 -10 

8 5.32 6 -11.33 

1 7.06 8 -11.75 

Third 20% 

2 4.32 6 -28 

7 5.40 4 35 

9 6.33 7 -9.57 

Fourth 20% 

3 6.20 7 -11.43 

10 6.49 6 8.17 

13 8.43 8 5.38 

Fifth 20% 

14 5.6 6 -6.67 

4 5.6 4 40 

 

Form and Pour Diaphragms 

No. 
Predicted 

Rate 

Actual 

Rate 

Deviation 

(%) 

First 20% 

11 2.25 2 12.5 

12 1.00 2 -50 

6 2.33 4 -41.75 

Second 20% 

5 2.30 2 15 

8 2.30 2 15 

1 1.32 0.5 164 

Third 20% 

2 2.98 2 49 

7 2.40 2 20 

9 2.40 2 20 

Fourth 20% 

3 2.04 3 -32 

10 1.54 2 -23 

13 2.18 2 9 

Fifth 20% 

14 1.69 2 -15.5 

4 1.90 1 90 
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8.4.3.2 Validation Results of Earthwork Productivity Estimation Tool 

Of the twenty-three projects that were predicted using this method, twenty-one 

projects were predicted within ±50% of the actual productivity rate of excavation using 

trucks, fifteen were predicted within ±25% of the actual rate and five were predicted within 

±10% as shown in Table 23 below. Fourteen projects were predicted within ±50% of the 

actual productivity rate of excavation using scrapers, eight were predicted within ±25% of 

the actual rate and three were predicted within ±15%. Twenty-one projects were predicted 

within ±50% of the actual productivity rate of excavation using articulated trucks and sixteen 

were predicted within ±25% of the actual rate. Also, seven projects were predicted within 

±15% of the actual rate and three were predicted within ±10%. Fourteen projects were 

predicted within ±50% of the actual productivity rate of base course roadway, eight were 

predicted within ±25% of the actual rate and six were predicted within ±15%. 

Furthermore, out of the total twenty-three projects that were predicted, twenty-two 

projects were predicted within ±50% of the actual productivity rate of base course shoulders 

and fifteen were predicted within ±25% of the actual rate. Also, thirteen projects were 

predicted within ±15% of the actual rate, eight were predicted within ±10% and five were 

predicted within ±5%. Eighteen projects were predicted within ±50% of the actual 

productivity rate of breaker run, twelve were predicted within ±25% of the actual rate and 

nine were predicted within ±15%. Similarly, eighteen projects were predicted within ±50% 

of the actual productivity rate of shallow excavation for shoulders and ditches, fifteen were 

predicted within ±25% of the actual rate and thirteen were predicted within ±10%. Twenty 

projects were predicted within ±50% of the actual productivity rate of topsoil placement, 
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fifteen were predicted within ±25% of the actual rate and twelve were predicted within 

±10%. Fourteen projects were predicted within ±50% of the actual productivity rate of marsh 

excavation, ten were predicted within ±15% of the actual rate and eight were predicted 

within ±5%. Sixteen projects were predicted within ±50% of the actual productivity rate of 

excavation below subgrade, fourteen were predicted within ±25% of the actual rate and eight 

were predicted within ±5%. Twenty projects were predicted within ±50% of the actual 

productivity rate of clearing and grubbing, fifteen were predicted within ±25% of the actual 

rate and ten were predicted within ±15%. 
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Table 23: Cross-validation Results of Earthwork Productivity Estimation Tool

Excavation: Truck 

No. 
Predicted 

Rate 

Actual 

Rate 

Deviation 

(%) 

First 20% 

9 2322.098 2250 3.20 

16 3361.747 5000 -32.77 

12 2053.362 2246 -8.58 

4 1586.287 2400 -33.90 

2 1835.345 1800 1.96 

Second 20% 

22 2431.8163 3800 -36.01 

10 4857.0520   2900 67.49 

13 252.7365 1800 -85.96 

18 2431.8163 2246 8.27 

7 1528.9868 2246 -3.19 

Third 20% 

3 1333.2606 200 566.63 

17 2694.6683 2246 19.98 

19 2694.6683 2246 19.98 

23 1483.1859   1200 23.6 

11 762.6804 1000 -23.73 

Fourth 20% 

6 3865.685 3000 28.86 

20 2788.565 2246 24.16 

1 2305.919 2500 -07.76 

15 2788.565 2246 24.16 

Fifth 20% 

14 2725.166 2246 21.33 

21 2725.166 2246 21.33 

5 1570.446 1350 16.33 

8 1717.461 2246 -23.53 

 

Excavation: Scraper 

No. 
Predicted 

Rate 

Actual 

Rate 

Deviation 

(%) 

First 20% 

9 5903.947 2500 136.16 

16 7911.842 17000 -53.46 

12 5903.947 1000 490.4 

4 5903.947 6720 -12.14 

2 3896.053  1000 289.60 

Second 20% 

22 9088.541 5150 76.47 

10 5441.838 6720 -19.02 

13 5441.838 6720 -19.02 

18 9088.541 4500 101.96 

7 9088.541 8000 13.61 

Third 20% 

3 5471.351 600 811.89 

17 8152.162 15000 -45.65 

19 8152.162 6000 35.86 

23 5471.351 6720 -18.58 

11 8152.162  9000 -9.42 

Fourth 20% 

6 8231.524 7000 17.59 

20 8231.524 12000 -31.40 

1 1222.622 6720 -81.80 

15 8231.524  11000 -25.16 

Fifth 20% 

14 9083.110 7000 29.75 

21 9083.110 6720 35.16 

5 1950.549 2500 -21.97 

8 9083.110  5000 81.66 

 

Excavation: Articulated Truck 

No. 
Predicted 

Rate 

Actual 

Rate 

Deviation 

(%) 

First 20% 

9 4669.444 4055 15.15 

16 4669.444 4055 15.15 

12 2868.611 4055 -29.25 

4 2868.611 3800 -24.51 

2 4669.444 4055 15.15 

Second 20% 

22 4778.276 4055 17.83 

10 4778.276 4055 17.83 

13 4778.276 4055 17.83 

18 4778.276 3500 36.52 

7 4778.276 5000 -4.43 

Third 20% 

3 2606.308 250 942.52 

17 4157.692 8000 -48.02 

19 4157.692 7000 -40.60 

23 3382.000 4055 -16.59 

11 4157.692 3000 38.59 

Fourth 20% 

6 4632.295 4055 14.23 

20 4632.295 5000 -7.35 

1 3081.066 3000 2.70 

15 4632.295 4055 14.23 

Fifth 20% 

14 4658.103 4055 14.87 
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21 4658.103 4055 14.87 

5 3090.776 2000 54.54 

8 3090.776 4055 -23.78 

 

Base Course Roadway 

No. 
Predicted 

Rate 

Actual 

Rate 

Deviation 

(%) 

First 20% 

9 5113.5 7000 -26.95 

16 3433.5 3500 -1.9 

12 1753.5 600 192.25 

4 3433.5 3500 -1.9 

2 1973.5 2277 -13.33 

Second 20% 

22 3562.2105 2400 48.43 

10 1092.9474 2750 -60.25 

13 1092.9474 2500 -56.28 

18 3562.2105 3500 1.77 

7 664.8158 3011 -77.92 

Third 20% 

3 1381.572 200 590.78 

17 3576.993 5000 -28.46 

19 3576.993 3500 2.2 

23 2442.063 2000 22.1 

11 4107.239 2500 64.3 

Fourth 20% 

6 1416.412 500 183.28 

20 3467.187 7000 -50.46 

1 3467.187 3000 15.57 

15 3467.187 2600 33.35 

Fifth 20% 

14 3764.696 1900 98.14 

21 3764.696 3011 25.03 

5 4187.702 3011 39.08 

8 3764.696 4000 -5.88 

 

Base Course Shoulders 

No. 
Predicted 

Rate 

Actual 

Rate 

Deviation 

(%) 

First 20% 

9 691.5188   1215 -43.08 

16 926.0142 1215 -23.78 

12 1392.3007   1215 14.59 

4 673.9031   1215 -44.53 

2 873.6334 800 9.20 

Second 20% 

22 1342.321 1215 10.47 

10 1060.609 825 28.56 

13 2049.545 2500 -18.01 

18 1342.321 1215 10.47 

7 1291.346 1215 6.28 

Third 20% 

3 711.8167 100 611.81 

17 1264.3743 1215 4.06 

19 1233.6153 1215 1.53 

23 1669.8888 1200 39.15 

11 1219.9541 1500 -18.6 

Fourth 20% 

6 1029.365 1000 2.93 

20 1212.678 1215 -0.19 

1 1987.033 1800 10.39 

15 1336.570 1215 10 

Fifth 20% 

14 1218.1686 1215 0.26 

21 1301.6961   1215 7.13 

5 814.2276   1215 -32.99 

8 725.2161  1215 -40.3 

 

Breaker Run 

No. 
Predicted 

Rate 

Actual 

Rate 

Deviation 

(%) 

First 20% 

9 1243.2509 2615 -52.46 

16 2812.0230 3290 -14.53 

12 1794.3198   2615 -31.38 

4 225.5477 2615 -91.37 

2 399.6731  500 -20.07 

Second 20% 

22 3172.2379 2385 33.01 

10 3157.7375 3375 -6.43 

13 2533.3305 2615 -3.12 

18 3172.2379 3045 4.18 

7 3683.2126 4000 -7.92 

Third 20% 

3 2142.430 200 971.21 

17 2835.807 4115 -31.08 

19 2835.807 2550 11.20 

23 3633.303 2000 81.66 

11 3369.860 3500 -3.71 

Fourth 20% 

6 1647.987 1000 64.8 

20 3023.681 4115 -26.52 

1 2871.865 3000 -4.27 

15 3023.681 2390 26.51 
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Fifth 20% 

14 3164.552 2390 32.40 

21 3164.552 2615 21.01 

5 2670.903 2615 2.13 

8 1963.798 2615 -24.90 

 

Shallow Excavation: Shoulders and 

Ditches 

No. 
Predicted 

Rate 

Actual 

Rate 

Deviation 

(%) 

First 20% 

9 738.6667   746 -0.98 

16 722 746 -3.21 

12 1944 746 160.59 

4 643 1200 -46.41 

2 201 75 168 

Second 20% 

22 746 746 0 

10 461 746 -38.20 

13 926 746 24.12 

18 746 746 0 

7 733 746 -1.74 

Third 20% 

3 4457.265 150 2871.51 

17 746 746 0 

19 746 746 0 

23 1145.020 500 129 

11 1284.959 1200 7.08 

Fourth 20% 

6 748.333    746 0.31 

20 746 746 0 

1 3450.667    1000 245.06 

15 746 746 0 

Fifth 20% 

14 746 746 0 

21 746 746 0 

5 1266.5619 1100 15.14 

8 1033.6571 746 38.56 

 

Topsoil Placement 

No. 
Predicted 

Rate 

Actual 

Rate 

Deviation 

(%) 

First 20% 

9 1505.4193 1110 35.62 

16 1042.5262   990 5.30 

12 523.3281   100 423.32 

4 767.1017 700 9.58 

2 1724.5388  800 115.56 

Second 20% 

22 1013.9264 990 2.41 

10 1176.4127 1665 -29.34 

13 1176.4127 1000 17.64 

18 1013.9264 990 2.41 

7 838.8334 990 -15.27 

Third 20% 

3 418.5813   200 109.29 

17 995.0735   990 0.51 

19 995.0735  990 0.51 

23 954.2975 990 -3.60 

11 1253.2277 2220 -43.54 

Fourth 20% 

6 757.4964 1000 -24.25 

20 976.0553 990 -1.40 

1 683.1659 1000 -31.68 

15 976.0553 990 -1.40 

Fifth 20% 

14 997.8659   990 0.79 

21 997.8659   990 0.79 

5 1003.3333   1100 -8.78 

8 673.0234 1000 -32.69 

 

Marsh Excavation (> 8’’)  

No. 
Predicted 

Rate 

Actual 

Rate 

Deviation 

(%)  

First 20% 

9 4141.6778 2250 84.07 

16 1435.3222 2000 -28.23 

12 1244.9556 1921 -35.19 

4 4231.4667 2200 92.33 

2 5047.7778  1921 162.76 

Second 20% 

22 1947.333   1921 1.37 

10 6376.000   1921 231.9 

13 3586.333   1800 99.24 

18 1947.333   2000 -2.63 

7 11598.778 1921 503.78 

Third 20% 

3 4809.622   1921 150.37 

17 1921.000   1921 0 

19 1960.500   1921 2.05 

23 1397.663 1921 -27.24 

11 1781.173 1921 -7.27 

Fourth 20% 

6 1609 1921 -16.24 
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20 1921 1921 0 

1 4284.25 1921 123.02 

15 1940.75 2000 -2.96 

Fifth 20% 

14 1921 1921 0 

21 1960.5 1921 2.05 

5 1637.1 1921 -14.78 

8 2101.9 1200 75.16 

 

Excavation Below Subgrade (EBS) 

No. 
Predicted 

Rate 

Actual 

Rate 

Deviation 

(%) 

First 20% 

9 2090.8889 1417 47.56 

16 860.1111 1417 -39.30 

12 137.2222 1417 -90.31 

4 1006.3333 3000 -66.45 

2 2298.8889 500 359.77 

Second 20% 

22 1417 1417 0 

10 2685 1417 89.48 

13 2515 550 357.27 

18 1417 1800 -21.27 

7 1718 1417 21.24 

Third 20% 

3 9365.204 100 9265.2 

17 1417 1417 0 

19 1417 1417 0 

23 1168.939 1417 -17.50 

11 3646.122 3000 21.53 

Fourth 20% 

6 1361.333 1417 -3.93 

20 1417.000 1417 0 

1 1871.667 1500 24.78 

15 1417.000 1417 0 

Fifth 20% 

14 1417 1417 0 

21 1417 1417 0 

5 1564.5714 1300 20.35 

8 2778.1429 100 2678.14 

 

Clearing and Grubbing 

No. 
Predicted 

Rate 

Actual 

Rate 

Deviation 

(%) 

First 20% 

9 14.058277 12 17.15 

16 15.224721 12 26.87 

12 18.575252   12 54.79 

4 6.301457   6 5.02 

2 6.165996  12 -48.61 

Second 20% 

22 11.05900 12 -07.84 

10 20.17423 12 68.12 

13 14.49392 10 44.94 

18 11.05900 12 -7.84 

7 14.03150 12 16.93 

Third 20% 

3 10.625192 14 -24.10 

17 12.169540 12 1.41 

19 12.069300   12 0.57 

23 5.612466 12 -53.23 

11 12.495095  10 24.95 

Fourth 20% 

6 16.99393 25 -32.02 

20 12.40344 12 3.36 

1 10.58998 12 -11.75 

15 11.32451  12 -5.63 

Fifth 20% 

14 12.680172 12 5.67 

21 11.065331   12 -7.79 

5 8.382573 6 39.71 

8 10.391512  12 -13.40 
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8.4.3.3 Validation Results of Asphalt Paving Productivity Estimation Tool 

Of the eighteen projects that were predicted using this method, seventeen projects 

were predicted within ±50% of the actual productivity rate of HMA placement for the lower 

level, eleven were predicted within ±15% of the actual rate and five were predicted within 

±10% as shown in Table 24 below. Sixteen projects were predicted within ±50% of the 

actual productivity rate of HMA placement for the surface layer, eleven were predicted 

within ±25% of the actual rate and six were predicted within ±10%. Thirteen projects were 

predicted within ±25% of the actual productivity rate of hand placement of asphalt pavement, 

eleven were predicted within ±15% of the actual rate and nine were predicted within ±10%. 

Sixteen projects were predicted within ±50% of the actual productivity rate of base course 

placement, ten were predicted within ±25% of the actual rate and three were predicted within 

±10%. Similarly, sixteen projects were predicted within ±50% of the actual productivity rate 

of thick milling, twelve were predicted within ±25% of the actual rate and six were predicted 

within ±15%. 

Moreover, thirteen projects were predicted within ±50% of the actual productivity 

rate of QMP profiling, nine were predicted within ±25% of the actual rate and five were 

predicted within ±15%. Finally, sixteen projects were predicted within ±50% of the actual 

productivity rate of QMP density, nine were predicted within ±25% of the actual rate and 

only one was predicted within ±10%. 
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Table 24: Cross-validation Results of Asphalt Paving Productivity Estimation Tool

HMA Placement: Lower Level 

No. 
Predicted 

Rate 

Actual 

Rate 

Deviation 

(%) 

First 20% 

7 253.8806 170 49.34 

13 300.9572 290 3.77 

9 300.9572 310 -2.91 

3 304.8582 350 -12.89 

Second 20% 

14 169.6065 150 13.07 

16 394.7191 350 12.77 

17 147.8000 290 -49.03 

4 298.0793  350 -14.83 

Third 20% 

11 121.4897 200 -39.25 

6 186.7646 280 -33.29 

8 234.3972 145 61.65 

2 202.0496 180 12.24 

Fourth 20% 

15 419.2857 300 39.76 

12 265.9155 312 -14.77 

10 519.0167  700 -25.85 

Fifth 20% 

18 305.2839 300 1.76 

1 248.6461 270 -7.9 

5 373.0804  350 6.59 

 

HMA Placement: Surface Level 

No. 
Predicted 

Rate 

Actual 

Rate 

Deviation 

(%) 

First 20% 

7 148.7050 130 14.38 

13 239.6631 265 -9.56 

9 384.9464 300 28.31 

3 332.0700  325 2.17 

Second 20% 

14 128.4553 200 -35.7 

16 362.0949 350 3.45 

17 144.3356 260 -44.48 

4 229.5761 300 -23.47 

Third 20% 

11 175.0291 120 45.85 

6 175.0291 220 -20.44 

8 208.3010 134 55.44 

2 225.3010 150 50.20 

Fourth 20% 

15 362.6531 250 45.06 

12 246.8990 217 13.7 

10 484.6388  600 -19.23 

Fifth 20% 

18 300.6903 310 -3.00 

1 237.5035 260 -8.65 

5 332.1467  330 0.65 

 

Hand Placement of Asphalt Pavement 

No. 
Predicted 

Rate 

Actual 

Rate 

Deviation 

(%) 

First 20% 

7 23.35714 20 16.79 

13 23.35714 22 6.17 

9 23.35714 22 6.17 

3 23.35714 5 367.14 

Second 20% 

14 18.71429 40 -53.21 

16 18.71429 22 -14.93 

17 18.71429 22 -14.93 

4 18.71429 50 -62.57 

Third 20% 

11 23.42857 22 6.49 

6 23.42857 20 17.14 

8 23.42857 22 6.49 

2 23.42857 4 485.71 

Fourth 20% 

15 22 22 0 

12 22 22 0 

10 22  22 0 

Fifth 20% 

18 22.46667 15 49.78 

1 22.46667 22 2.12 

5 22.46667 22 2.12 

 

Base Course Placement 

No. 
Predicted 

Rate 

Actual 

Rate 

Deviation 

(%) 

First 20% 

7 2085.333 800 160.67 

13 2690.667 2100 28.13 

9 2085.333 2100 -0.70 

3 1480 1200 23.33 

Second 20% 

14 1243.211 2100 -40.80 

16 1243.211 1000 24.32 
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17 2711.105 2100 29.10 

4 2711.105 2000 35.55 

Third 20% 

11 2248.488 6000 -62.52 

6 2248.488 2100 7.07 

8 2248.488 2100 7.07 

2 1404.683 1200 17.05 

Fourth 20% 

15 1254.118 1000 25.41 

12 2612.941 2316 12.82 

10 1254.118 2100 -40.28 

Fifth 20% 

18 2599.052 3400 -23.5 

1 2599.052 2100 23.76 

5 2599.052 2100 23.76 

 

Thick Milling (≥2 in)  

No. 
Predicted 

Rate 

Actual 

Rate 

Deviation 

(%) 

First 20% 

7 9908.453 7000 41.54 

13 13694.604 11430 19.81 

9 17549.808 20500 -14.3 

3 12791.813  11000 16.28 

Second 20% 

14 10197.97 9100 12.06 

16 13797.06 11430 20.70 

17 11711.75 11430 2.46 

4 10242.34 11430 -10.39 

Third 20% 

11 7369.862   11430 -35.52 

6 4872.896 3000 62.43 

8 14247.276   11430 24.64 

2 9228.845  11430 -19.25 

Fourth 20% 

15 5800.963 11000 -47.26 

12 13509.994   16326 -17.25 

10 9935.035  17500 -43.23 

Fifth 20% 

18 12591.34   8000 57.39 

1 9878.67 11430 -13.57 

5 10467.70 11430 -8.41 

 

QMP Profiling 

No. 
Predicted 

Rate 

Actual 

Rate 

Deviation 

(%) 

First 20% 

7 67271.33 75325 -10.69 

13 58964.79 75325 -21.72 

9 50363.72 75325 -33.13 

3 10647.39  25300 -57.91 

Second 20% 

14 125786.15   75325 66.99 

16 70253.06   75325 -6.73 

17 49998.24   75325 -33.62 

4 70253.06   40000 75.63 

Third 20% 

11 58561.35 75325 -22.25 

6 52865.30 75325 -29.81 

8 92587.11 75325 22.91 

2 72377.82  75325 -3.91 

Fourth 20% 

15 59687.62   75325 -20.76 

12 68239.64 75325 -9.41 

10 132135.81 75325 75.42 

Fifth 20% 

18 83663.27   75325 11.06 

1 66863.77 25000 167.45 

5 111275.15 211000 -47.26 

 

QMP Density 

No. 
Predicted 

Rate 

Actual 

Rate 

Deviation 

(%) 

First 20% 

7 16010.39 10000 60.10 

13 24646.75 19100 29.04 

9 16010.39 19100 -16.18 

3 16010.39 11000 45.55 

Second 20% 

14 14684.93 19100 -23.12 

16 22867.12 19100 19.72 

17 22867.12 19100 19.72 

4 22867.12 40000 -42.83 

Third 20% 

11 24914.286 19100 30.44 

6 15485.714   19100 -18.92 

8 6057.143 3700 63.70 

2 24914.286 19100 30.44 

Fourth 20% 

15 14823.26 11000 34.76 

12 14823.26 19100 -22.3 

10 14823.26 19100 -22.39 

Fifth 20% 

18 23142.5 19100 21.16 

1 23142.5 25000 -7.43 

5 23142.5 33000 -29.87 
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8.4.3.4 Validation Results of Concrete Paving Productivity Estimation Tool 

Of the fifteen projects that were predicted using this method, ten projects were 

predicted within ±50% of the actual productivity rate of concrete paving for a thickness 

bigger than 10’’, four were predicted within ±25% of the actual rate and only one was 

predicted within ±15% as shown in Table 25 below. Thirteen projects were predicted within 

±50% of the actual productivity rate of concrete paving for a thickness smaller than 10’’, 

seven were predicted within ±25% of the actual rate and five were predicted within ±15%.  

Out of the total fifteen projects that were predicted, all projects were predicted within 

±50% of the actual productivity rate of concrete barrier wall, thirteen were predicted within 

±25% of the actual rate and nine were predicted within ±10%. Ten projects were predicted 

within ±50% of the actual productivity rate of base course, eight were predicted within ±25% 

of the actual rate and four were predicted within ±15%. Similarly, ten projects were predicted 

within ±50% of the actual productivity rate of curb and gutter, seven were predicted within 

±25% of the actual rate and two were predicted within ±15%. Eleven projects were predicted 

within ±50% of the actual productivity rate of sidewalks, four were predicted within ±15% of 

the actual rate and three were predicted within ±10%. Finally, nine projects were predicted 

within ±50% of the actual productivity rate of hand placement of concrete pavement, five 

were predicted within ±25% of the actual rate and three were predicted within ±10%. 
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Table 25: Cross-validation Results of Concrete Paving Productivity Estimation Tool

Concrete Paving (thickness > 10’’)  

No. 
Predicted 

Rate 

Actual 

Rate 

Deviation 

(%) 

First 20% 

11 5984.777 5000 19.69 

5 4011.421 1233 225.33 

3 5644.810  4470 26.28 

Second 20% 

7 2777.836 5500 -49.49 

10 3781.784 3000 26.06 

14 3781.784 2900 30.41 

Third 20% 

8 2727.982 6500 -58.03 

6 2727.982 2000 36.40 

9 3834.149 11264 -65.96 

Fourth 20% 

12 5626.806 5500 2.305 

2 3719.004 3200 16.22 

13 5770.149  5000 15.40 

Fifth 20% 

1 3242.500 4470 -27.46 

15 6791.967 4470 51.94 

4 6791.967 2500 171.67 

 

Concrete Paving (thickness < 10’’)  

No. 
Predicted 

Rate 

Actual 

Rate 

Deviation 

(%) 

First 20% 

11 5356.258 7500 -28.58 

5 5154.581 4650 10.85 

3 5870.516  4650 26.25 

Second 20% 

7 3763.740 4650 -19.05 

10 4564.571 4650 -1.83 

14 4724.753 1500 214.98 

Third 20% 

8 6881.937   4650 48.0 

6 5112.500 4650 9.94 

9 10620.125  4650 128.38 

Fourth 20% 

12 4759.154 4650 2.34 

2 3786.239 4650 -18.57 

13 5174.429  7350 -29.60 

Fifth 20% 

1 5065.789 3166 60.01 

15 3578.947 3700 -3.27 

4 6557.237  4650 41.01 

 

Concrete Barrier Wall 

No. 
Predicted 

Rate 

Actual 

Rate 

Deviation 

(%) 

First 20% 

11 1952.4110   2000 -2.37 

5 576.3123 433 33.10 

3 1280.8585  1320 -2.96 

Second 20% 

7 1079.75 1320 -18.20 

10 1277.25   1320 -3.23 

14 499.50  835 -40.17 

Third 20% 

8 1600.437 1320 21.24 

6 1608.250 1320 21.83 

9 1582.375  1320 19.87 

Fourth 20% 

12 1367.785 1320 3.62 

2 1271.908 1320 -3.64 

13 1979.846  2000 -1.01 

Fifth 20% 

1 1414.069 1320 7.12 

15 1395.994 1320 5.75 

4 1380.615  1320 4.59 

 

Base Course 

No. 
Predicted 

Rate 

Actual 

Rate 

Deviation 

(%) 

First 20% 

11 877.7230 1000 -12.23 

5 490.1328 1200 -59.15 

3 617.5269  1540 -59.90 

Second 20% 

7 1767.297 2000 -11.63 

10 1881.369 800 135.17 

14 1881.369 1540 22.16 

Third 20% 
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8 1311.219 2000 -34.43 

6 1325.888 700 89.41 

9 1870.015  1540 21.42 

Fourth 20% 

12 2571.4548 1540 66.97 

2 1650.4661   1540 7.17 

13 758.9878  1000 -24.1 

Fifth 20% 

1 1630.527 2000 -18.47 

15 1280.354 1940 -34.00 

4 2000.602 1750 14.32 

 

Curb and Gutter 

No. 
Predicted 

Rate 

Actual 

Rate 

Deviation 

(%) 

First 20% 

11 658.5638 350 88.16 

5 2157.8808   1875 15.08 

3 126.3575 500 -74.72 

Second 20% 

7 1271.792 2000 -36.41 

10 1077.464 1000 7.74 

14 1829.232  5000 -63.41 

Third 20% 

8 2267.0064   1800 25.94 

6 394.7433 500 -21.05 

9 1255.4738  1520 -17.4 

Fourth 20% 

12 1996.1978 2000 -0.19 

2 2175.4634   1800 20.85 

13 694.0894  350 98.31 

Fifth 20% 

1 1449.540 2000 -27.52 

15 2996.769 1680 78.38 

4 1619.883 1300 24.61 

 

Sidewalks 

No. 
Predicted 

Rate 

Actual 

Rate 

Deviation 

(%) 

First 20% 

11 3532.167 1750 101.84 

5 5242.667 5780 -9.29 

3 3532.167 5780 -38.89 

Second 20% 

7 5684.167   10mj000 -43.15 

10 3904.722 4000 -2.38 

14 10985.000 16500 -33.42 

Third 20% 

8 9507.143 7000 35.81 

6 3951.429 1000 295.14 

9 3951.429 5780 -31.63 

Fourth 20% 

12 8074.631 4000 101.86 

2 5936.875 5780 2.71 

13 3799.119  1750 117.09 

Fifth 20% 

1 5323.750 6000 -11.27 

15 3236.875 5780 -44.0 

4 7410.625  5780 28.21 

 

Hand Placement of Concrete Pavement 

No. 
Predicted 

Rate 

Actual 

Rate 

Deviation 

(%) 

First 20% 

11 934.1216 1000 -6.59 

5 449.2568 250 79.70 

3 338.9189  600 -43.51 

Second 20% 

7 449.6698  250 79.87 

10 449.6698  800 -43.79 

14 449.6698  140 221.19 

Third 20% 

8 460.6863 700 -34.19 

6 836.5686 150 457.71 

9 715.9804 565 26.72 

Fourth 20% 

12 548.9063 300 82.97 

2 478.6719 1300 -63.17 

13 769.1406  1000 -23.08 

Fifth 20% 

1 432.6316 400 8.15 

15 693 620 11.77 

4 412.2105 400 3.05 
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8.5 Limitations of the Tool  

One of the major limitations of the productivity estimation tool provided by this 

research is that it doesn’t account for all the possible factors that might affect productivity. 

Various other factors affecting construction productivity rates were found in the literature but 

the research team decided to narrow the list of factors considered in the study by 

interviewing contractors and designers and asking them about the major factors that they 

believe should be accounted for. Moreover, for each of the factors that were considered, the 

tool provides the user with three different scale scores from which the user can pick one. If 

none of these three scores accurately describes the project for which the tool is being used, 

the user is required to pick the one that best describes it. This might result in some minor 

variations regarding what the estimated rates should be. For example, if part of the project 

was done during nighttime, the user would select “3” for the “Night Time Construction” 

factor regardless of how much work was actually performed at night which in reality would 

affect enormously the extent to which productivity will be affected. 

 

8.6 Future Update of Tool 

Given the continuous technology improvements faced by the construction industry, 

updating the productivity estimation tool regularly in the future is necessary. This requires 

three main steps which are the following: 
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Step 1: Get more project data 

The first step necessary to update the tool is to gather additional projects data and to 

add these to the excel list of data for each of the four different types of construction. This can 

be achieved by collecting more responses for the project specific part of the survey based on 

which the data collection tool was designed by the research team. A good way to obtain more 

data is to ask each contractor to include in the data collection tool every project they 

performed for the DOT. Most contractors will be willing to do it because using the data 

collection tool is simple and fast. They can fill it electronically on the PDF itself or on the 

excel version, save it and send it back to a WisDOT representative who will have to enter 

each project as a new row in the respective excel sheet database of projects.  

Step 2: Run stepwise linear regressions on R 

After getting more projects data and updating the excel sheet, this should be 

reimported in the R statistical software for each of the four different types of construction. 

The same statistical analyses should be conducted again in R but these will lead to different 

results. This step can be done by opening each respective script in R and running it. The 

script corresponding to the bridge construction productivity study is called “Bridges.R” and 

that of the earthwork productivity study is called “Earthwork.R”. Similarly, the script 

corresponding to the asphalt paving productivity study is called “AP.R” and that of the 

concrete paving productivity study is called “CP.R”. In fact, different factors might be 

selected by applying the stepwise multiple regressions again for each of the dependent 

variables. However, to update the tool we will use the same factors that were found to have a 

significant impact on productivity for each activity when the tool was first developed because 
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the importance of these factors was approved by several contractors. The additional data will 

be used to get a better estimate of productivity using these factors. To do that, the statistical 

outputs obtained from running the scripts with the new data should be used to update the 

hidden sheets in excel.  

Step 3: Update hidden sheets in Excel  

For each of the depend variables, this step consists of updating the coefficients 

associated with the factors as well as the covariance matrices. The coefficients can be found 

in the output window of the R software under the command labeled “summary”. These new 

coefficients should replace the old ones in column “B” of the Excel hidden sheets. Similarly, 

the covariance matrices can be found in the output window of R under the command labeled 

“vcov” and these new matrices should replace the old ones in columns “G” to “P” of the 

Excel hidden sheets. The remaining columns of the Excel hidden sheets will automatically be 

updated when the new coefficients and covariance matrices are entered. Also, the remaining 

sheets will automatically be updated to provide the user with supposedly better estimates of 

productivity rates.  
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Chapter 9. Conclusion  

As roadway user costs have increased with time, the importance of estimating 

highway construction time has increased in significance which emphasizes the importance of 

this research. Before this research was conducted, WisDOT designers were provided with a 

list of 32 activities and their respective ranges of productivity rates. These ranges were very 

wide and having them didn’t really help the designers in their estimation process because of 

the fact that they weren’t provided with any guidelines to determine where exactly their 

project stands on these ranges. Moreover, none of the WisDOT employees recalls when these 

productivity rates were last updated and what was the methodology used to do so. 

Conducting interviews with some of the WisDOT designers and looking at the procedure 

they currently follow to estimate the completion time of their projects highlighted the 

importance of this study and the huge contribution that it provides to the Wisconsin highway 

construction industry.  

This research faced a lot of major challenges especially during the data collection 

phase. Asking contractors about their productivity rates is very critical. This kind of 

information is what gives any contractor a competitive advantage compared to other 

contractors who are not performing as well on site or who are not investing some time and 

effort to track actual productivity. This might let us think that one of the main limitations of 

this study is that the productivity rates collected from the contractor might be lower than 

what the contractor actually achieves on site. In fact, the contractors might be tempted to 

provide the research team with lower productivity rates to make sure that they’ll be given 

more time than necessary for the construction process and that their future projects won’t be 
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schedule driven. Another limitation of this study is that it didn’t account for all the possible 

factors that may somehow affect productivity because it is almost impossible to account for 

the impact of all of them and it is impractical to collect a sufficient number of data points to 

make such analysis feasible. 

Beside the challenges faced during data collection, this research was able to review 

and update the productivity rates of earthwork, concrete paving, asphalt paving, bridges and 

structures as well as some other miscellaneous construction activities for highway projects in 

Wisconsin. It also provided WisDOT with a summary of the major factors that might affect 

the productivity of different types of projects as well as the extent to which each factor would 

be influential. 

It was found that having restricted work hours was a major issue in bridge 

construction and earthwork projects. Having an urban project that requires nighttime work 

and expediated project schedule will impact the productivity of asphalt and concrete paving 

enormously as well as that of earthwork and bridge construction especially if staged 

construction is implemented to deal with issues related to traffic conditions, project 

constraints and materials delivery. The type of work being performed and the season during 

which the work is done turned out to be two main factors affecting the productivity of 

earthwork while the pavement thickness, the project size and the project length turned out to 

affect significantly the productivity of asphalt paving and concrete paving.   

Using the statistical results generated from running stepwise multiple regressions in 

the R software, the research team was able to develop a user-friendly productivity estimation 
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tool that the designers can use to get estimated productivity rates on their projects by 

inputting some specific factors that best characterize these projects.  

The extensive literature review that was conducted by this study showed that the 

highway construction industry is one of the sectors with little data available for estimating 

productivity. The opportunities for future research about productivity rates on highway 

construction projects are substantial. This research provides the first quantitative analysis of 

productivity rates and their influencing factors for the state of Wisconsin. Further research 

would be beneficial to get more accurate estimated rates by gathering more data. That’s why 

the creation of a database is of crucial importance for the future update of the productivity 

estimation tool. Moreover, future research could be done to study more construction 

activities and to account for more factors that might have some effect on productivity. This 

will provide WisDOT with a more rigid tool from which their designers will definitely 

benefit. 
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Appendix B – Glossary of Terms 

Definitions were obtained from multiple sources (Hanna 2001; Goodrum and Haas 2002; 

Chong 2005; Hanna et al. 2005; Aral et al. 2007; Hanna et al. 2008).  

Absenteeism: Unexcused, non-scheduled absences from work. 

Activity: A single, well-defined unit of work  

Basic working hours: The hours worked by employees as part of their standard employment 

contract before overtime. 

Beneficial Occupancy: A worksite situation where the contractor must work in close 

proximity to an owner’s production equipment or personnel. An example of this is when 

construction is being performed in a factory with an operating production line. 

Change orders: A compensable change to the drawings, specifications, or any other contract 

document. 

Conflicts (Schedule): Where two or more parties are scheduled to complete an activity that 

prevents or delays other parties from completing their work. 

Contract: Legal Agreement between project parties that specifies the scope of work, the 

payment processes, and general and supplementary conditions. 

Dilution of Supervision: Workplace situation where supervision becomes ineffective either 

because of a high number of workers under each manager or the fact that work is spread out 

over a large geographic area. 
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Effective Work: Work which is productive, meaning that a value-added activity is taking 

place. Pouring concrete or installing ducts are examples of effective work. 

Efficiency: Relationship between the actual amount of work it takes to create a product 

(earned hours) and the estimated amount of work expended (estimated hours). 

Estimate: The predicted work hours or dollars that should have been spent to complete an 

activity or project. 

Estimated or budgeted total work hours: The predicted number or hours required to 

complete an activity or construction on a project 

Estimated or budgeted unit rate: An estimate of the unit rate for a specific item of a 

project. 

Equipment technology: This study analyzes the changes in equipment technology, 

specifically hand tools (such as nail guns, electric drills, and circular saws) and machinery 

(such as cranes, grout pumps, and bulldozers). 

Incentives: Rewards, monetary or otherwise, given to crews for excellent performance or for 

completing a project or activity in less time than estimated. 

Inspections: The act of inspecting or viewing a project or task to insure that work is being 

done in accordance with the project drawings and specifications. 

Interruptions: When a worker is stopped or prevented from completing an in-progress task. 

Interruptions disrupt the learning curve and reduce productivity. 

Labor: Physical or mental work compensated by salary or wages. 
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Leadership: The personal quality that allows a manager or leader to influence people. 

Learning curve: The relationship between the number of units produced and cost per unit. 

When a crew or individual worker does only one task repetitively, they are able to complete 

that task in less time than a crew/individual who only had to do that task once.  

Morale: The motivation and attitude of a group or individual in respect to their willingness 

to complete an activity. 

Motivation: The personal drive to excel in a given task or situation. 

Overcrowding: Multiple trades are working simultaneously in a single work area, 

decreasing productivity. 

Overtime: Work performed on a project that exceeds eight hours a day and 40 hours a week. 

Peak manpower: The highest number of workers used in the project. The optimum peak 

usually ranges from 1 to 2 times the average number of workers. The lower the peak/average 

ratio, the higher the productivity. 

Prefabrication: The process of producing and pre-assembling systems and materials. The 

prefabricated parts can be produced on-site or off-site in a specialty shop. 

Productivity: Mathematical relationship between the production units (output) produced in a 

certain number of work hours (input). 

Project duration: The amount of time needed to complete construction on a project. Days 

from project start (notice to proceed) to project end (substantial completion). 
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Project manager: An individual responsible for planning, managing and executing a 

construction project. 

Scope: The total amount of work and types of activities required to complete a project. The 

original scope is an agreement between project parties and may not be expanded without 

compensation. 

Shift work: The hours worked by a separate group of workers whose work on a project 

begins after the first or primary workforce of the same trade has retired for the day.  

Site: The area or footprint of ground on which anything is, has been, or will be located. 

Site layout: The arrangement of storage, assembly, and other facilities on the work site. 

Task: An individual sub-unit of work necessary for the completion of an activity or project. 

Total paid working hours: The sum of the basic hours and paid overtime hours.  

Quality control: The review of project services, construction work, management, and 

documentation for compliance with contractual and regulatory obligations and accepted 

industry practices. 

Waste: Any activity that consumes resources but creates no value for the customer. 

Work Area: A designated area where an operation of a work item is being performed and is 

only limited to the observed working phase. 
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Work sampling: A method for measuring activity on a worksite, whereby work activities are 

observed over random time intervals and then classified according to the type of work: 

effective, essential or ineffective. 

Workers density: The number of workers in a given area or floor space. High worker 

density results in decreased productivity. 
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Abbreviations 

A-FA: Grade A – Fly Ash Concrete  

ANN: Artificial Neural Network 

CEM: Construction Engineering and Management  

CMM: Construction and Materials Manual  

CMSC: Construction and Materials Support Center  

CPM: Critical Path Method  

BOE: Basis of Estimate  

DNR: Department of Natural Resources 

DOT: Department of Transportation 

EBS: Excavation Below Subgrade 

ESAL: Equivalent Single Axle Load 

FDM: Facilities Development Manual  

FHWA: Federation Highway Administration 

GPS: Global Positioning System 

HMA: Hot Mix Asphalt  

HPC: High Performance Concrete 
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IDOT: Illinois Department of Transportation 

INDOT: Indiana Department of Transportation 

IRI: International Roughness Index 

IowaDOT: Iowa Department of Transportation 

LOWA: Lack of Working Area  

MnDOT: Minnesota Department of Transportation 

MSE: Mechanically Stabilized Earth 

ODOT: Oklahoma Department of Transportation 

PCC: Portland Cement Concrete 

PLP: Project Level Productivity 

PME: Project Management Efficiency  

TxDOT: Texas Department of Transportation 

QMP: Quality Management Program 

QMP Subgrade: Quality Management Plan Subgrade 

R&D: Research and Development  

SD: System Dynamics  

SPMT: Self-Propelled Modular Transporters 
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WAPA: Wisconsin Asphalt Pavement Association  

WCPA: Wisconsin Concrete Pavement Association  

WEMA: Wisconsin Earth Movers Association  

WisDOT: Wisconsin Department of Transportation 

WSDOT: Washington Department of Transportation 

WTBA: Wisconsin Transportation Builders Association 
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Appendix C – Surveys 
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Appendix D – Productivity Rates Used by WisDOT 

 

WISCONSIN (WisDOT) 

Activities Production Rate (Unit / 8hr work day) Unit 

Removing Pavement 1000 - 4000 S. Y. 

Shattering Pavement 5000 - 15000 S. Y. 

Excavation-Urban 300 - 2000 C. Y. 

Excavation-Rural 1000 - 7000 C. Y. 

Marsh Excavation 500 - 2000 C. Y. 

Rock Excavation 1000 - 2500 C. Y. 

Borrow Excavation (Scraper) 1000 - 7000 C. Y. 

Borrow Excavation (Truck) 500 - 2000 C. Y. 

Crushed Aggregate Base Course 1000 - 3000 Ton 

Crushed Aggregate Base Course 800 - 2000 Ton 

Crushed Aggregate Base Course 800 - 2000 Ton 

Asphaltic Concrete Pavement (Rural) 1000 - 3000 Ton 

Asphaltic Concrete Pavement (Urban/Misc.) 300 - 1000 Ton 

Concrete Pavement (Rural) 4000 - 10000 S. Y. 

Concrete Pavement (Urban) 1000 - 5000 S. Y. 

Salvaged Asphaltic Pavement (Milling) 1000 - 3000 Ton 

Salvaged Asphaltic Pavement 1000 - 3000 Ton 

Concrete Masonry, Bridges (Substructure) 5 to 15 C. Y. 

Concrete Masonry, Bridges 10 to 20 C. Y. 

Concrete Masonry, Culverts 5 to 15 C. Y. 

Structural Steel Beams Each 6 to 12 Each 

Timber Piling 200 - 800 L. F. 

Steel Piling 200 - 800 L. F. 

Prestressed Girders 6 to 12 Each 

Concrete Curb and Gutter 500 - 2000 L. F. 

Concrete Sidewalk 800 - 3000 S. F. 

Storm Sewer 100 - 400 L. F. 

Inlets and Manholes 3 to 10 Each 

Steel Plate Beam Guard 300 - 800 L. F. 

Woven Wire Fence 500 - 2000 L. F. 

Chain Link Fence 300 - 1500 L. F. 

Seeding and Finishing 5000 - 20000 S. Y. 
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Appendix E – Productivity Rates Used by Other DOTs 

WASHINGTON (WSDOT) 

 
Activities 

Production Rate  
(Unit / 8hr work day) 

 
Unit 

West East 

Clearing and Grubbing 1 3 Ac. 

Stripping Inc. Haul 1 3 C. Y. 

Removing Manhole 3 3 Ea. 

Removing Drainage Structure 4 4 Ea. 

Removing Conc. Inlet 6 6 Ea. 

Removing Bituminous Pavement 1800 3000 S. Y. 

Removing Cement Conc. Pavement 600 600 S. Y. 

Removing Asphalt Conc. Pavement 2500 3000 S. Y. 

Removing Cem. Conc. Curb & Gutter 1200 1200 L. F. 

Removing Asphalt Conc. Curb 2000 2000 L. F. 

Removing Cement Conc. Sidewalk 250 400 S. Y. 

Removing Guardrail Anchor Ea. 8 10 1000 1200 L. F. 

Removing Guardrail Anchor 8 10 Ea. 

Removing Paint Line 2000 2500 L. F. 

Removing Plastic Line 900 1000 L. F. 

Removing Paint Traffic Marking 200 100 Ea. 

Removing Plastic Traffic Marking 150 75 Ea. 

Removing Raised Pavement Markers 8 2 Hund. 

Removing Chain Link Fence 1000 1000 L. F. 

Removing Wire Fence L.F, 4000 4000 L. F. 

Roadway Excavation 600 - 3000 1000 - 4000 C. Y. 

Pavement Repair Excavation Inc. Haul 70 - 300 300 - 500 C. Y. 

Embankment Compaction 850 - 5000 1500 - 6000 C. Y. 

Gravel Borrow Inc. Haul 800 - 3500 1000 - 4000 Ton 

Stockpiling-Ballast 1200 - 3000 1200 - 1500 Ton 

Stockpiling-Crushed Surf. Base Course 1200 - 3000 1200 - 1500 Ton 

Stockpiling-Crushed Surf. Top Course 1200 - 2700 1200 - 2700 Ton 

Ditch Excavation 125 - 1000 200 - 1000 C. Y. 

Concrete Inlet 4 4 Ea. 

Cement Conc. Gutter 250 - 400 250 - 400 L. F. 

Asphalt Conc. Gutter 600 - 1000 600 - 1000 L. F. 

Hand-Placed Rip Rap 30 -50 30 -50 C. Y. 

Rip Rap 70 - 500 70 - 500 Ton 

Quarry Spalls 100 - 600 100 - 600 Ton 

End Section W/Bars 3 3 Ea. 
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Flared End Section 7 - 20 7 - 20 Ea. 

Underdrain Pipe 100 - 500 100 - 500 L. F. 

Drain Pipe 100 - 400 100 - 400 L. F. 

Culvert Pipe 12”-36” 50 - 300 100 - 300 L. F. 

Culvert Pipe 42”-72” 20 - 100 50 - 100 L. F. 

Stru. Plate Pipe 50 - 100 50 - 100 L. F. 

Stru. Plate Pipe Arch 50 - 100 50 - 100 L. F. 

Steel Underpass 50 - 100 50 - 100 L. F. 

Catch Basin Type 1 5 5 Ea. 

Catch Basin Type 2 48”-54” 2 2 Ea. 

Catch Basin Type 2 72”-96” 1 1 Ea. 

Catch Basin Type 3 2 2 Ea. 

Testing Storm Sewer Pipe 500 - 2500 500 - 2500 L. F. 

Storm Sewer Pipe 12”-36” 300 - 1500 500 - 2000 L. F. 

Storm Sewer Pipe 42”-72” 50 - 200 50 - 200 L. F. 

Testing Sewer Pipe 500 - 2500 500 - 2500 L. F. 

Sewer Pipe 6”-48” 200 - 400 200 - 400 L. F. 

Installing Valves 3 3 Ea. 

Hydrant Assembly 2 2 Ea. 

Resetting Existing Hydrant 2 2 Ea. 

Service Connection 3.5 3.5 Ea. 

Water Main 100 - 800 100 - 800 L. F. 

Ballast 1000 - 3000 1000 - 3000 Ton 

Gravel Base 1000 - 3000 1000 - 3000 Ton 

Crushed Surf. Base Course 1000 - 3000 1000 - 3000 Ton 

Crushed Surf. Top Course 500 - 2000 500 - 2000 Ton 

Processing and Finishing 0.25 - 2 0.25 - 2 Mile 

New Construction 1 - 7 1 - 7 Mile 

Seal Coats 3 - 10 3 - 10 Mile 

Asphalt Treated Base 1500 - 2500 1500 - 2500 Ton 

Cement Conc. Pavement 12000 12000 C. Y. 

Bridge Approach Slab 25 25 S. Y. 

Preparation of Untreated Roadway 0.5 - 2 0.5 - 2 Mile 

Planing Bituminous Pavement 7000 - 13000 7000 - 13000 S. Y. 

Hot Mix Asphalt for Prelevel 500 - 1500 500 - 2000 Ton 

HMA for Pavement 1200 - 2200 1500 - 3000 Ton 

Seed Fert. and Mulching 4 to 10 5 to 20 Ac. 

Preparation for Planting 2000 - 5000 2000 - 5000 S. Y. 

Sod Installation 800 - 2750 800 - 2750 S. Y. 

Seeded Lawn Installation 2000 - 18000 2000 - 18000 S. Y. 

Mulching, With Binding Agent 360 360 C. Y. 
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Cement Conc. Curb 1500 3000 L. F. 

Beam Guardrail 450 - 1850 450 - 1850 L. F. 

Beam Guardrail Anchor 5 5 Ea. 

Raising Existing Beam Guardrail 1500 1500 L. F. 

Precast Conc. Barrier 1000 -2000 1000 - 2000 L. F. 

Cast-In-Place Barrier 100 - 800 100 - 800 L. F. 

Temp. Conc. Barrier 1000 - 2000 1000 - 2000 L. F. 

Removing & Resetting Conc. Barrier 600 - 1200 1000 - 2000 L. F. 

Flexible Guideposts 80 - 160 80 - 160 Ea. 

Paint Line 14000 - 20000 14000 - 20000 L. F. 

Plastic Line 400 2200 L. F. 

Raised Pavement Marker 2 2 Hund. 

Asphalt Rumble Strips 20000 20000 L. F. 

Sign Installation (Wood Posts) 15 15 
 

Sign Installation( Metal Posts with concrete 
base) 

4 4 
 

Fabrication (Signs) 500 500 S. F  

Monument Case and Cover 8 8 Ea. 

Conc. Slope Protection 100 100 S. Y. 

Chain Link Fence 250 - 700 250 - 700 L. F. 

Wire Fence 500 - 2000 500 - 2000 L. F. 

Glare Screen 100 - 1000 300 - 1900 L. F. 

Gabion Cribbing 20 - 110 20 - 110 C. Y. 

Adjust Drain Structure 4 - 11 4 - 11 Ea. 

Adjust Manhole 4 4 Ea. 

Manhole Under 12 Ft. 1.5 1.5 Ea. 

Manhole Over 12 Ft. 1 1 Ea. 

Adjust Catch Basin 4 - 12 4 - 12 Ea. 

Adjust Valve Box 4 - 10 4 - 10 Ea. 

 
Duration 

 
Mobilization 3 - 6 Days 

Four-Pole Signal Intersection 10 - 20 Days 

Illumination System 5 Days / Pole 

Sign Installation (Cantilever Sign Structure) 2 Days 

Sign Installation (Sign Bridge) 5 Days 

Sign Installation (Overhead Structure) 2 Days 

Fabrication (Cantilever Sign Structure) 120 Days 

Fabrication (Sign Bridge Structure) 120 Days 
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OKLAHOMA (ODOT) 

Activities 
Average Production Rate 

(Unit / 8hr work day) 
Unit 

Mobilization 4 Days 

Traffic Control & Detours (signs) 30 Days 

Traffic Control & Detours (striping) 10000 Lf 

Traffic Control & Detours (barrier wall) 1045 Lf 

Traffic Control & Detours (Pavements for detours) 862 Tons 

Clearing and Grubbing 4 Days 

Removals (Pavements (Asp/Conc)) 1900 S. Y. 

Removals (Excavate/ Borrow Bridge Structure) 620 S. Y. 

Removals (Cold Mill pavement) 1 Days 

Unclassified Roadway Excavation/ borrow 2825 C 

Soil Stabilization works (Lime or Fly Ash) 2500 S. Y. 

Drainage Structures (Storm Drainage Piping) 110 Lf 

Drainage Structures (Manholes) 1 EA 

Drainage Structures (RCB's) 60 Lf 

Retaining Walls (Excavation & backfill) 350 C. Y. 

Retaining Walls (Rebar) 3 Tn 

Retaining Walls (Formwork) 2200 S.F. ca 

Retaining Walls (Conc pouring + cure) 80 C. Y. 

Slab (form, rebar, pour concrete) 350 S. F. 

Walls/wings (form, rebars, pour concrete, strip forms) 290 S. F. 

Roof Deck (form, rebar, pour concrete) 290 S. F. 

Backfill at box 410 C. Y. 

Parapets, if required (form, rebar, pour concrete) 110 Lf 

Curing 7 Days 

Bridge Construction (Driving Piles) 257 Lf 

Bridge Construction (Abutments = Rebars, Forming, Concrete) 3.75 C. Y. 

Bridge Construction (Drill/ Pour 24'' Piers) 175 Lf 

Bridge Construction (Drill/ Pour 36'' Piers) 125 Lf 

Bridge Construction (Drill/ Pour 48'' Piers) 100 Lf 

Bridge Construction (Drill/ Pour 72'' Piers) 80 Lf 

Bridge Construction (Form/ Pour Columns and Caps) 2.5 C. Y. 

Bridge Construction (Beam Placing) 575 Lf 

Bridge Construction (Slab Decking = Forming, Rebars, Concrete) 730 S. F. 

Bridge Construction (Parapets = Forming, Rebars, Concrete) 110 Lf 

Bridge Construction (Approach Slabs) 220 S. Y. 

Bridge Construction (Curing) 7 Days 

Base operations (Agg Base 10") 310 C. Y. 
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Base operations (Asphalt Base/ fabric installation) 1000 Tons 

Base operations (Pour Concrete Curb + cure time) 800 Lf 

Base operations (Curing) 7 Days 

Surfacing Works (Asphalt, Type A) 900 Tons 

Surfacing Works (Asphalt, Type B) 825 Tons 

Surfacing Works (9" PC) 1640 S. Y. 

Surfacing Works (10" PC) 1560 S. Y. 

Surfacing Works (TBSC) 600 Tons 

Surfacing Works (HES Drives) 500 S. Y. 

Surfacing Works (Curing) 7 Days 

Finish Grading/Shouldering 2500 S. Y. 

Guardrail installation 1000 Lf 

Electrical Lighting Works 2 Poles/day 

Signals Installation 3 Days 

Permanent Signs/ Striping 10000 Lf 

Final Erosion Control (Riprap, filter blanket) 480 Tons 

Final Erosion Control (Sodding) 1280 S. Y. 

Final Erosion Control (Mulching) 3.5 Acres 

Final Erosion Control (Seeding) 2.4 Acres 

Cleanup/ Open to Traffic 3 Days 

Phasing Allowance 2 Days 
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TEXAS (TxDOT) 

Activity 
Average Production Rate 

(Unit / 8hr work day) Unit 

Excavation 1163 C. Y. 

Embankment 1097 C. Y. 

Flexible base 2725 Lift-S. Y. 

Lime treated subgrade 1563 C. Y. 

Cement treated base 4050 Lift-S. Y. 

Hot mixed asphaltic concrete 817 Tons 

Slip form concrete pavement  (CRCP only) 1253 S. Y. 

Conventional form concrete pavement 283 S. Y. 

Prestressed concrete piling 6.4 Each 

Drilled shaft foundation 111.6 Lf 

Footing 2.6 Each 

Column (rectangle) 2.9 Each 

Column (round) 0.5 Each 

Cap 5 Each 

Abutment (cast in place) 4.4 S. F. 

Bridge deck (cast in place) 895 S. F. 

MSE wall 453.5 Lf 

MSE wall (copings) 284.1 Lf 

MSE wall (footings/leveling pads) 178.09 Spans 

Beam erection 3.2 Lf 

Bridge railing 1366 Lf 

Precast concrete box culverts 141.98 Lf 

Cast in place concrete box culverts 10.36 Lf 

RCP  18–42 in. 138.67 Lf 

RCP  48–72 in. 94.92 Each 

Inlets and manholes 1.84 S. F. 

Wing wall/head wall 35.37 Lf 

Concrete curb and gutter 871 
 

Pavement markings - 
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ILLINOIS (IDOT) 

 
Worktype 

Activity 

Productivity 
Rate 

 
Unit 

Low High 

Bridge 

Bearing Assembly 5 10 Each 

Bridge Deck Concrete Overlay 200 500 Sy 

Bridge Deck Grooving 500 800 Sy 

Bridge Deck Scarification (Cold Milling) 350 1000 Sy 

Bridge Deck Scarification (Hydroblasting) 175 500 Sy 

Concrete Structures 10 25 Cy 

Concrete Superstructure 10 30 Cy 

Clean & Paint Steel Bridge - SP 10 1000 2100 Sf 

Clean & Paint Steel Bridge - SP 6 800 1600 Sf 

Clean & Paint Steel Bridge - SP 3 250 550 Sf 

Cofferdam (Doesn’t apply for major river bridges) 0.2 0.5 Each 

Concrete Removal 5 20 Cy 

Deck Slab Repair (Full Depth) 10 25 Sy 

Deck Slab Repair (Partial Depth) 25 50 Sy 

Driving Piles 250 500 Ft 

Cofferdam Excavation 75 150 Cy 

Formed Concrete Repair 50 100 Sf 

Jacking & Cribbing (per beam) 5 10 Each 

Precast Concrete Beam Erection 150 325 Ft 

Precast Concrete Beams (Fabricate & Furnish) 30 120 Calendar Day 

Precast Concrete Bridge Deck 500 800 Sf 

Precast Deck Beams 1000 3000 Sf 

Protective Shield 160 250 Sy 

Reinforcement Bars (Substructure) 4000 6000 Lbs 

Reinforcement Bars (Superstructure) 10000 15000 Lbs 

Removal of Existing Concrete Deck 150 300 Sy 

Removal of Existing Substructure 20 40 Cy 

Removal of Existing Superstructure 100 250 Sy 

Slope Wall 25 75 Sy 

Structural Steel Erection 150 250 Ft 

Structural Steel (Fabricate & Furnish) 60 270 Calendar Day 

Stud Shear Connectors 1000 2500 Each 

Temporary Sheet Piling 300 1000 Sf 

Test Pile 0.5 1 Each 

Waterproofing Membrane System 100 250 Sy 
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Electrical 

Conduit in Trench 75 525 Ft 

Conduit (Pushed) 30 75 Ft 

Controller 0.5 1 Each 

Detector Loop 150 300 Ft 

Electric Cable 1500 3000 Ft 

Electrical Conductors in Conduit 750 1300 Ft 

Foundations     Controller, Signal 2 5 Ft 

Foundations     Light Poles 10 20 Ft 

Foundations     Light Towers 20 25 Ft 

Handholes 2 4 Each 

Junction Box 2 5 Each 

Light Pole 4 6 Each 

Light Tower 1 2 Each 

Luminaire 5 10 Each 

Mast Arm Assembly & Pole 2 4 Each 

Raceway for Magnetic Detectors 100 200 Ft 

Relocate Existing Traffic Signal Posts 2 4 Each 

Service Installation 0.5 1 Each 

Signal Head 5 10 Each 

Signal Post (wood or metal) 4 8 Each 

Trench & Backfill 75 350 Ft 

Unit Duct 550 700 Ft 

Unit Duct/without Cable 150 350 Ft 

Landscape 

Evergreens 20 40 Each 

Excelsior Blanket 1000 4000 Sy 

Intermediate Trees 20 40 Each 

Seeding 5 10 Acre 

Seedling Trees 2000 3000 Each 

Shade Trees 20 40 Each 

Shrubs 200 400 Each 

Sodding 1000 1500 Sy 

Straw Mulch 10 20 Ton 

Vines 1000 200 Each 

Weed Control Spraying 50 100 Acre 

Roadway: 
Aggregate 

Granular Backfill 300 600 Cy 

Granular Embankment Special 800 1500 Ton 

Gravel or Crushed Stone Base Course 700 1200 Ton 

Gravel or Crushed Stone Shoulders 500 1200 Ton 

Gravel or Crushed Stone Surface Course 700 1200 Ton 

Porous Granular Embankment 400 1000 Cy 

Subbase Granular Materials 700 2000 Ton 
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Roadway: 
Drainage 

Adjust Frames & Grates 5 10 Each 

Catch Basins 2 5 Each 

Concrete Box Culverts 8 15 Cy 

Concrete Headwalls 3 8 Cy 

Concrete Gutter 400 1400 Ft 

Curb & Gutter 300 1200 Ft 

End Sections (Pipe Culvert & Storm Sewer) 5 10 Each 

Inlets 2 5 Each 

Manholes 2 4 Each 

Paved Ditch 200 400 Ft 

Pipe Culverts (Depending on size and depth) 100 300 Ft 

Pipe Underdrains 1500 7500 Ft 

Precast Box Culverts 75 250 Ft 

Reinforcement Bars (Culverts) 3000 5000 Lbs 

Riprap 100 200 Sy 

Storm Sewers (Dependent on size and depth) 75 300 Ft 

Trench Backfill 100 200 Cy 

Exploration Trench 250 1000 Ft 

Roadway: 
Excavation 

Embankment 500 10000 Cy 

Borrow Excavation 1000 10000 Cy 

Channel Excavation 200 500 Cy 

Earth Excavation (Shoulders & Widening) 500 1000 Cy 

Earth Excavation 750 10000 Cy 

Rock Excavation (Ripping or Blasting) 500 2000 Cy 

Excavation (Special) 500 1000 Cy 

Excavation (Topsoil) 500 1000 Cy 

Process Lime Modified Soil 2000 6500 Sy 

Process Lime Stabilized Soil 2000 6500 Sy 

Topsoil Placement 5000 25000 Sy 

Roadway: 
Miscellaneous 

Chain Link Fence 300 500 Ft 

Concrete Barrier 200 400 Ft 

Delineators 75 150 Each 

Furnishing and Erecting Row Markers 10 30 Each 

Noise Abatement Wall 800 1000 Sf 

Steel Plate Beam Guardrail 300 600 Ft 

Steel Plate Beam Guardrail Removal 500 800 Ft 

Temporary Concrete Barrier Wall 500 1500 Ft 

Woven Wire Fence 500 1000 Ft 

Roadway: 
Patching 

Class A 50 100 Sy 

Class B 50 100 Sy 

Class C & D 100 150 Sy 
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Roadway: 
Paving 

Bituminous Concrete Base Course Widening 500 2000 Sy 

Bituminous Concrete Binder & Course SuperPave 500 1600 Ton 

Bituminous Materials 3000 10000 Gallon 

Bituminous Pavement Removal & Replacement 50 100 Sy 

Bituminous Shoulders 1500 4500 Sy 

Bridge Approach Pavement 50 100 Sy 

Continuously Reinforced Concrete Pavement 2000 7000 Sy 

Bituminous Concrete Pavement (Full depth) 1000 3500 Sy 

Level Binder 50 1600 Ton 

Median Surface (Concrete) 750 2000 Sf 

Pavement Fabric 1200 6000 Sy 

Pavement Reinforcement 1500 5000 Sy 

PC Concrete Base Course 1500 6000 Sy 

PC Concrete Base Course Widening 750 2500 Sy 

PC Concrete Driveways 100 150 Sy 

PC Concrete Pavement 1500 6000 Sy 

PC Concrete Pavement (Hinge Joint) 1500 6000 Sf 

PC Concrete Sidewalks 1000 1500 Sy 

PCC Shoulders 1200 6000 Sy 

Protective Coat 3000 7000 Sy 

Stabilized Subbase 4″ 3000 10000 Sy 

Strip Reflective Crack Control 10000 20000 Ft 

Roadway: 
Pavement 
Marking 

Paint Pavement Marking (Hand) 500 1000 Ft 

Paint Pavement Marking (Truck) 10000 20000 Ft 

Raised Reflective Pavement Markers 100 200 Each 

Thermoplastic Pavement Marking Symbol 450 900 Sf 

Thermoplastic Pavement Marking (Hand) 500 1000 Ft 

Thermoplastic Pavement Marking (Truck) 10000 20000 Ft 

Roadway: 
Removal 

Bituminous Surface Removal 2000 10000 Sy 

Curb & Gutter Removal 600 1400 Ft 

Pavement Grinding 1000 2000 Sy 

Pavement Removal 1000 2000 Sy 

Sidewalk Removal 1500 2500 Sf 

Tree Removal 2 4 Acre 

Tree Removal (6 to 15 Units Diameter) 150 400 Units 

Tree Removal (Over 15 Units Diameter) 100 300 Units 

Signing 

Metal Post 250 400 Ft 

Overhead Sign Foundation 5 16 Sy 

Overhead Sign Structure 25 50 Ft 

Sign Panel 500 2000 Sf 

Structural Steel Sign Support Non-Breakaway 1000 1500 Lbs 
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INDIANA (INDOT) 

Worktype Activity 
Production Rate 
(Unit / 8hr work 

day) 
Unit 

Roadways 

Aggregate Shoulder 840 Tons 

Backfill Rock 580 Tons 

Barrier Delineator 20 Each 

Barrier Wall Permanent 200 Lf 

Bituminuous Approaches 230 Tons 

Bituminuous Base 820 Tons 

Bituminuous Binder 1180 Tons 

Bituminuous Binder with Fibers 1840 Tons 

Bituminuous Patching 70 Tons 

Bituminuous Shoulders 750 Tons 

Bituminuous Surface 1060 Tons 

Bituminuous Wedge & Level 530 Tons 

Bituminuous Widening 940 Tons 

Box culverts 50 Cy 

Catch Basins 5 Each 

Chain Link Fence 1330 Lf 

Compacted Aggregate for Base 350 Tons 

Compacted Aggregate for Shoulder 490 Tons 

Concrete Driways 250 Sy 

Concrete Gutter 590 Lf 

Concrete Median Barrier 910 Lf 

Concrete Patching 120 Sy 

Concrete Pavement 2870 Sy 

Concrete Sidewalk 1080 Sy 

Contraction Joint 290 Lf 

Crack & Seating Pavement 6580 Sy 

Cracks, Transverse, Route Clean & Seal 9180 Lf 

Culverts 220 Lf 

Curb & Gutter 330 Lf 

Curb & Gutter (combined) 330 Lf 

Curb Ramp (concrete) 24 Cy 

Curb Integral (concrete) 200 Lf 

Drilled Holes 270 Each 

Electric Cable 2600 Lf 

Embankment 2380 Cy 

Gabions 80 Cy 

Geotextiles 500 Sy 
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Geotextiles for Underdrain 150 Sy 

Granular Backfill 330 Cy 

Gravel or Crushed Stones Base Course 800 Tons 

Gravel or Crushed Stones Shoulders 800 Tons 

Gravel or Crushed Stones Surface Course 800 Tons 

Gravel or Crushed Stones 860 Tons 

Guardrail 520 Lf 

Guardrail (channel) 240 Lf 

Guardrail (reset) 380 Lf 

Handhole 6 Each 

HMA Intermediate 1400 Tons 

Inlet 6 Each 

Jacked Pipe 50 Lf 

Joint and Crack Cleaning and Sealing 210 Lf 

Laying Signal Conduit 220 Lf 

Loop Testing 17 Each 

Manholes 3 Each 

Markings 7200 Lf 

Paved Side Ditch 380 Lf 

QA/QC HMA Surface 980 Tons 

Reinforced Cement Concrete Pavement 160 Sy 

Rip-Rap 240 Tons 

Rubblizing Pavement 3200 Sy 

Seal Coat 12030 Sy 

Seedling 10 Acres 

Sign, Panel, Encapsulated Lens with Legend 560 Lf 

Slope Wall 50 Sy 

Sodding 1020 Sy 

Soil Stabilization 4870 Cy 

Stabilized Roadbed 5000 Sy 

Stabilized Shoulders 1600 Sy 

Storm Sewers 200 Lf 

Subbase 860 Tons 

Temp. Concrete Barrier 2590 Lf 

Temp. Crossovers 0.2 Each 

Traffic Signals Head Alterations 4 Each 

Traffic Signals Posts 4 Each 

Trench and Backfill 450 Lf 

Underdrains 1090 Lf 

Underseal 45 Tons 
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Bridges 

Acrow Bridge 7.5 Lf 

Beam Erection Precast 400 Lf 

Beam Erection Steel 150 Lf 

Bent Cap 10 Cy 

Bent Cofferdams 300 Sy 

Bent Form & Pour 10 Cy 

Bent Form & Pour Footing 10 Cy 

Bent Piling 500 Lf 

Bridge Barrier 80 Lf 

Bridge Deck 14 Cy 

Bridge Deck Overlay 360 Sy 

Bridge Handrails 230 Lf 

Bridge Rail 600 Lf 

Class A Concrete 170 Cy 

Class B Concrete 110 Cy 

Concrete in Superstructure 80 Cy 

Construct Fill 500 Cy 

Dewater Form & Pour Bent Stem 10 Cy 

Ditch Paving 200 Sy 

Drilled Shafts (Bridge) 0.3 Each 

Driving Concrete Piles 300 Lf 

Driving Steel Piles 400 Lf 

Driving Timber Piles 350 Lf 

Erecting Handrail 80 Lf 

Erecting Structure Steel 27500 Lbs 

Expansion Bolts 27 Each 

Flowable Mortar 150 Cy 

Footings 30 Cy 

Form & Pour Diaphragms 5 Cy 

Form & Pour Footings 10 Cy 

Form & Pour Top Wall 15 Cy 

Lighting Standards 5 Each 

Parapet 100 Lf 

Piling 300 Lf 

Place Bituminous Mix 1300 Tons 

Place Compacted Aggregate 2000 Tons 

Place Deck w/o Support Cuttouts 150 Cy 

Prismatic Reflector 930 Each 

Rebar 20000 Lbs 

Reinforced Concrete Approaches 30 Cy 

Reinforcement Bars (Substructure) 2500 Lbs 
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Reinforcement Bars (Superstructure) 5000 Lbs 

Reinforcement Steel 14780 Lbs 

Reinforcement Steel (Epoxy Coated) 9220 Lbs 

Remove Bulkheads & Place Concrete 10 Cy 

Retaining Walls 17 Sy 

Seeding & Sodding 2500 Sy 

Sign Large 0.4 Each 

Sign Small 20 Each 

Wingwalls 17 Sy 

Excavations 

Borrow 990 Cy 

Borrow Large Areas 2610 Cy 

Channel 650 Cy 

Cofferdam 80 Cy 

Common Small Areas 520 Cy 

Peat 860 Cy 

Rock 1130 Cy 

Subballast 270 Tons 

Subgrade Treatment 1160 Cy 

Unclassified 3460 Cy 

Waterway 660 Cy 

Wet 80 Cy 

Removals 

Curbs & Gutter 860 Lf 

Fence 150 Lf 

Headwall 3 Each 

Pavement (concrete) 920 Sy 

Sidewalk 1690 Sy 

Stump 12 Each 

Surface (Miling) 10900 Sy 

Top Soil 380 Cy 

Tree 1.5 Acres 
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MINNESOTA (MnDOT) 

Worktype Activity Production Rate Unit 

Set-up and 
Mobilization 

Mobilization 1 to 3 Days 

Contractor Survey 1 to 3 Days 

 
Production Rate  

(Unit/ 8 Hr Work day) 
Unit 

Removals 

Concrete Pavement 1000 - 4000 S. Y. 

Bituminous Surface 8000 - 12000 S. Y. 

Clear and Grubbing 2 to 4 Acre 

Clear and Grubbing 15 - 30 Tree 

Curb and Gutter 1000 - 2000 Lf 

Bridge (over land) - Span 

Bridge (over water) - Span 

House 5 to 8 days per house 

Earthwork 

Common & Borrow Excavation: Plastic (truck) 2000 - 6000 C. Y. 

Common & Borrow Excavation: Plastic (scraper) 6000 - 8000 C. Y. 

Common & Borrow Excavation: Granular (truck) 3000 - 8000 C. Y. 

Common & Borrow Excavation: Granular (scraper) 6000 - 10000 C. Y. 

Common & Borrow Excavation: Reconstruction 2500 C. Y. 

Subgradde Excavation: New Construction 4000 - 6000 C. Y. 

Subgradde Excavation: Reconstruction 2000 - 3000 C. Y. 

Muck Excavation 3500 - 5000 C. Y. 

Rock Excavation (Blasting) 1500- 2500 C. Y. 

Base 
Materials 
(includes 

blue-tops) 

Rural Base Course 1000 - 2000 C. Y. 

Urban Base Course 500 - 1000 C. Y. 

Shouldering 500 - 1000 C. Y. 

Open Graded Base 1000 - 2000 C. Y. 

Concrete 
Pavement 

Slipform Paving (24' wide) 0.75 - 1.50 Mile 

Slipform Paving (24' wide) 10000 - 20000 S. Y. 

Hand Pour 2000 - 2500 S. Y. 

Cure Time (high early) 3 Days 

Cure Time (standard mix) 7 Days 

Cllean and Seal Joints 
 

Mile 

Pipe Underdrain & Outlets 7500 - 9000 Lf 

Repairs: Type A 2000 - 2500 Lf 

Repairs: Type B 500 - 600 Lf 

Repairs: Type C 200 - 450 Lf 

Repairs: Type D 250 S. Y. 

Repairs: Diamond Grinding 20000 S. Y. 

Driveways 100 - 200 S. Y. 
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Bituminous 
Pavement 

Small Production / Urban Jobs: Mill Bit Surface 10000 - 15000 
 

Small Production / Urban Jobs: non - wearing course 2000 - 3000 
 

Small Production / Urban Jobs: non - wearing course 35000 - 55000 
 

Small Production / Urban Jobs: Wearing course 2000 - 2500 
 

Small Production / Urban Jobs: Wearing course 35000 - 45000 
 

Small Production / Urban Jobs: Micro - Surfacing 450 
 

Large Production / Rural Jobs: Mill Bit Surface 25000 - 35000 
 

Large Production / Rural Jobs: non - wearing course 3000 - 4000 
 

Large Production / Rural Jobs: non - wearing course 55000 - 70000 
 

Large Production / Rural Jobs: Wearing course 2500 - 3500 
 

Large Production / Rural Jobs: Wearing course 45000 - 60000 
 

Large Production / Rural Jobs: Micro - Surfacing 600 
 

Cold Inplace Recycling 2 Lane Miles 

Reclamation (8' mill) 1 lane mile/mil 

Chip sealing 16 Lane Miles 

Route and Seal 8000 LBS 

Drainage 

Storm Sewer & Culverts <=24'' 200 - 400 LF 

Storm Sewer & Culverts >24'' 75 - 200 LF 

Rip - Rap 100 - 200 SQ YD 

Box Culverts 5 Pour 

Jacked in Place Pipe 20 - 40 LF 

Inlet and Catch Basins 3 to 8 
 

Manholes 3 to 5 
 

Jacking Pit 3 to 6 days per set - up 

Bridge : New 
construction 

2 Span Over Land (includes all work) 90 - 120 Days 

3 Span Over Land (includes all work) 120 - 150 Days 

4 Span Over Land (includes all work) 120 - 150 Days 

Substructure Excavation 1 - 2 Days per Superstructure 

Pile Driving (per Hammer) 200 - 800 LF 

Test Pile 1 to 2 Test pile 

Footing (with forming and cure) 2 to 4 Days per Footing 

Columns, Caps, Abutments (with form & cure) 3 to 5 Days Each 

Beam Erection 6 to 12 Beams 

Superstructure (form, pour and cure) 
 

SQ YD 

Superstructure Span (form, pour and cure) 9 to 12 Days per Span 

Parapet Barrier 
 

LF 

Finishing & Painting 
 

SY 

Low Slump overlay: Deck Preparation 2 to 3 Span 

Low Slump overlay: Pour 8000 SF 

Temporary Sheet Piling 300 - 800 SF 

Cofferdam Excavation 75 - 150 CY 

Cofferdam 2 to 5 days each 
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Bridge : 
Rehabilitation 

Mill Deck (1/4'') 8000 SF 

Mill Deck (Type 1A) 2000 SF 

Type 1 & 3 Repairs 250 SF 

Expansion Joint Replacement (+cure) 5 to 10 LF 

Remove Bridge Deck 2000 SF 

Replace/Widen Bridge Deck 200 SF 

Raling Reconstruction 30 LF 

Bridge Approach Panels 50 - 100 SY 

Landscaping & 
Finishing 

Seeding & Mulching 8 to 12 Acres 

Sodding 2500 - 3000 SY 

Trees 20 - 40 Tree 

Noise & 
Retaining 

Walls 

Cast - in - Place (Panel Only) 0.5 - 1 Panel 

MSE Wall (Block Placement) 
 

SF 

Pre-cast Post and Panel 0.5 - 1 Panel 

Aesthetic Painting 
 

Panel 

Miscellaneous 

Curb & Gutter 1500 - 2000 LF 

Sidewalk (5'') 2000 - 3000 LF 

Chain link Fence 1000 - 1500 LF 

Woven Wire Fence 1200 - 1700 LF 

Guardrail (Plate Beam) 500 - 750 LF 

Crack Sealing 15000 - 20000 LF 

Set Temporary Barrier 1500 - 2500 LF 

Cast - in - Place Median Barrier 1000 - 1500 LF 

Watermain (6 - 8'' Deep) 500 LF 

Testing and Chlorination 3 to 5 Days 

Sanitary Sewer (8 - 12'') 350 LF 

Striping (Truck) 10000 - 20000 LF 

Signing (Type A) 
 

AF 

Signing (Type C & D) 
 

SF 

Electrical 

Conduit (Trench) 
 

LF 

Conduit (Pushed) 400 LF 

Run Electrical Wire in Conduit 500 - 750 LF 

Trench Electrical Wire 1000 - 1500 LF 

Traffic Signals 15 Days per Intersection 

Bases (Formed) 4 to 6 
 

Handholes / JCT Boxes 3 to 6 
 

Detector Loops 2 to 5 
 

Set Pole / Luminaire 6 to 10 
 

Relocate Poles 2 to 4 
 

Install Temporary System 5 to 10 Days per System 

Install Signal Heads 5 to 10 
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IOWA (IowaDOT) 

Activity 
Production Rate  

(Unit/ 8 Hr Work day) 
Unit 

HMA Resurfacing 1500 Ton 

Backfill, Selected 1800 CY 

Backfill, Selected 1200 Ton 

Base Cleaning and Preparation 1.5 Mile 

Bridge Approach 200 SY 

Bridge Construction - Driving Piling 250 LF 

Bridge Construction - Reinforcing Steel 5000 LB 

Bridge Construction - Structural Concrete 22 CY 

Bridge Floor Overlay 1000 SY 

Bridge Floor Repair (Class A) 20 SY 

Clearing and Grubbing 400 Unit 

Clearing and Grubbing 1 to 2 Acre 

Cold-In-Place Recycling 12000 SY 

Concrete Barrier Rail 60 LF 

Concrete Open Rail 50 LF 

Cracking and Seating 5 Days Head Start 

Cleaning and Sealing Cracks 1 Mile 

Culvert Pipe 150 LF 

Curb and Gutter 275 LF 

Delineators 50 Each 

Ditch Checks 150 LF 

Drilled Shafts - normal depth 50-60’ 2 Each 

Earth Shoulder Construction 100 STA 

Embankment-In-Place 950 CY 

Erosion control – Seeding 7.5 Acre 

Erosion control - Silt Fence 1000 LF 

Erosion control – Sodding 150 SQ 

Erosion control - Wood Excelsior Mat 90 SQ 

Excavation Class 10, Bridges 200 - 400 CY 

Excavation Class 10, Roadway and Borrow 2000 CY 

Excavation Class 12 100 CY 

Excavation Class 20 50 CY 

Excavation Class 20, RCB 200 CY 

Excavation Class 20, RCB Extensions 50 CY 

Fence - Chain Link 5 STA 

Field Fence - Type 47 10 STA 

Gabions 25 CY 
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Guardrail, Cable 350 LF 

Guardrail, Steel Beam 175 LF 

Guardrail, Steel Beam (Structures) 100 LF 

Intakes 1.5 Each 

Joints - Pressure Relief 30 LF 

Lighting – Poles 0.5 Each 

Longitudinal Joint Repair 3000 LF 

Longitudinal Subdrain 3000 LF 

MSE walls 500 SF 

Mowing 15 Acre 

Patches, Full Depth by Area 110 SY 

Partial Depth Regular HMA Finish Patches 75 - 100 SY 

Partial Depth Irregular HMA Finish Patches 50 - 60 SY 

Partial Depth PCC Finish Patches 300 - 350 SF 

Pavement Markings 10 Mile 

Pavement Scarification 1150 Ton 

Paving Notch 2 - 6 Days Each 

PCC, Rural 4000 SY 

PCC, Urban Review Staging SY 

Removal of Pavement < 20000 1000 SY 

Removal of Pavement > 20000 4000 SY 

Revetment (larger amounts) 400 - 500 Mile 

Revetment (larger amounts) 200 Ton 

Salvage and Demo 1 to 5 Days Each 

Seal Coat 5 @ 1 Lane, 2.5 @ 2 lane Mile 

Sealing Water Wells 2 Each 

Shoulders, Granular 1500 Ton 

Sign Footings 4 Each 

Sign Posts 10 Each 

Signs – Large 5 Each 

Signs – Small 10 Each 

Steel Reinforcing (Bridge Floor Repair) 1000 LB 

Stone columns/Geopiers 8 to 10 per day - 

Storm Sewer 150 LF 

Structural Concrete - Bridge Floor Repair 3 CY 

Structural Concrete - RCB Extension, w/ steel 5.5 CY 

Structural Concrete – Single RCB, w/ steel 11.5 CY 

Structural Concrete – Triple RCB, w/ steel 11.5 CY 

Structural Concrete - Twin RCB, w/ steel 12.5 CY 

Structural Plate Pipe Culvert 30 LF 

Topsoil Strip, Salvage and Spread 1400 CY 
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Traffic Signals 30 for 1st, +10 for additional Each 

Trees and Shrubs < 200 25 Each 

Trees and Shrubs > 200 50 - 100 Each 

Watering (3500 gal/tank x 4) 14 MGAL 

Wick Drains 2300 LF 
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Appendix F – Statistical Analysis Output Obtained in R for the 

Bridge Construction Productivity Study 

> LinearModel.1 <- lm(ConcreteMasonry ~ Difficulty +EffectSize + 

ExpediatedSchedule + NightConstruction + PermitRestriction 

+ProjectConstraints + ProjectDuration + RestrictedHours + Season + 
Size +   StagedConstruction + TrafficConditions + TypeCrossing + 

TypeMix +   TypeStructure + UrbanProject, data=BridgesData) 

> summary(LinearModel.1) 
Call: 

lm(formula = ConcreteMasonry ~ Difficulty + EffectSize + 

ExpediatedSchedule +  NightConstruction + PermitRestriction + 

ProjectConstraints + ProjectDuration + RestrictedHours + Season + 

Size + StagedConstruction + TrafficConditions + TypeCrossing + 

TypeMix + TypeStructure + UrbanProject, data = BridgesData) 
Residuals: 

ALL 14 residuals are 0: no residual degrees of freedom! 

 
> stepwise(LinearModel.1, direction='forward', criterion='BIC') 

Direction:  forward 

Criterion:  BIC  
Start:  AIC=2.76 

ConcreteMasonry ~ 1 

                     Df Sum of Sq     RSS     AIC 
+ ProjectConstraints  1    4.6595  9.4643 -0.2033 

+ PermitRestriction   1    3.7129 10.4109  1.1313 

<none>                            14.1238  2.7623 
+ StagedConstruction  1    2.0161 12.1077  3.2451 

+ TypeMix             1    2.0064 12.1174  3.2563 

+ RestrictedHours     1    1.3330 12.7908  4.0135 
+ Difficulty          1    1.1980 12.9258  4.1605 

+ UrbanProject        1    1.1203 13.0035  4.2444 

+ Size                1    0.4107 13.7131  4.9882 
+ Season              1    0.3875 13.7363  5.0119 

+ ExpediatedSchedule  1    0.0271 14.0967  5.3745 

+ NightConstruction   1    0.0038 14.1200  5.3976 
+ ProjectDuration     1    0.0018 14.1220  5.3996 

+ TrafficConditions   1    0.0012 14.1226  5.4002 

+ EffectSize          1    0.0008 14.1230  5.4006 
+ TypeCrossing        2    2.2662 11.8576  5.5919 

+ TypeStructure       2    2.1150 12.0088  5.7694 

 
Step:  AIC=-0.2 

ConcreteMasonry ~ ProjectConstraints 

                     Df Sum of Sq    RSS     AIC 
+ ProjectDuration     1   2.34501 7.1193 -1.5503 

<none>                            9.4643 -0.2033 

+ ExpediatedSchedule  1   0.79206 8.6723  1.2122 
+ PermitRestriction   1   0.61759 8.8467  1.4910 

+ Season              1   0.55006 8.9143  1.5975 

+ RestrictedHours     1   0.52865 8.9357  1.6311 
+ StagedConstruction  1   0.27735 9.1870  2.0194 

+ TypeMix             1   0.25441 9.2099  2.0543 

+ Size                1   0.07008 9.3942  2.3317 
+ TrafficConditions   1   0.02085 9.4435  2.4049 
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+ Difficulty          1   0.00091 9.4634  2.4344 

+ UrbanProject        1   0.00085 9.4635  2.4345 
+ EffectSize          1   0.00082 9.4635  2.4346 

+ NightConstruction   1   0.00039 9.4639  2.4352 

+ TypeCrossing        2   1.53125 7.9331  2.6040 
+ TypeStructure       2   0.29945 9.1649  4.6247 

 

Step:  AIC=-1.55 
ConcreteMasonry ~ ProjectConstraints + ProjectDuration 

                     Df Sum of Sq    RSS     AIC 

+ TypeStructure       2    3.9200 3.1993 -7.4703 
<none>                            7.1193 -1.5503 

+ UrbanProject        1    1.2127 5.9066 -1.5256 

+ EffectSize          1    1.0179 6.1014 -1.0713 
+ Difficulty          1    0.8043 6.3150 -0.5896 

+ TrafficConditions   1    0.6898 6.4295 -0.3380 

+ TypeMix             1    0.5694 6.5499 -0.0782 
+ NightConstruction   1    0.5389 6.5804 -0.0133 

+ PermitRestriction   1    0.4585 6.6608  0.1567 

+ RestrictedHours     1    0.0441 7.0752  1.0018 
+ ExpediatedSchedule  1    0.0130 7.1063  1.0632 

+ Season              1    0.0021 7.1173  1.0847 

+ Size                1    0.0007 7.1186  1.0873 
+ StagedConstruction  1    0.0005 7.1188  1.0877 

+ TypeCrossing        2    0.9260 6.1933  1.7770 

 
Step:  AIC=-7.47 

ConcreteMasonry ~ ProjectConstraints + ProjectDuration + 

TypeStructure 
                     Df Sum of Sq    RSS     AIC 

<none>                            3.1993 -7.4703 

+ EffectSize          1  0.247613 2.9517 -5.9590 
+ UrbanProject        1  0.235504 2.9638 -5.9017 

+ TrafficConditions   1  0.139063 3.0603 -5.4534 

+ PermitRestriction   1  0.130311 3.0690 -5.4134 
+ ExpediatedSchedule  1  0.106857 3.0925 -5.3068 

+ Difficulty          1  0.077428 3.1219 -5.1742 

+ TypeMix             1  0.046576 3.1528 -5.0365 
+ StagedConstruction  1  0.035446 3.1639 -4.9872 

+ Size                1  0.011596 3.1877 -4.8821 

+ NightConstruction   1  0.010275 3.1891 -4.8763 
+ RestrictedHours     1  0.008820 3.1905 -4.8699 

+ Season              1  0.000744 3.1986 -4.8345 

+ TypeCrossing        2  0.243800 2.9555 -3.3019 
Call: 

lm(formula = ConcreteMasonry ~ ProjectConstraints + ProjectDuration 

+  
    TypeStructure, data = BridgesData) 

Coefficients: 

       (Intercept)  ProjectConstraints     ProjectDuration  
TypeStructure[T.2]  TypeStructure[T.3]   

            0.9014              1.5043             -1.3929             

-0.5143              1.4057   
 

> LinearModel.1final <- lm(ConcreteMasonry ~ ProjectConstraints + 

ProjectDuration + TypeStructure, data=BridgesData) 
> summary(LinearModel.1final) 

Call: 
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lm(formula = ConcreteMasonry ~ ProjectConstraints + ProjectDuration 

+  
    TypeStructure, data = BridgesData) 

Residuals: 

     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  
-0.87429 -0.26250  0.08571  0.34286  0.81000  

Coefficients: 

                   Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)    
(Intercept)          0.9014     0.6588   1.368  0.20442    

ProjectConstraints   1.5043     0.3334   4.513  0.00146 ** 

ProjectDuration     -1.3929     0.3400  -4.097  0.00269 ** 
TypeStructure[T.2]  -0.5143     0.3911  -1.315  0.22102    

TypeStructure[T.3]   1.4057     0.5659   2.484  0.03476 *  

--- 
Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  

Residual standard error: 0.5962 on 9 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared: 0.7735, Adjusted R-squared: 0.6728  
F-statistic: 7.683 on 4 and 9 DF,  p-value: 0.005615  

 

> LinearModel.2 <- lm(DrivingPiles ~ Difficulty +EffectSize +   
ExpediatedSchedule + NightConstruction + PermitRestriction +   

ProjectConstraints + ProjectDuration + RestrictedHours + Season + 

Size +   StagedConstruction + TrafficConditions + TypeCrossing + 
TypeMix +   TypeStructure + UrbanProject, data=BridgesData) 

> summary(LinearModel.2) 

Call: 
lm(formula = DrivingPiles ~ Difficulty + EffectSize + 

ExpediatedSchedule +NightConstruction + PermitRestriction + 

ProjectConstraints + ProjectDuration + RestrictedHours + Season + 
Size + StagedConstruction + TrafficConditions + TypeCrossing + 

TypeMix + TypeStructure + UrbanProject, data = BridgesData) 

Residuals: 
ALL 14 residuals are 0: no residual degrees of freedom! 

 

> stepwise(LinearModel.2, direction='forward', criterion='BIC') 
Direction:  forward 

Criterion:  BIC  

Start:  AIC=124.81 
DrivingPiles ~ 1 

                     Df Sum of Sq   RSS    AIC 

+ ProjectDuration     1   29161.1 57108 121.67 
+ UrbanProject        1   26105.9 60163 122.40 

+ TrafficConditions   1   22731.6 63537 123.16 

<none>                            86269 124.81 
+ StagedConstruction  1   12663.8 73605 125.22 

+ EffectSize          1    8740.2 77529 125.95 

+ TypeMix             1    7778.6 78490 126.12 
+ Season              1    7571.5 78697 126.16 

+ TypeStructure       2   20882.1 65387 126.20 

+ Difficulty          1    4457.2 81812 126.70 
+ PermitRestriction   1    4225.1 82044 126.74 

+ Size                1    3426.0 82843 126.88 

+ TypeCrossing        2   16712.5 69556 127.07 
+ ExpediatedSchedule  1    2232.6 84036 127.08 

+ ProjectConstraints  1    1499.7 84769 127.20 

+ NightConstruction   1    1337.2 84932 127.23 
+ RestrictedHours     1     256.1 86013 127.40 
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Step:  AIC=121.67 

DrivingPiles ~ ProjectDuration 
                     Df Sum of Sq   RSS    AIC 

+ StagedConstruction  1   12663.8 44444 120.80 

<none>                            57108 121.67 
+ ProjectConstraints  1    5971.5 51136 122.76 

+ TrafficConditions   1    5942.1 51166 122.77 

+ ExpediatedSchedule  1    4122.9 52985 123.26 
+ UrbanProject        1    3228.6 53879 123.49 

+ Difficulty          1    2954.7 54153 123.56 

+ Season              1    1468.0 55640 123.94 
+ TypeMix             1     652.7 56455 124.15 

+ NightConstruction   1     570.7 56537 124.17 

+ EffectSize          1     470.2 56638 124.19 
+ PermitRestriction   1     162.5 56945 124.27 

+ RestrictedHours     1     100.5 57007 124.28 

+ Size                1      52.2 57055 124.30 
+ TypeCrossing        2    8984.7 48123 124.55 

+ TypeStructure       2    2987.8 54120 126.19 

 
Step:  AIC=120.8 

DrivingPiles ~ ProjectDuration + StagedConstruction 

                     Df Sum of Sq   RSS    AIC 
+ TypeCrossing        2   14855.8 29588 120.38 

<none>                            44444 120.80 

+ ExpediatedSchedule  1    3823.3 40621 122.18 
+ NightConstruction   1    2243.3 42201 122.71 

+ UrbanProject        1    1851.8 42592 122.84 

+ Season              1    1667.5 42776 122.90 
+ RestrictedHours     1    1556.8 42887 122.94 

+ TrafficConditions   1    1262.1 43182 123.03 

+ TypeMix             1     652.7 43791 123.23 
+ Size                1     551.6 43892 123.26 

+ ProjectConstraints  1     366.5 44077 123.32 

+ EffectSize          1     277.7 44166 123.35 
+ Difficulty          1     197.0 44247 123.38 

+ PermitRestriction   1      12.9 44431 123.43 

+ TypeStructure       2    5353.7 39090 124.28 
 

Step:  AIC=120.38 

DrivingPiles ~ ProjectDuration + StagedConstruction + TypeCrossing 
                     Df Sum of Sq   RSS    AIC 

+ UrbanProject        1    5241.0 24347 120.29 

<none>                            29588 120.38 
+ NightConstruction   1    5057.6 24531 120.39 

+ ExpediatedSchedule  1    3704.8 25883 121.15 

+ TrafficConditions   1    3516.8 26071 121.25 
+ RestrictedHours     1    3291.9 26296 121.37 

+ EffectSize          1    2778.0 26810 121.64 

+ TypeMix             1    2278.1 27310 121.90 
+ PermitRestriction   1    1991.5 27597 122.04 

+ Season              1    1485.6 28103 122.30 

+ ProjectConstraints  1     952.1 28636 122.56 
+ Size                1     201.9 29386 122.92 

+ Difficulty          1      23.8 29564 123.01 

+ TypeStructure       2    2258.4 27330 124.55 
 

Step:  AIC=120.29 
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DrivingPiles ~ ProjectDuration + StagedConstruction + TypeCrossing +  

UrbanProject 
                     Df Sum of Sq   RSS    AIC 

+ Season              1    4315.0 20032 120.20 

<none>                            24347 120.29 
+ ExpediatedSchedule  1    3842.9 20504 120.52 

+ TrafficConditions   1    2856.4 21491 121.18 

+ EffectSize          1    1922.9 22424 121.78 
+ Difficulty          1    1363.7 22984 122.12 

+ PermitRestriction   1    1227.2 23120 122.20 

+ NightConstruction   1    1079.4 23268 122.29 
+ Size                1     811.9 23535 122.45 

+ TypeMix             1     772.2 23575 122.48 

+ ProjectConstraints  1     303.6 24044 122.75 
+ RestrictedHours     1      96.4 24251 122.87 

+ TypeStructure       2     975.4 23372 125.00 

 
Step:  AIC=120.2 

DrivingPiles ~ ProjectDuration + StagedConstruction + TypeCrossing + 

UrbanProject + Season 
                     Df Sum of Sq   RSS    AIC 

+ ExpediatedSchedule  1    3825.2 16207 119.87 

+ TypeStructure       2    6585.4 13447 119.90 
<none>                            20032 120.20 

+ NightConstruction   1    2488.6 17544 120.98 

+ EffectSize          1    1852.4 18180 121.48 
+ TrafficConditions   1    1680.3 18352 121.61 

+ TypeMix             1     829.4 19203 122.25 

+ ProjectConstraints  1     190.0 19842 122.70 
+ RestrictedHours     1     186.0 19846 122.71 

+ PermitRestriction   1     177.0 19855 122.71 

+ Size                1      75.0 19957 122.78 
+ Difficulty          1       9.7 20022 122.83 

 

Step:  AIC=119.87 
DrivingPiles ~ ProjectDuration + StagedConstruction + TypeCrossing + 

UrbanProject + Season + ExpediatedSchedule 

                     Df Sum of Sq     RSS    AIC 
+ TypeStructure       2    6566.2  9640.8 117.88 

<none>                            16207.0 119.87 

+ TypeMix             1    1895.3 14311.6 120.77 
+ Difficulty          1    1104.5 15102.5 121.52 

+ EffectSize          1     783.3 15423.6 121.82 

+ NightConstruction   1     665.0 15542.0 121.92 
+ TrafficConditions   1     639.2 15567.8 121.95 

+ Size                1     211.4 15995.5 122.33 

+ RestrictedHours     1     145.0 16062.0 122.38 
+ ProjectConstraints  1      90.7 16116.2 122.43 

+ PermitRestriction   1       0.2 16206.7 122.51 

 
Step:  AIC=117.88 

DrivingPiles ~ ProjectDuration + StagedConstruction + TypeCrossing + 

UrbanProject + Season + ExpediatedSchedule + TypeStructure 
                     Df Sum of Sq    RSS    AIC 

+ ProjectConstraints  1    5760.7 3880.1 107.77 

+ TrafficConditions   1    5677.8 3963.0 108.07 
+ PermitRestriction   1    2912.6 6728.2 115.48 

+ NightConstruction   1    2483.7 7157.0 116.34 
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+ RestrictedHours     1    2436.6 7204.1 116.44 

<none>                            9640.8 117.88 
+ TypeMix             1    1313.0 8327.8 118.47 

+ Size                1    1117.3 8523.5 118.79 

+ Difficulty          1     458.3 9182.5 119.83 
+ EffectSize          1       1.9 9638.8 120.51 

 

Step:  AIC=107.77 
DrivingPiles ~ ProjectDuration + StagedConstruction + TypeCrossing + 

UrbanProject + Season + ExpediatedSchedule + TypeStructure + 

ProjectConstraints 
                    Df Sum of Sq    RSS     AIC 

+ RestrictedHours    1    3765.3  114.8  61.127 

+ TypeMix            1    2281.9 1598.2  97.995 
+ NightConstruction  1    1837.0 2043.1 101.433 

+ TrafficConditions  1    1705.2 2174.9 102.308 

+ Size               1    1198.4 2681.7 105.241 
+ EffectSize         1    1058.2 2821.9 105.954 

<none>                           3880.1 107.773 

+ PermitRestriction  1     151.3 3728.8 109.856 
+ Difficulty         1       1.4 3878.7 110.407 

 

Step:  AIC=61.13 
DrivingPiles ~ ProjectDuration + StagedConstruction + TypeCrossing + 

UrbanProject + Season + ExpediatedSchedule + TypeStructure + 

ProjectConstraints + RestrictedHours 
                    Df Sum of Sq     RSS    AIC 

+ TrafficConditions  1    93.077  21.729 40.462 

+ EffectSize         1    44.371  70.435 56.927 
<none>                           114.806 61.127 

+ TypeMix            1    10.353 104.453 62.443 

+ PermitRestriction  1     6.671 108.135 62.928 
+ Difficulty         1     4.152 110.654 63.251 

+ NightConstruction  1     1.398 113.408 63.595 

+ Size               1     0.112 114.693 63.753 
 

Step:  AIC=40.46 

DrivingPiles ~ ProjectDuration + StagedConstruction + TypeCrossing + 
UrbanProject + Season + ExpediatedSchedule + TypeStructure 

+ProjectConstraints + RestrictedHours + TrafficConditions 

                    Df Sum of Sq    RSS  AIC 
+ Difficulty         1    21.729  0.000 -Inf 

+ EffectSize         1    21.729  0.000 -Inf 

+ NightConstruction  1    21.729  0.000 -Inf 
+ PermitRestriction  1    21.729  0.000 -Inf 

+ Size               1    21.729  0.000 -Inf 

+ TypeMix            1    21.729  0.000 -Inf 
<none>                           21.729   40 

 

Step:  AIC=-Inf 
DrivingPiles ~ ProjectDuration + StagedConstruction + TypeCrossing + 

UrbanProject + Season + ExpediatedSchedule + TypeStructure +  

ProjectConstraints + RestrictedHours + TrafficConditions + 
Difficulty 

       Df Sum of Sq RSS  AIC 

<none>                0 -Inf 
Call: 
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lm(formula = DrivingPiles ~ ProjectDuration + StagedConstruction + 

TypeCrossing + UrbanProject + Season + ExpediatedSchedule + 
TypeStructure + ProjectConstraints + RestrictedHours + 

TrafficConditions + Difficulty, data = BridgesData) 

 
Coefficients: 

       (Intercept)     ProjectDuration  StagedConstruction   

TypeCrossing[T.2]   TypeCrossing[T.3]        UrbanProject              
Season   

           941.403             -37.935            -188.629            

-178.510             -65.200               2.787            -122.968   
ExpediatedSchedule  TypeStructure[T.2]  TypeStructure[T.3]  

ProjectConstraints     RestrictedHours   TrafficConditions          

Difficulty   
            44.868             103.929             226.990             

-69.126              51.210              19.813              -3.900   

 
 

> LinearModel.2a <- lm(DrivingPiles ~ Difficulty, data=BridgesData) 

> summary(LinearModel.2a) 
Call: 

lm(formula = DrivingPiles ~ Difficulty, data = BridgesData) 

Residuals: 
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  

-104.81  -61.85   -8.87   27.18  177.15  

Coefficients: 
            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     

(Intercept)   326.93      59.46   5.499 0.000137 *** 

Difficulty    -24.04      29.73  -0.809 0.434507     
--- 

Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  

Residual standard error: 82.57 on 12 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared: 0.05167, Adjusted R-squared: -0.02736  

F-statistic: 0.6538 on 1 and 12 DF,  p-value: 0.4345  

> LinearModel.2b <- lm(DrivingPiles ~ EffectSize, data=BridgesData) 
> summary(LinearModel.2b) 

Call: 

lm(formula = DrivingPiles ~ EffectSize, data = BridgesData) 
Residuals: 

     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  

-120.452  -55.744   -0.286   41.506  135.548  
Coefficients: 

            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     

(Intercept)   358.62      69.06   5.193 0.000224 *** 
EffectSize    -38.17      32.81  -1.163 0.267394     

--- 

Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  
 

Residual standard error: 80.38 on 12 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared: 0.1013, Adjusted R-squared: 0.02642  
F-statistic: 1.353 on 1 and 12 DF,  p-value: 0.2674  

> LinearModel.2c <- lm(DrivingPiles ~ ExpediatedSchedule , 

data=BridgesData) 
> summary(LinearModel.2c) 

Call: 

lm(formula = DrivingPiles ~ ExpediatedSchedule, data = BridgesData) 
Residuals: 

     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  
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-122.279  -55.279   -5.845   18.622  168.155  

Coefficients: 
                   Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     

(Intercept)          318.98      68.72   4.641 0.000569 *** 

ExpediatedSchedule   -15.57      27.57  -0.565 0.582728     
--- 

Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  

Residual standard error: 83.68 on 12 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared: 0.02588, Adjusted R-squared: -0.0553  

F-statistic: 0.3188 on 1 and 12 DF,  p-value: 0.5827  

> LinearModel.2d <- lm(DrivingPiles ~ NightConstruction, 
data=BridgesData) 

> summary(LinearModel.2d) 

Call: 
lm(formula = DrivingPiles ~ NightConstruction, data = BridgesData) 

Residuals: 

     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  
-115.273  -67.841   -7.091   31.114  166.909  

Coefficients: 

                  Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
(Intercept)         301.00      48.57   6.197 4.61e-05 *** 

NightConstruction   -11.91      27.40  -0.435    0.672     

--- 
Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  

Residual standard error: 84.13 on 12 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared: 0.0155, Adjusted R-squared: -0.06654  
F-statistic: 0.1889 on 1 and 12 DF,  p-value: 0.6715  

> LinearModel.2e <- lm(DrivingPiles ~ PermitRestriction, 

data=BridgesData) 
> summary(LinearModel.2e) 

Call: 

lm(formula = DrivingPiles ~ PermitRestriction, data = BridgesData) 
Residuals: 

    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  

-113.99  -34.12  -10.45   21.80  192.01  
Coefficients: 

                  Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     

(Intercept)         320.92      53.88   5.956 6.65e-05 *** 
PermitRestriction   -28.47      36.21  -0.786    0.447     

--- 

Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  
Residual standard error: 82.69 on 12 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared: 0.04898, Adjusted R-squared: -0.03028  

F-statistic: 0.618 on 1 and 12 DF,  p-value: 0.447  
> LinearModel.2f <- lm(DrivingPiles ~ ProjectConstraints, 

data=BridgesData) 

> summary(LinearModel.2f) 
Call: 

lm(formula = DrivingPiles ~ ProjectConstraints, data = BridgesData) 

 
Residuals: 

   Min     1Q Median     3Q    Max  

-118.4  -57.8   -2.6   33.7  187.6  
Coefficients: 

                   Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)    

(Intercept)          317.00      78.62   4.032  0.00166 ** 
ProjectConstraints   -16.20      35.16  -0.461  0.65321    

--- 
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Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  

 
Residual standard error: 84.05 on 12 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared: 0.01738, Adjusted R-squared: -0.0645  

F-statistic: 0.2123 on 1 and 12 DF,  p-value: 0.6532  
> LinearModel.2g <- lm(DrivingPiles ~ ProjectDuration, 

data=BridgesData) 

> summary(LinearModel.2g) 
Call: 

lm(formula = DrivingPiles ~ ProjectDuration, data = BridgesData) 

Residuals: 
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  

-82.286 -59.817  -3.098  46.902 117.714  

Coefficients: 
                Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     

(Intercept)       403.04      52.15   7.729 5.34e-06 *** 

ProjectDuration   -60.38      24.39  -2.475   0.0292 *   
--- 

Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  

Residual standard error: 68.99 on 12 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared: 0.338, Adjusted R-squared: 0.2829  

F-statistic: 6.128 on 1 and 12 DF,  p-value: 0.0292  

> LinearModel.2h <- lm(DrivingPiles ~ RestrictedHours, 
data=BridgesData) 

> summary(LinearModel.2h) 

Call: 
lm(formula = DrivingPiles ~ RestrictedHours, data = BridgesData) 

Residuals: 

     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  
-129.342  -63.243   -0.776   29.757  169.789  

Coefficients: 

                Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
(Intercept)      293.079     61.421   4.772 0.000455 *** 

RestrictedHours   -6.868     36.337  -0.189 0.853236     

--- 
Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  

Residual standard error: 84.66 on 12 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared: 0.002969, Adjusted R-squared: -0.08012  
F-statistic: 0.03573 on 1 and 12 DF,  p-value: 0.8532  

> LinearModel.2i <- lm(DrivingPiles ~ Season, data=BridgesData) 

> summary(LinearModel.2i) 
Call: 

lm(formula = DrivingPiles ~ Season, data = BridgesData) 

Residuals: 
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  

-122.79  -51.54  -24.02   42.44  183.21  

Coefficients: 
            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     

(Intercept)   339.25      57.26   5.924 6.98e-05 *** 

Season        -33.23      30.93  -1.074    0.304     
--- 

Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  

Residual standard error: 80.98 on 12 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared: 0.08777, Adjusted R-squared: 0.01175  

F-statistic: 1.155 on 1 and 12 DF,  p-value: 0.3037  

> LinearModel.2j <- lm(DrivingPiles ~ Size, data=BridgesData) 
> summary(LinearModel.2j) 

Call: 
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lm(formula = DrivingPiles ~ Size, data = BridgesData) 

Residuals: 
     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  

-114.222  -63.028   -3.296   37.167  170.704  

Coefficients: 
            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     

(Intercept)   327.44      67.84   4.827 0.000414 *** 

Size          -21.07      29.91  -0.704 0.494588     
--- 

Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  

Residual standard error: 83.09 on 12 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared: 0.03971, Adjusted R-squared: -0.04031  

F-statistic: 0.4963 on 1 and 12 DF,  p-value: 0.4946  

> LinearModel.2k <- lm(DrivingPiles ~ StagedConstruction, 
data=BridgesData) 

> summary(LinearModel.2k) 

Call: 
lm(formula = DrivingPiles ~ StagedConstruction, data = BridgesData) 

Residuals: 

    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  
-108.69  -41.69  -17.98   24.59  141.31  

Coefficients: 

                   Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
(Intercept)          382.56      72.86   5.251 0.000204 *** 

StagedConstruction   -41.29      28.73  -1.437 0.176312     

--- 
Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  

 

Residual standard error: 78.32 on 12 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared: 0.1468, Adjusted R-squared: 0.07569  

F-statistic: 2.065 on 1 and 12 DF,  p-value: 0.1763  

> LinearModel.2l <- lm(DrivingPiles ~ TrafficConditions, 
data=BridgesData) 

> summary(LinearModel.2l) 

Call: 
lm(formula = DrivingPiles ~ TrafficConditions, data = BridgesData) 

Residuals: 

     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  
-125.615  -23.058   -3.538   40.692  110.385  

Coefficients: 

                  Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
(Intercept)         397.77      59.03   6.738 2.08e-05 *** 

TrafficConditions   -52.15      25.17  -2.072   0.0605 .   

--- 
Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  

Residual standard error: 72.77 on 12 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared: 0.2635, Adjusted R-squared: 0.2021  
F-statistic: 4.293 on 1 and 12 DF,  p-value: 0.06047  

> LinearModel.2m <- lm(DrivingPiles ~ TypeCrossing, 

data=BridgesData) 
> summary(LinearModel.2m) 

Call: 

lm(formula = DrivingPiles ~ TypeCrossing, data = BridgesData) 
Residuals: 

    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  

-111.20  -47.15  -15.75   63.15  128.80  
Coefficients: 

                  Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
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(Intercept)         269.25      39.76   6.772 3.07e-05 *** 

TypeCrossing[T.2]   -21.45      53.34  -0.402    0.695     
TypeCrossing[T.3]    57.95      53.34   1.086    0.301     

--- 

Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  
Residual standard error: 79.52 on 11 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared: 0.1937, Adjusted R-squared: 0.04713  

F-statistic: 1.322 on 2 and 11 DF,  p-value: 0.306  
> LinearModel.2n <- lm(DrivingPiles ~ TypeMix, data=BridgesData) 

> summary(LinearModel.2n) 

Call: 
lm(formula = DrivingPiles ~ TypeMix, data = BridgesData) 

Residuals: 

    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  
-108.71  -40.46  -23.86   23.29  197.29  

Coefficients: 

            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
(Intercept)   353.00      68.35   5.164 0.000235 *** 

TypeMix       -47.14      43.23  -1.091 0.296899     

--- 
Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  

Residual standard error: 80.88 on 12 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared: 0.09017, Adjusted R-squared: 0.01435  
F-statistic: 1.189 on 1 and 12 DF,  p-value: 0.2969  

> LinearModel.2o <- lm(DrivingPiles ~ TypeStructure, 

data=BridgesData) 
> summary(LinearModel.2o) 

Call: 

lm(formula = DrivingPiles ~ TypeStructure, data = BridgesData) 
Residuals: 

   Min     1Q Median     3Q    Max  

-98.00 -58.50   2.80  51.25 138.00  
Coefficients: 

                   Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     

(Intercept)          279.20      34.48   8.098 5.82e-06 *** 
TypeStructure[T.2]    38.80      46.69   0.831    0.424     

TypeStructure[T.3]   -63.20      56.31  -1.122    0.286     

--- 
Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  

Residual standard error: 77.1 on 11 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared: 0.2421, Adjusted R-squared: 0.1043  
F-statistic: 1.756 on 2 and 11 DF,  p-value: 0.2178  

> LinearModel.2p <- lm(DrivingPiles ~ UrbanProject, 

data=BridgesData) 
> summary(LinearModel.2p) 

Call: 

lm(formula = DrivingPiles ~ UrbanProject, data = BridgesData) 
Residuals: 

     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  

-101.065  -56.629    9.581   25.508  134.935  
Coefficients: 

             Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     

(Intercept)    375.35      44.96   8.348 2.42e-06 *** 
UrbanProject   -54.29      23.79  -2.282   0.0415 *   

--- 

Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  
Residual standard error: 70.81 on 12 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared: 0.3026, Adjusted R-squared: 0.2445  
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F-statistic: 5.207 on 1 and 12 DF,  p-value: 0.04154  

> LinearModel.2q <- lm(DrivingPiles ~ ProjectDuration + 
UrbanProject, data=BridgesData) 

> summary(LinearModel.2q) 

Call: 
lm(formula = DrivingPiles ~ ProjectDuration + UrbanProject, data = 

BridgesData) 

Residuals: 
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  

-81.730 -59.098   7.902  44.266 114.311  

Coefficients: 
                Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     

(Intercept)       408.87      53.39   7.658 9.87e-06 *** 

ProjectDuration   -39.96      35.28  -1.133    0.281     
UrbanProject      -27.22      33.53  -0.812    0.434     

--- 

Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  
Residual standard error: 69.99 on 11 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared: 0.3755, Adjusted R-squared: 0.2619  

F-statistic: 3.306 on 2 and 11 DF,  p-value: 0.0751  
> stepwise(LinearModel.2q, direction='forward', criterion='BIC') 

Direction:  forward 

Criterion:  BIC  
Start:  AIC=124.81 

DrivingPiles ~ 1 

                  Df Sum of Sq   RSS    AIC 
+ ProjectDuration  1     29161 57108 121.67 

+ UrbanProject     1     26106 60163 122.40 

<none>                         86269 124.81 
Step:  AIC=121.67 

DrivingPiles ~ ProjectDuration 

               Df Sum of Sq   RSS    AIC 
<none>                      57108 121.67 

+ UrbanProject  1    3228.6 53879 123.49 

Call: 
lm(formula = DrivingPiles ~ ProjectDuration, data = BridgesData) 

Coefficients: 

    (Intercept)  ProjectDuration   
         403.04           -60.38   

> LinearModel.2final <- lm(DrivingPiles ~ ProjectDuration, 

data=BridgesData) 
> summary(LinearModel.2final) 

Call: 

lm(formula = DrivingPiles ~ ProjectDuration, data = BridgesData) 
Residuals: 

    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  

-82.286 -59.817  -3.098  46.902 117.714  
Coefficients: 

                Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     

(Intercept)       403.04      52.15   7.729 5.34e-06 *** 
ProjectDuration   -60.38      24.39  -2.475   0.0292 *   

--- 

Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  
Residual standard error: 68.99 on 12 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared: 0.338, Adjusted R-squared: 0.2829  

F-statistic: 6.128 on 1 and 12 DF,  p-value: 0.0292  
> LinearModel.3 <- lm(SheetPiling ~ Difficulty +EffectSize +  

+   ExpediatedSchedule + NightConstruction + PermitRestriction +  
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+   ProjectConstraints + ProjectDuration + RestrictedHours + Season 

+ Size +  
+   StagedConstruction + TrafficConditions + TypeCrossing + TypeMix 

+  

+   TypeStructure + UrbanProject, data=BridgesData) 
> summary(LinearModel.3) 

Call: 

lm(formula = SheetPiling ~ Difficulty + EffectSize + 
ExpediatedSchedule + NightConstruction + PermitRestriction + 

ProjectConstraints +  ProjectDuration + RestrictedHours + Season + 

Size + StagedConstruction + TrafficConditions + TypeCrossing + 
TypeMix + TypeStructure + UrbanProject, data = BridgesData) 

Residuals: 

ALL 14 residuals are 0: no residual degrees of freedom! 
> stepwise(LinearModel.3, direction='forward', criterion='BIC') 

Direction:  forward 

Criterion:  BIC  
Start:  AIC=169.22 

SheetPiling ~ 1 

                     Df Sum of Sq     RSS    AIC 
<none>                            2058810 169.22 

+ TrafficConditions   1    319259 1739551 169.50 

+ EffectSize          1    310083 1748727 169.57 
+ ExpediatedSchedule  1    290929 1767881 169.72 

+ PermitRestriction   1    149433 1909377 170.80 

+ TypeCrossing        2    422907 1635903 171.28 
+ Difficulty          1     81988 1976822 171.29 

+ StagedConstruction  1     80675 1978135 171.30 

+ TypeMix             1     77853 1980957 171.32 
+ Season              1     67745 1991064 171.39 

+ UrbanProject        1     59088 1999722 171.45 

+ Size                1     52553 2006257 171.50 
+ ProjectConstraints  1     29029 2029780 171.66 

+ ProjectDuration     1     16745 2042065 171.74 

+ RestrictedHours     1      2442 2056367 171.84 
+ NightConstruction   1         0 2058810 171.86 

+ TypeStructure       2     65402 1993408 174.04 

Call: 
lm(formula = SheetPiling ~ 1, data = BridgesData) 

Coefficients: 

(Intercept)   
      796.1   

> LinearModel.3final <- lm(SheetPiling ~ 1, data = BridgesData) 

> summary(LinearModel.3final) 
Call: 

lm(formula = SheetPiling ~ 1, data = BridgesData) 

Residuals: 
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  

-681.14  -34.64   -0.14   -0.14 1203.86  

Coefficients: 
            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     

(Intercept)    796.1      106.4   7.485 4.59e-06 *** 

--- 
Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  

Residual standard error: 398 on 13 degrees of freedom 

> LinearModel.4 <- lm(ParapetStraight ~ Difficulty +EffectSize+   
ExpediatedSchedule + NightConstruction + PermitRestriction +   

ProjectConstraints + ProjectDuration + RestrictedHours + Season + 
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Size +   StagedConstruction + TrafficConditions + TypeCrossing + 

TypeMix +   TypeStructure + UrbanProject, data=BridgesData) 
> summary(LinearModel.4) 

Call: 

lm(formula = ParapetStraight ~ Difficulty + EffectSize + 
ExpediatedSchedule +  

    NightConstruction + PermitRestriction + ProjectConstraints +  

    ProjectDuration + RestrictedHours + Season + Size + 
StagedConstruction +  

    TrafficConditions + TypeCrossing + TypeMix + TypeStructure +  

    UrbanProject, data = BridgesData) 
Residuals: 

ALL 14 residuals are 0: no residual degrees of freedom! 

> stepwise(LinearModel.4, direction='forward', criterion='BIC') 
Direction:  forward 

Criterion:  BIC  

Start:  AIC=102.26 
ParapetStraight ~ 1 

                     Df Sum of Sq   RSS     AIC 

+ Size                1    5716.7 11521  99.258 
+ ProjectConstraints  1    4204.4 13033 100.985 

+ UrbanProject        1    3457.7 13780 101.765 

+ TypeCrossing        2    5662.5 11575 101.963 
<none>                            17238 102.260 

+ TrafficConditions   1    2429.8 14808 102.772 

+ Difficulty          1    2190.7 15047 102.996 
+ EffectSize          1    2016.7 15221 103.157 

+ ProjectDuration     1    1653.1 15584 103.488 

+ TypeMix             1    1501.8 15736 103.623 
+ TypeStructure       2    3970.0 13268 103.873 

+ PermitRestriction   1    1151.9 16086 103.931 

+ NightConstruction   1    1060.6 16177 104.010 
+ Season              1     616.1 16621 104.390 

+ ExpediatedSchedule  1     244.9 16993 104.699 

+ StagedConstruction  1      84.1 17153 104.831 
+ RestrictedHours     1      18.4 17219 104.884 

Step:  AIC=99.26 

ParapetStraight ~ Size 
                     Df Sum of Sq     RSS     AIC 

+ UrbanProject        1    2047.9  9473.0  99.157 

<none>                            11520.8  99.258 
+ TrafficConditions   1    1938.1  9582.7  99.318 

+ PermitRestriction   1    1825.6  9695.3  99.482 

+ TypeCrossing        2    3369.3  8151.5  99.693 
+ TypeMix             1    1501.8 10019.0  99.942 

+ ExpediatedSchedule  1    1410.2 10110.6 100.069 

+ ProjectConstraints  1    1382.4 10138.5 100.108 
+ Season              1     199.5 11321.3 101.653 

+ ProjectDuration     1     162.6 11358.2 101.698 

+ StagedConstruction  1      93.5 11427.3 101.783 
+ RestrictedHours     1      84.7 11436.1 101.794 

+ NightConstruction   1      59.0 11461.8 101.825 

+ Difficulty          1      47.1 11473.7 101.840 
+ EffectSize          1       0.3 11520.5 101.897 

+ TypeStructure       2    1239.8 10281.0 102.942 

Step:  AIC=99.16 
ParapetStraight ~ Size + UrbanProject 

                     Df Sum of Sq    RSS     AIC 
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+ ExpediatedSchedule  1    3225.0 6248.0  95.970 

<none>                            9473.0  99.157 
+ PermitRestriction   1     745.1 8727.8 100.649 

+ TypeCrossing        2    2244.2 7228.8 100.650 

+ ProjectDuration     1     732.3 8740.7 100.670 
+ TrafficConditions   1     504.1 8968.9 101.031 

+ Season              1     489.1 8983.9 101.054 

+ ProjectConstraints  1     319.8 9153.2 101.315 
+ Difficulty          1     312.7 9160.2 101.326 

+ TypeMix             1     277.2 9195.8 101.380 

+ RestrictedHours     1     156.0 9317.0 101.564 
+ EffectSize          1      79.1 9393.9 101.679 

+ NightConstruction   1      15.4 9457.5 101.773 

+ StagedConstruction  1      10.9 9462.1 101.780 
+ TypeStructure       2     201.5 9271.4 104.134 

Step:  AIC=95.97 

ParapetStraight ~ Size + UrbanProject + ExpediatedSchedule 
                     Df Sum of Sq    RSS     AIC 

<none>                            6248.0  95.970 

+ TypeCrossing        2   1743.90 4504.1  96.666 
+ PermitRestriction   1    517.10 5730.9  97.399 

+ ProjectConstraints  1    512.51 5735.5  97.410 

+ NightConstruction   1    374.11 5873.9  97.744 
+ RestrictedHours     1    340.96 5907.0  97.823 

+ TrafficConditions   1    198.85 6049.1  98.156 

+ Difficulty          1    146.51 6101.5  98.276 
+ TypeMix             1     91.25 6156.7  98.403 

+ EffectSize          1     40.07 6207.9  98.519 

+ Season              1     16.77 6231.2  98.571 
+ StagedConstruction  1     12.42 6235.6  98.581 

+ ProjectDuration     1      4.93 6243.1  98.598 

+ TypeStructure       2    431.38 5816.6 100.246 
Call: 

lm(formula = ParapetStraight ~ Size + UrbanProject + 

ExpediatedSchedule,  data = BridgesData) 
Coefficients: 

       (Intercept)                Size        UrbanProject  

ExpediatedSchedule   
             50.88               28.74               22.68              

-20.72   

> LinearModel.4final <- lm(ParapetStraight ~ UrbanProject + Size + 
ExpediatedSchedule, data=BridgesData) 

> summary(LinearModel.4final) 

Call: 
lm(formula = ParapetStraight ~ UrbanProject + Size + 

ExpediatedSchedule,  

    data = BridgesData) 
Residuals: 

    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  

-34.957 -13.254   1.130   8.442  57.025  
Coefficients: 

                   Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)   

(Intercept)          50.878     25.925   1.963   0.0781 . 
UrbanProject         22.681      9.122   2.486   0.0322 * 

Size                 28.743      9.395   3.059   0.0121 * 

ExpediatedSchedule  -20.724      9.122  -2.272   0.0464 * 
--- 

Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  
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Residual standard error: 25 on 10 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared: 0.6375, Adjusted R-squared: 0.5288  
F-statistic: 5.863 on 3 and 10 DF,  p-value: 0.01414  

 

> LinearModel.5 <- lm(DeckPlacement ~ Difficulty +EffectSize +   
ExpediatedSchedule + NightConstruction + PermitRestriction +   

ProjectConstraints + ProjectDuration + RestrictedHours + Season + 

Size +   StagedConstruction + TrafficConditions + TypeCrossing + 
TypeMix +   TypeStructure + UrbanProject, data=BridgesData) 

> summary(LinearModel.5) 

Call: 
lm(formula = DeckPlacement ~ Difficulty + EffectSize + 

ExpediatedSchedule +NightConstruction + PermitRestriction + 

ProjectConstraints + ProjectDuration + RestrictedHours + Season + 
Size + StagedConstruction + TrafficConditions + TypeCrossing + 

TypeMix + TypeStructure + UrbanProject, data = BridgesData) 

Residuals: 
ALL 14 residuals are 0: no residual degrees of freedom! 

> stepwise(LinearModel.5, direction='forward', criterion='BIC') 

Direction:  forward 
Criterion:  BIC  

Start:  AIC=148.39 

DeckPlacement ~ 1 
                     Df Sum of Sq    RSS    AIC 

+ TrafficConditions   1    129903 335211 146.45 

<none>                            465113 148.39 
+ ProjectDuration     1     70313 394801 148.74 

+ RestrictedHours     1     56771 408343 149.21 

+ StagedConstruction  1     52224 412889 149.36 
+ NightConstruction   1     34840 430273 149.94 

+ ProjectConstraints  1     27265 437848 150.19 

+ Size                1     26803 438310 150.20 
+ EffectSize          1     18704 446409 150.46 

+ Season              1     10665 454448 150.71 

+ UrbanProject        1      5191 459922 150.88 
+ TypeMix             1      3489 461625 150.93 

+ ExpediatedSchedule  1      2226 462887 150.97 

+ PermitRestriction   1      1850 463263 150.98 
+ Difficulty          1       432 464681 151.02 

+ TypeStructure       2     69530 395584 151.40 

+ TypeCrossing        2      7707 457406 153.44 
Step:  AIC=146.45 

DeckPlacement ~ TrafficConditions 

                     Df Sum of Sq    RSS    AIC 
<none>                            335211 146.45 

+ ProjectConstraints  1     38257 296954 147.39 

+ Size                1     36042 299168 147.49 
+ UrbanProject        1     25354 309857 147.98 

+ ExpediatedSchedule  1     18524 316686 148.29 

+ RestrictedHours     1     15196 320015 148.44 
+ TypeMix             1     14707 320503 148.46 

+ StagedConstruction  1     12359 322852 148.56 

+ ProjectDuration     1     10377 324833 148.65 
+ EffectSize          1      7523 327688 148.77 

+ PermitRestriction   1      4242 330969 148.91 

+ Season              1      3952 331258 148.92 
+ NightConstruction   1      3285 331925 148.95 

+ Difficulty          1      1940 333270 149.00 
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+ TypeCrossing        2     57849 277362 149.07 

+ TypeStructure       2      8750 326461 151.35 
Call: 

lm(formula = DeckPlacement ~ TrafficConditions, data = BridgesData) 

Coefficients: 
      (Intercept)  TrafficConditions   

            763.7             -124.7   

 
> LinearModel.5final <- lm(DeckPlacement ~ TrafficConditions, 

data=BridgesData) 

> summary(LinearModel.5final) 
Call: 

lm(formula = DeckPlacement ~ TrafficConditions, data = BridgesData) 

Residuals: 
   Min     1Q Median     3Q    Max  

-269.7 -115.9   14.8  118.8  210.3  

Coefficients: 
                  Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     

(Intercept)         763.71     135.59   5.633  0.00011 *** 

TrafficConditions  -124.68      57.81  -2.156  0.05204 .   
--- 

Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  

Residual standard error: 167.1 on 12 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared: 0.2793, Adjusted R-squared: 0.2192  

F-statistic:  4.65 on 1 and 12 DF,  p-value: 0.05204  

> LinearModel.6 <- lm(DeckRemoval ~ Difficulty +EffectSize +   
ExpediatedSchedule + NightConstruction + PermitRestriction +   

ProjectConstraints + ProjectDuration + RestrictedHours + Season + 

Size +   StagedConstruction + TrafficConditions + TypeCrossing + 
TypeMix +   TypeStructure + UrbanProject, data=BridgesData) 

 

> summary(LinearModel.6) 
Call: 

lm(formula = DeckRemoval ~ Difficulty + EffectSize + 

ExpediatedSchedule +  
    NightConstruction + PermitRestriction + ProjectConstraints +  

    ProjectDuration + RestrictedHours + Season + Size + 

StagedConstruction +  
    TrafficConditions + TypeCrossing + TypeMix + TypeStructure +  

    UrbanProject, data = BridgesData) 

Residuals: 
ALL 14 residuals are 0: no residual degrees of freedom! 

> stepwise(LinearModel.6, direction='forward', criterion='BIC') 

Direction:  forward 
Criterion:  BIC  

Start:  AIC=220.85 

DeckRemoval ~ 1 
                     Df Sum of Sq      RSS    AIC 

+ PermitRestriction   1  17903554 64367826 220.05 

<none>                            82271380 220.85 
+ EffectSize          1  12548388 69722992 221.17 

+ RestrictedHours     1   5930525 76340855 222.44 

+ ProjectConstraints  1   5707716 76563664 222.48 
+ TypeStructure       2  18789430 63481950 222.50 

+ StagedConstruction  1   2837326 79434054 223.00 

+ NightConstruction   1   1162713 81108667 223.29 
+ ProjectDuration     1    641278 81630102 223.38 

+ TrafficConditions   1    613873 81657507 223.38 
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+ UrbanProject        1    579219 81692161 223.39 

+ TypeMix             1    386448 81884932 223.42 
+ ExpediatedSchedule  1    322188 81949192 223.43 

+ Season              1    197250 82074130 223.46 

+ Difficulty          1    186667 82084713 223.46 
+ Size                1    186667 82084713 223.46 

+ TypeCrossing        2  10846822 71424558 224.15 

Step:  AIC=220.05 
DeckRemoval ~ PermitRestriction 

                     Df Sum of Sq      RSS    AIC 

+ EffectSize          1  19090294 45277532 217.77 
+ TypeMix             1  14594535 49773291 219.09 

<none>                            64367826 220.05 

+ RestrictedHours     1   3156996 61210830 221.99 
+ Season              1   2245220 62122606 222.19 

+ StagedConstruction  1   1237208 63130619 222.42 

+ Size                1    836134 63531692 222.51 
+ UrbanProject        1    646608 63721218 222.55 

+ ExpediatedSchedule  1    488263 63879564 222.59 

+ NightConstruction   1    319540 64048286 222.62 
+ ProjectDuration     1    287078 64080748 222.63 

+ TrafficConditions   1    224034 64143793 222.64 

+ ProjectConstraints  1     39085 64328742 222.68 
+ Difficulty          1      2005 64365822 222.69 

+ TypeCrossing        2   5749883 58617944 224.02 

+ TypeStructure       2   5535080 58832746 224.07 
Step:  AIC=217.77 

DeckRemoval ~ PermitRestriction + EffectSize 

                     Df Sum of Sq      RSS    AIC 
+ ProjectDuration     1  10905684 34371848 216.55 

+ TypeMix             1  10440063 34837470 216.74 

<none>                            45277532 217.77 
+ ExpediatedSchedule  1   7653667 37623866 217.81 

+ UrbanProject        1   6731631 38545902 218.15 

+ Season              1   6053928 39223604 218.40 
+ NightConstruction   1   5960578 39316954 218.43 

+ Difficulty          1   5701422 39576111 218.52 

+ TypeCrossing        2  11436185 33841347 218.97 
+ Size                1   3976339 41301193 219.12 

+ TypeStructure       2  11071852 34205681 219.12 

+ RestrictedHours     1   2715631 42561902 219.54 
+ TrafficConditions   1   1964285 43313247 219.78 

+ ProjectConstraints  1    646000 44631532 220.21 

+ StagedConstruction  1    130931 45146602 220.37 
Step:  AIC=216.55 

DeckRemoval ~ PermitRestriction + EffectSize + ProjectDuration 

                     Df Sum of Sq      RSS    AIC 
<none>                            34371848 216.55 

+ TypeMix             1   4450017 29921831 217.25 

+ NightConstruction   1   2686585 31685263 218.05 
+ Size                1   1864171 32507677 218.41 

+ TypeCrossing        2   7419184 26952664 218.42 

+ StagedConstruction  1   1716771 32655077 218.47 
+ ExpediatedSchedule  1   1680805 32691043 218.49 

+ ProjectConstraints  1   1434721 32937127 218.59 

+ Difficulty          1    620126 33751722 218.93 
+ RestrictedHours     1    615991 33755857 218.93 

+ UrbanProject        1    522484 33849364 218.97 
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+ Season              1    169854 34201994 219.12 

+ TrafficConditions   1      9913 34361935 219.18 
+ TypeStructure       2   4021999 30349849 220.08 

Call: 

lm(formula = DeckRemoval ~ PermitRestriction + EffectSize + 
ProjectDuration,  

    data = BridgesData) 

Coefficients: 
      (Intercept)  PermitRestriction         EffectSize    

ProjectDuration   

             9541              -2914              -2652               
1440   

> LinearModel.6final <- lm(DeckRemoval ~ PermitRestriction + 

ProjectDuration, data=BridgesData) 
> summary(LinearModel.6final) 

Call: 

lm(formula = DeckRemoval ~ PermitRestriction + ProjectDuration,  
    data = BridgesData) 

Residuals: 

    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  
-1652.8  -838.5  -689.1  -335.0  7347.9  

Coefficients: 

                  Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)   
(Intercept)         5383.0     2058.3   2.615    0.024 * 

PermitRestriction  -1929.4     1111.6  -1.736    0.111   

ProjectDuration      199.2      897.5   0.222    0.828   
--- 

Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  

Residual standard error: 2414 on 11 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared: 0.2211, Adjusted R-squared: 0.07949  

F-statistic: 1.561 on 2 and 11 DF,  p-value: 0.253 

> LinearModel.7 <- lm(PrecastGirder ~ Difficulty +EffectSize +   
ExpediatedSchedule + NightConstruction+ PermitRestriction +  

ProjectConstraints + ProjectDuration + RestrictedHours + Season + 

Size + StagedConstruction + TrafficConditions + TypeCrossing + 
TypeMix +  TypeStructure + UrbanProject, data=BridgesData) 

> summary(LinearModel.7) 

Call: 
lm(formula = PrecastGirder ~ Difficulty + EffectSize + 

ExpediatedSchedule +  NightConstruction + PermitRestriction + 

ProjectConstraints + ProjectDuration + RestrictedHours + Season + 
Size + StagedConstruction + TrafficConditions + TypeCrossing + 

TypeMix + TypeStructure +  UrbanProject, data = BridgesData) 

Residuals: 
ALL 14 residuals are 0: no residual degrees of freedom! 

> stepwise(LinearModel.7, direction='forward', criterion='BIC') 

Direction:  forward 
Criterion:  BIC  

Start:  AIC=8.97 

PrecastGirder ~ 1 
                     Df Sum of Sq    RSS     AIC 

+ StagedConstruction  1    6.5962 15.404  6.6160 

+ ProjectDuration     1    6.1250 15.875  7.0377 
+ TrafficConditions   1    5.8632 16.137  7.2667 

+ RestrictedHours     1    4.6053 17.395  8.3177 

<none>                            22.000  8.9668 
+ PermitRestriction   1    3.0685 18.931  9.5029 

+ Size                1    1.1667 20.833 10.8431 
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+ UrbanProject        1    1.0161 20.984 10.9439 

+ NightConstruction   1    0.9545 21.046 10.9849 
+ ExpediatedSchedule  1    0.4341 21.566 11.3269 

+ TypeMix             1    0.2857 21.714 11.4229 

+ ProjectConstraints  1    0.1750 21.825 11.4941 
+ EffectSize          1    0.1667 21.833 11.4994 

+ Season              1    0.1458 21.854 11.5128 

+ Difficulty          1    0.1296 21.870 11.5232 
+ TypeCrossing        2    2.8500 19.150 12.3026 

+ TypeStructure       2    2.1333 19.867 12.8170 

Step:  AIC=6.62 
PrecastGirder ~ StagedConstruction 

                     Df Sum of Sq     RSS     AIC 

+ ProjectDuration     1    6.1250  9.2788  2.1587 
+ Season              1    3.1049 12.2989  6.1035 

+ ProjectConstraints  1    2.9538 12.4500  6.2745 

+ TrafficConditions   1    2.6793 12.7245  6.5798 
<none>                            15.4038  6.6160 

+ RestrictedHours     1    2.4303 12.9736  6.8512 

+ PermitRestriction   1    1.9922 13.4117  7.3161 
+ Difficulty          1    1.2846 14.1192  8.0359 

+ UrbanProject        1    0.6161 14.7877  8.6836 

+ ExpediatedSchedule  1    0.4947 14.9092  8.7981 
+ TypeMix             1    0.2857 15.1181  8.9929 

+ NightConstruction   1    0.2537 15.1501  9.0225 

+ Size                1    0.2155 15.1883  9.0578 
+ EffectSize          1    0.1433 15.2606  9.1242 

+ TypeCrossing        2    1.2267 14.1771 10.7323 

+ TypeStructure       2    0.8201 14.5837 11.1281 
Step:  AIC=2.16 

PrecastGirder ~ StagedConstruction + ProjectDuration 

                     Df Sum of Sq    RSS     AIC 
+ EffectSize          1   2.84038 6.4385 -0.3185 

+ Size                1   2.45153 6.8273  0.5025 

+ UrbanProject        1   1.99241 7.2864  1.4136 
<none>                            9.2788  2.1587 

+ TypeCrossing        2   2.85124 6.4276  2.2969 

+ RestrictedHours     1   1.40651 7.8723  2.4964 
+ ExpediatedSchedule  1   0.82466 8.4542  3.4947 

+ Difficulty          1   0.46287 8.8160  4.0814 

+ PermitRestriction   1   0.45072 8.8281  4.1006 
+ TypeMix             1   0.18750 9.0913  4.5119 

+ TrafficConditions   1   0.16549 9.1134  4.5458 

+ NightConstruction   1   0.15339 9.1255  4.5644 
+ TypeStructure       2   1.63678 7.6421  4.7198 

+ Season              1   0.03412 9.2447  4.7462 

+ ProjectConstraints  1   0.01414 9.2647  4.7764 
Step:  AIC=-0.32 

PrecastGirder ~ StagedConstruction + ProjectDuration + EffectSize 

                     Df Sum of Sq    RSS     AIC 
+ UrbanProject        1   2.53697 3.9015 -4.6925 

+ TypeMix             1   2.04589 4.3926 -3.0327 

<none>                            6.4385 -0.3185 
+ RestrictedHours     1   0.82776 5.6107  0.3940 

+ TypeCrossing        2   1.59967 4.8388  0.9609 

+ Size                1   0.37382 6.0646  1.4832 
+ ExpediatedSchedule  1   0.29212 6.1463  1.6705 

+ ProjectConstraints  1   0.06391 6.3746  2.1809 
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+ Season              1   0.03224 6.4062  2.2503 

+ PermitRestriction   1   0.00696 6.4315  2.3054 
+ NightConstruction   1   0.00064 6.4378  2.3192 

+ TrafficConditions   1   0.00058 6.4379  2.3193 

+ Difficulty          1   0.00014 6.4383  2.3202 
+ TypeStructure       2   0.70499 5.7335  3.3361 

Step:  AIC=-4.69 

PrecastGirder ~ StagedConstruction + ProjectDuration + EffectSize + 
UrbanProject 

                     Df Sum of Sq    RSS     AIC 

+ TypeCrossing        2   1.80096 2.1005 -8.0827 
+ Season              1   1.31025 2.5913 -7.7825 

+ TypeMix             1   0.69589 3.2056 -4.8038 

<none>                            3.9015 -4.6925 
+ Size                1   0.45746 3.4440 -3.7994 

+ ExpediatedSchedule  1   0.36210 3.5394 -3.4170 

+ TrafficConditions   1   0.26044 3.6411 -3.0206 
+ Difficulty          1   0.16136 3.7401 -2.6447 

+ RestrictedHours     1   0.11363 3.7879 -2.4672 

+ NightConstruction   1   0.06340 3.8381 -2.2828 
+ PermitRestriction   1   0.03149 3.8700 -2.1669 

+ ProjectConstraints  1   0.01659 3.8849 -2.1130 

+ TypeStructure       2   0.10698 3.7945  0.1964 
Step:  AIC=-8.08 

PrecastGirder ~ StagedConstruction + ProjectDuration + EffectSize + 

UrbanProject + TypeCrossing 
                     Df Sum of Sq     RSS      AIC 

+ Season              1   1.19185 0.90869 -17.1749 

+ Difficulty          1   1.07673 1.02381 -15.5049 
+ Size                1   0.90890 1.19164 -13.3798 

+ TypeMix             1   0.81654 1.28400 -12.3346 

+ NightConstruction   1   0.50501 1.59553  -9.2935 
+ ExpediatedSchedule  1   0.44669 1.65385  -8.7909 

<none>                            2.10054  -8.0827 

+ RestrictedHours     1   0.14525 1.95529  -6.4468 
+ TrafficConditions   1   0.13202 1.96852  -6.3524 

+ ProjectConstraints  1   0.10437 1.99617  -6.1571 

+ PermitRestriction   1   0.03724 2.06330  -5.6941 
+ TypeStructure       2   0.31551 1.78503  -5.0832 

Step:  AIC=-17.17 

PrecastGirder ~ StagedConstruction + ProjectDuration + EffectSize + 
UrbanProject + TypeCrossing + Season 

                     Df Sum of Sq     RSS     AIC 

+ ExpediatedSchedule  1   0.44514 0.46355 -23.959 
+ TrafficConditions   1   0.36528 0.54340 -21.734 

+ Size                1   0.30030 0.60839 -20.152 

+ Difficulty          1   0.23231 0.67638 -18.669 
+ NightConstruction   1   0.21007 0.69862 -18.216 

<none>                            0.90869 -17.175 

+ ProjectConstraints  1   0.06958 0.83911 -15.651 
+ PermitRestriction   1   0.04893 0.85976 -15.311 

+ RestrictedHours     1   0.00419 0.90450 -14.601 

+ TypeMix             1   0.00024 0.90845 -14.540 
+ TypeStructure       2   0.09333 0.81536 -13.414 

Step:  AIC=-23.96 

PrecastGirder ~ StagedConstruction + ProjectDuration + EffectSize +  
    UrbanProject + TypeCrossing + Season + ExpediatedSchedule 

                     Df Sum of Sq     RSS     AIC 
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+ Size                1   0.40049 0.06305 -49.249 

+ TypeStructure       2   0.19352 0.27002 -26.247 
+ ProjectConstraints  1   0.08538 0.37817 -24.170 

<none>                            0.46355 -23.959 

+ Difficulty          1   0.06683 0.39671 -23.500 
+ NightConstruction   1   0.04308 0.42047 -22.686 

+ PermitRestriction   1   0.01742 0.44612 -21.856 

+ TrafficConditions   1   0.00409 0.45945 -21.444 
+ RestrictedHours     1   0.00070 0.46284 -21.341 

+ TypeMix             1   0.00030 0.46324 -21.329 

Step:  AIC=-49.25 
PrecastGirder ~ StagedConstruction + ProjectDuration + EffectSize + 

UrbanProject + TypeCrossing + Season + ExpediatedSchedule + Size 

                     Df Sum of Sq      RSS     AIC 
+ NightConstruction   1 0.0297368 0.033316 -55.541 

+ TypeMix             1 0.0294342 0.033618 -55.415 

+ RestrictedHours     1 0.0288867 0.034166 -55.189 
<none>                            0.063052 -49.249 

+ TypeStructure       2 0.0156982 0.047354 -47.980 

+ Difficulty          1 0.0054784 0.057574 -47.883 
+ ProjectConstraints  1 0.0037656 0.059287 -47.472 

+ PermitRestriction   1 0.0016611 0.061391 -46.984 

+ TrafficConditions   1 0.0000177 0.063035 -46.614 
Step:  AIC=-55.54 

PrecastGirder ~ StagedConstruction + ProjectDuration + EffectSize + 

UrbanProject + TypeCrossing + Season + ExpediatedSchedule +  Size + 
NightConstruction 

                     Df Sum of Sq      RSS     AIC 

+ TypeStructure       2 0.0285242 0.004791 -77.412 
+ TypeMix             1 0.0275016 0.005814 -77.343 

+ TrafficConditions   1 0.0243032 0.009012 -71.206 

+ ProjectConstraints  1 0.0138574 0.019458 -60.431 
+ Difficulty          1 0.0059624 0.027353 -55.663 

<none>                            0.033316 -55.541 

+ PermitRestriction   1 0.0015033 0.031812 -53.549 
+ RestrictedHours     1 0.0009339 0.032382 -53.300 

Step:  AIC=-77.41 

PrecastGirder ~ StagedConstruction + ProjectDuration + EffectSize + 
UrbanProject + TypeCrossing + Season + ExpediatedSchedule + Size + 

NightConstruction + TypeStructure 

                     Df Sum of Sq       RSS  AIC 
+ Difficulty          1 0.0047914 0.0000000 -Inf 

+ PermitRestriction   1 0.0047914 0.0000000 -Inf 

+ ProjectConstraints  1 0.0047914 0.0000000 -Inf 
+ RestrictedHours     1 0.0047914 0.0000000 -Inf 

+ TrafficConditions   1 0.0047914 0.0000000 -Inf 

+ TypeMix             1 0.0047914 0.0000000 -Inf 
<none>                            0.0047914  -77 

Step:  AIC=-Inf 

PrecastGirder ~ StagedConstruction + ProjectDuration + EffectSize +  
    UrbanProject + TypeCrossing + Season + ExpediatedSchedule +  

    Size + NightConstruction + TypeStructure + Difficulty 

       Df Sum of Sq RSS  AIC 
<none>                0 -Inf 

Call: 

lm(formula = PrecastGirder ~ StagedConstruction + ProjectDuration + 
EffectSize + UrbanProject + TypeCrossing + Season + 
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ExpediatedSchedule + Size + NightConstruction + TypeStructure + 

Difficulty, data = BridgesData) 
Coefficients: 

       (Intercept)  StagedConstruction     ProjectDuration          

EffectSize        UrbanProject   TypeCrossing[T.2]   
TypeCrossing[T.3]   

          7.927681           -0.689526           -2.840399            

0.372818            1.289277            0.148379           -0.912718   
            Season  ExpediatedSchedule                Size   

NightConstruction  TypeStructure[T.2]  TypeStructure[T.3]          

Difficulty   
          0.599751            0.286783            0.274314            

0.079800            0.187032            0.008728            0.132170   

> LinearModel.7a <- lm(PrecastGirder ~ Difficulty, data=BridgesData) 
> summary(LinearModel.7a) 

Call: 

lm(formula = PrecastGirder ~ Difficulty, data = BridgesData) 
Residuals: 

     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  

-2.11111 -0.11111  0.08333  0.70370  2.01852  
Coefficients: 

            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     

(Intercept)   6.2407     0.9721   6.420  3.3e-05 *** 
Difficulty   -0.1296     0.4861  -0.267    0.794     

--- 

Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  
Residual standard error: 1.35 on 12 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared: 0.005892, Adjusted R-squared: -0.07695  

F-statistic: 0.07113 on 1 and 12 DF,  p-value: 0.7942  
> LinearModel.7b <- lm(PrecastGirder ~ EffectSize, data=BridgesData) 

> summary(LinearModel.7b) 

Call: 
lm(formula = PrecastGirder ~ EffectSize, data = BridgesData) 

Residuals: 

     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  
-2.16667  0.00000  0.08333  0.66667  2.00000  

 

Coefficients: 
            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     

(Intercept)   6.3333     1.1588   5.465 0.000144 *** 

EffectSize   -0.1667     0.5507  -0.303 0.767331     
--- 

Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  

Residual standard error: 1.349 on 12 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared: 0.007576, Adjusted R-squared: -0.07513  

F-statistic: 0.0916 on 1 and 12 DF,  p-value: 0.7673  

> LinearModel.7c <- lm(PrecastGirder ~ ExpediatedSchedule , 
data=BridgesData) 

> summary(LinearModel.7c) 

Call: 
lm(formula = PrecastGirder ~ ExpediatedSchedule, data = BridgesData) 

Residuals: 

    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  
-2.2946 -0.2403  0.1395  0.8895  1.9225  

Coefficients: 

                   Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
(Intercept)          6.5116     1.1009   5.915 7.09e-05 *** 

ExpediatedSchedule  -0.2171     0.4416  -0.491    0.632     
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--- 

Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  
Residual standard error: 1.341 on 12 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared: 0.01973, Adjusted R-squared: -0.06196  

F-statistic: 0.2416 on 1 and 12 DF,  p-value: 0.632  
> LinearModel.7d <- lm(PrecastGirder ~ NightConstruction, 

data=BridgesData) 

> summary(LinearModel.7d) 
 

Call: 

lm(formula = PrecastGirder ~ NightConstruction, data = BridgesData) 
Residuals: 

     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  

-2.18182 -0.18182 -0.02273  0.72727  1.81818  
Coefficients: 

                  Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     

(Intercept)         6.5000     0.7646   8.501 2.01e-06 *** 
NightConstruction  -0.3182     0.4313  -0.738    0.475     

--- 

Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  
Residual standard error: 1.324 on 12 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared: 0.04339, Adjusted R-squared: -0.03633  

F-statistic: 0.5443 on 1 and 12 DF,  p-value: 0.4748  
> LinearModel.7e <- lm(PrecastGirder ~ PermitRestriction, 

data=BridgesData) 

> summary(LinearModel.7e) 
Call: 

lm(formula = PrecastGirder ~ PermitRestriction, data = BridgesData) 

Residuals: 
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  

-2.2740 -0.2740 -0.2740  0.6678  2.4931  

Coefficients: 
                  Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     

(Intercept)         7.0411     0.8185   8.602 1.77e-06 *** 

PermitRestriction  -0.7671     0.5501  -1.395    0.188     
--- 

Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  

 
Residual standard error: 1.256 on 12 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared: 0.1395, Adjusted R-squared: 0.06777  

F-statistic: 1.945 on 1 and 12 DF,  p-value: 0.1884  
> LinearModel.7f <- lm(PrecastGirder ~ ProjectConstraints, 

data=BridgesData) 

> summary(LinearModel.7f) 
Call: 

lm(formula = PrecastGirder ~ ProjectConstraints, data = BridgesData) 

Residuals: 
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  

-2.0250 -0.1562 -0.0250  0.6375  2.1500  

Coefficients: 
                   Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     

(Intercept)          6.3750     1.2615   5.053 0.000283 *** 

ProjectConstraints  -0.1750     0.5642  -0.310 0.761735     
--- 

Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  

Residual standard error: 1.349 on 12 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared: 0.007955, Adjusted R-squared: -0.07472  

F-statistic: 0.09622 on 1 and 12 DF,  p-value: 0.7617  
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> LinearModel.7g <- lm(PrecastGirder ~ ProjectDuration, 

data=BridgesData) 
> summary(LinearModel.7g) 

Call: 

lm(formula = PrecastGirder ~ ProjectDuration, data = BridgesData) 
Residuals: 

    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  

-2.0000 -0.6562  0.0625  0.8750  1.1250  
Coefficients: 

                Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     

(Intercept)       7.7500     0.8695   8.914 1.22e-06 *** 
ProjectDuration  -0.8750     0.4067  -2.152   0.0525 .   

--- 

Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  
Residual standard error: 1.15 on 12 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared: 0.2784, Adjusted R-squared: 0.2183  

F-statistic:  4.63 on 1 and 12 DF,  p-value: 0.05248  
> LinearModel.7h <- lm(PrecastGirder ~ RestrictedHours, 

data=BridgesData) 

> summary(LinearModel.7h) 
Call: 

lm(formula = PrecastGirder ~ RestrictedHours, data = BridgesData) 

Residuals: 
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  

-2.5263 -0.5263  0.3947  0.4540  1.4737  

Coefficients: 
                Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     

(Intercept)       7.4474     0.8735   8.526 1.95e-06 *** 

RestrictedHours  -0.9211     0.5167  -1.782      0.1 .   
--- 

Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  

Residual standard error: 1.204 on 12 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared: 0.2093, Adjusted R-squared: 0.1434  

F-statistic: 3.177 on 1 and 12 DF,  p-value: 0.09998  

> LinearModel.7i <- lm(PrecastGirder ~ Season, data=BridgesData) 
> summary(LinearModel.7i) 

Call: 

lm(formula = PrecastGirder ~ Season, data = BridgesData) 
 

Residuals: 

     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  
-2.10417 -0.10417  0.04167  0.71875  2.04167  

Coefficients: 

            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
(Intercept)   6.2500     0.9542   6.550 2.73e-05 *** 

Season       -0.1458     0.5154  -0.283    0.782     

--- 
Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  

Residual standard error: 1.35 on 12 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared: 0.006629, Adjusted R-squared: -0.07615  
F-statistic: 0.08008 on 1 and 12 DF,  p-value: 0.782  

> LinearModel.7j <- lm(PrecastGirder ~ Size, data=BridgesData) 

> summary(LinearModel.7j) 
Call: 

lm(formula = PrecastGirder ~ Size, data = BridgesData) 

Residuals: 
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  

-1.9444 -0.3333 -0.1389  0.9028  2.0556  
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Coefficients: 

            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
(Intercept)   5.1667     1.0758   4.802 0.000432 *** 

Size          0.3889     0.4744   0.820 0.428337     

--- 
Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  

Residual standard error: 1.318 on 12 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared: 0.05303, Adjusted R-squared: -0.02588  
F-statistic: 0.672 on 1 and 12 DF,  p-value: 0.4283  

> LinearModel.7k <- lm(PrecastGirder ~ StagedConstruction, 

data=BridgesData) 
> summary(LinearModel.7k) 

Call: 

lm(formula = PrecastGirder ~ StagedConstruction, data = BridgesData) 
Residuals: 

    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  

-1.4615 -1.1106  0.5385  0.5817  1.5961  
Coefficients: 

                   Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     

(Intercept)          8.2885     1.0540   7.864 4.48e-06 *** 
StagedConstruction  -0.9423     0.4157  -2.267   0.0427 *   

--- 

Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  
Residual standard error: 1.133 on 12 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared: 0.2998, Adjusted R-squared: 0.2415  

F-statistic: 5.139 on 1 and 12 DF,  p-value: 0.04268  
> LinearModel.7l <- lm(PrecastGirder ~ TrafficConditions, 

data=BridgesData) 

> summary(LinearModel.7l) 
Call: 

lm(formula = PrecastGirder ~ TrafficConditions, data = BridgesData) 

Residuals: 
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  

-2.1795 -0.8077  0.3205  0.6581  1.8205  

Coefficients: 
                  Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     

(Intercept)         7.8547     0.9407   8.349 2.42e-06 *** 

TrafficConditions  -0.8376     0.4011  -2.088   0.0588 .   
--- 

Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  

Residual standard error: 1.16 on 12 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared: 0.2665, Adjusted R-squared: 0.2054  

F-statistic:  4.36 on 1 and 12 DF,  p-value: 0.05877  

> LinearModel.7m <- lm(PrecastGirder ~ TypeCrossing, 
data=BridgesData) 

> summary(LinearModel.7m) 

Call: 
lm(formula = PrecastGirder ~ TypeCrossing, data = BridgesData) 

Residuals: 

   Min     1Q Median     3Q    Max  
 -1.75  -0.60   0.25   0.40   2.40  

Coefficients: 

                  Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
(Intercept)         5.7500     0.6597   8.716 2.87e-06 *** 

TypeCrossing[T.2]   0.8500     0.8851   0.960    0.358     

TypeCrossing[T.3]  -0.1500     0.8851  -0.169    0.869     
--- 

Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  
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Residual standard error: 1.319 on 11 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared: 0.1295, Adjusted R-squared: -0.02872  
F-statistic: 0.8185 on 2 and 11 DF,  p-value: 0.4662  

> LinearModel.7n <- lm(PrecastGirder ~ TypeMix, data=BridgesData) 

> summary(LinearModel.7n) 
Call: 

lm(formula = PrecastGirder ~ TypeMix, data = BridgesData) 

Residuals: 
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  

-2.1429 -0.1429  0.0000  0.6786  2.1429  

Coefficients: 
            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     

(Intercept)   6.4286     1.1369   5.655 0.000107 *** 

TypeMix      -0.2857     0.7190  -0.397 0.698079     
--- 

Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  

Residual standard error: 1.345 on 12 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared: 0.01299, Adjusted R-squared: -0.06926  

F-statistic: 0.1579 on 1 and 12 DF,  p-value: 0.6981  

> LinearModel.7o <- lm(PrecastGirder ~ TypeStructure, 
data=BridgesData) 

> summary(LinearModel.7o) 

Call: 
lm(formula = PrecastGirder ~ TypeStructure, data = BridgesData) 

Residuals: 

   Min     1Q Median     3Q    Max  
 -2.00  -0.40   0.00   0.65   2.00  

Coefficients: 

                   Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
(Intercept)          6.4000     0.6010  10.649 3.93e-07 *** 

TypeStructure[T.2]  -0.4000     0.8138  -0.492    0.633     

TypeStructure[T.3]  -1.0667     0.9814  -1.087    0.300     
--- 

Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  

Residual standard error: 1.344 on 11 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared: 0.09697, Adjusted R-squared: -0.06722  

F-statistic: 0.5906 on 2 and 11 DF,  p-value: 0.5706  

 
 

> LinearModel.7p <- lm(PrecastGirder ~ UrbanProject, 

data=BridgesData) 
> summary(LinearModel.7p) 

Call: 

lm(formula = PrecastGirder ~ UrbanProject, data = BridgesData) 
Residuals: 

     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  

-2.24194 -0.24194  0.09677  0.67742  1.75806  
Coefficients: 

             Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     

(Intercept)    6.5806     0.8397   7.837 4.64e-06 *** 
UrbanProject  -0.3387     0.4443  -0.762    0.461     

--- 

Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  
Residual standard error: 1.322 on 12 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared: 0.04619, Adjusted R-squared: -0.0333  

F-statistic: 0.5811 on 1 and 12 DF,  p-value: 0.4606  
> LinearModel.7q <- lm(PrecastGirder ~ ProjectDuration + 

StagedConstruction + TrafficConditions, data=BridgesData) 
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> summary(LinearModel.7q) 

Call: 
lm(formula = PrecastGirder ~ ProjectDuration + StagedConstruction + 

TrafficConditions, data = BridgesData) 

Residuals: 
     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  

-1.53584 -0.48219  0.07056  0.57672  1.42697  

Coefficients: 
                   Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     

(Intercept)         10.0959     1.1236   8.985  4.2e-06 *** 

ProjectDuration     -0.7872     0.3954  -1.991   0.0745 .   
StagedConstruction  -0.8781     0.3813  -2.303   0.0440 *   

TrafficConditions   -0.1756     0.4121  -0.426   0.6790     

--- 
Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  

Residual standard error: 0.9546 on 10 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared: 0.5858, Adjusted R-squared: 0.4615  
F-statistic: 4.713 on 3 and 10 DF,  p-value: 0.02669  

> stepwise(LinearModel.7q, direction='forward', criterion='BIC') 

Direction:  forward 
Criterion:  BIC  

Start:  AIC=8.97 

PrecastGirder ~ 1 
                     Df Sum of Sq    RSS    AIC 

+ StagedConstruction  1    6.5962 15.404 6.6160 

+ ProjectDuration     1    6.1250 15.875 7.0377 
+ TrafficConditions   1    5.8632 16.137 7.2667 

<none>                            22.000 8.9668 

Step:  AIC=6.62 
PrecastGirder ~ StagedConstruction 

                    Df Sum of Sq     RSS    AIC 

+ ProjectDuration    1    6.1250  9.2788 2.1587 
+ TrafficConditions  1    2.6793 12.7245 6.5798 

<none>                           15.4038 6.6160 

Step:  AIC=2.16 
PrecastGirder ~ StagedConstruction + ProjectDuration 

 

                    Df Sum of Sq    RSS    AIC 
<none>                           9.2788 2.1587 

+ TrafficConditions  1    0.1655 9.1134 4.5458 

Call: 
lm(formula = PrecastGirder ~ StagedConstruction + ProjectDuration,  

    data = BridgesData) 

Coefficients: 
       (Intercept)  StagedConstruction     ProjectDuration   

           10.0385             -0.9423             -0.8750   

> LinearModel.7final <- lm(PrecastGirder ~ ProjectDuration + 
StagedConstruction, data=BridgesData) 

> summary(LinearModel.7final) 

Call: 
lm(formula = PrecastGirder ~ ProjectDuration + StagedConstruction,  

    data = BridgesData) 

Residuals: 
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  

-1.4615 -0.4543  0.1250  0.5817  1.4135  

Coefficients: 
                   Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     

(Intercept)         10.0385     1.0732   9.354 1.44e-06 *** 
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ProjectDuration     -0.8750     0.3247  -2.695   0.0209 *   

StagedConstruction  -0.9423     0.3370  -2.796   0.0174 *   
--- 

Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  

Residual standard error: 0.9184 on 11 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared: 0.5782, Adjusted R-squared: 0.5015  

F-statistic:  7.54 on 2 and 11 DF,  p-value: 0.008667  

> LinearModel.8 <- lm(Diaphragms ~ Difficulty +EffectSize +   
ExpediatedSchedule + NightConstruction + PermitRestriction +  

ProjectConstraints + ProjectDuration + RestrictedHours + Season + 

Size +  StagedConstruction + TrafficConditions + TypeCrossing + 
TypeMix + TypeStructure + UrbanProject, data=BridgesData) 

> summary(LinearModel.8) 

Call: 
lm(formula = Diaphragms ~ Difficulty + EffectSize + 

ExpediatedSchedule + NightConstruction + PermitRestriction + 

ProjectConstraints + ProjectDuration + RestrictedHours + Season + 
Size + StagedConstruction +  TrafficConditions + TypeCrossing + 

TypeMix + TypeStructure + UrbanProject, data = BridgesData) 

Residuals: 
ALL 14 residuals are 0: no residual degrees of freedom! 

> stepwise(LinearModel.8, direction='forward', criterion='BIC') 

Direction:  forward 
Criterion:  BIC  

Start:  AIC=-4.8 

Diaphragms ~ 1 
                     Df Sum of Sq    RSS     AIC 

+ ExpediatedSchedule  1   3.07323 5.1589 -8.6985 

+ PermitRestriction   1   1.52666 6.7055 -5.0277 
+ UrbanProject        1   1.49827 6.7339 -4.9686 

<none>                            8.2321 -4.7951 

+ TypeStructure       2   2.55714 5.6750 -4.7246 
+ ProjectDuration     1   0.78125 7.4509 -3.5520 

+ StagedConstruction  1   0.42926 7.8029 -2.9058 

+ Size                1   0.32011 7.9120 -2.7113 
+ Difficulty          1   0.32011 7.9120 -2.7113 

+ RestrictedHours     1   0.30451 7.9276 -2.6837 

+ EffectSize          1   0.16667 8.0655 -2.4424 
+ TypeMix             1   0.16071 8.0714 -2.4321 

+ ProjectConstraints  1   0.15089 8.0813 -2.4150 

+ Season              1   0.06027 8.1719 -2.2589 
+ NightConstruction   1   0.00866 8.2235 -2.1708 

+ TrafficConditions   1   0.00137 8.2308 -2.1584 

+ TypeCrossing        2   1.23214 7.0000 -1.7869 
Step:  AIC=-8.7 

Diaphragms ~ ExpediatedSchedule 

                     Df Sum of Sq    RSS      AIC 
+ PermitRestriction   1   1.39701 3.7619 -10.4807 

+ Size                1   1.16976 3.9892  -9.6595 

+ TypeCrossing        2   1.76891 3.3900  -9.2990 
<none>                            5.1589  -8.6985 

+ NightConstruction   1   0.52812 4.6308  -7.5714 

+ StagedConstruction  1   0.46998 4.6889  -7.3968 
+ UrbanProject        1   0.36469 4.7942  -7.0859 

+ RestrictedHours     1   0.34499 4.8139  -7.0284 

+ Season              1   0.32037 4.8385  -6.9570 
+ Difficulty          1   0.24992 4.9090  -6.7547 

+ TrafficConditions   1   0.15032 5.0086  -6.4735 
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+ EffectSize          1   0.10683 5.0521  -6.3524 

+ TypeMix             1   0.06126 5.0977  -6.2267 
+ ProjectConstraints  1   0.02977 5.1291  -6.1405 

+ ProjectDuration     1   0.02842 5.1305  -6.1368 

+ TypeStructure       2   0.81864 4.3403  -5.8394 
Step:  AIC=-10.48 

Diaphragms ~ ExpediatedSchedule + PermitRestriction 

                     Df Sum of Sq    RSS      AIC 
+ ProjectConstraints  1   1.35807 2.4038 -14.1116 

+ Size                1   0.88429 2.8776 -11.5931 

+ Season              1   0.79205 2.9699 -11.1514 
<none>                            3.7619 -10.4807 

+ TypeCrossing        2   1.04538 2.7165  -9.7605 

+ TypeStructure       2   1.02604 2.7359  -9.6612 
+ Difficulty          1   0.40980 3.3521  -9.4563 

+ ProjectDuration     1   0.40342 3.3585  -9.4297 

+ NightConstruction   1   0.32004 3.4419  -9.0864 
+ TypeMix             1   0.29969 3.4622  -9.0039 

+ StagedConstruction  1   0.27784 3.4841  -8.9158 

+ RestrictedHours     1   0.16109 3.6008  -8.4543 
+ UrbanProject        1   0.03056 3.7313  -7.9558 

+ EffectSize          1   0.00664 3.7553  -7.8663 

+ TrafficConditions   1   0.00060 3.7613  -7.8439 
Step:  AIC=-14.11 

Diaphragms ~ ExpediatedSchedule + PermitRestriction + 

ProjectConstraints 
                     Df Sum of Sq    RSS     AIC 

+ NightConstruction   1   0.41801 1.9858 -14.147 

<none>                            2.4038 -14.112 
+ TypeCrossing        2   0.75240 1.6514 -14.089 

+ RestrictedHours     1   0.35180 2.0520 -13.688 

+ UrbanProject        1   0.27120 2.1326 -13.149 
+ TypeStructure       2   0.57994 1.8239 -12.699 

+ StagedConstruction  1   0.16603 2.2378 -12.475 

+ TypeMix             1   0.16500 2.2388 -12.468 
+ Season              1   0.15485 2.2490 -12.405 

+ Size                1   0.12212 2.2817 -12.203 

+ ProjectDuration     1   0.02647 2.3774 -11.628 
+ Difficulty          1   0.02392 2.3799 -11.613 

+ EffectSize          1   0.01115 2.3927 -11.538 

+ TrafficConditions   1   0.00011 2.4037 -11.473 
Step:  AIC=-14.15 

Diaphragms ~ ExpediatedSchedule + PermitRestriction + 

ProjectConstraints + NightConstruction 
                     Df Sum of Sq     RSS     AIC 

+ TypeCrossing        2   1.06574 0.92008 -19.640 

+ UrbanProject        1   0.34313 1.64269 -14.164 
<none>                            1.98582 -14.147 

+ TrafficConditions   1   0.18779 1.79803 -12.899 

+ TypeStructure       2   0.44446 1.54136 -12.416 
+ Difficulty          1   0.12219 1.86363 -12.397 

+ Season              1   0.11023 1.87559 -12.307 

+ StagedConstruction  1   0.06270 1.92312 -11.957 
+ TypeMix             1   0.04790 1.93792 -11.850 

+ RestrictedHours     1   0.01692 1.96890 -11.628 

+ Size                1   0.01651 1.96931 -11.625 
+ EffectSize          1   0.00662 1.97920 -11.555 

+ ProjectDuration     1   0.00248 1.98335 -11.525 
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Step:  AIC=-19.64 

Diaphragms ~ ExpediatedSchedule + PermitRestriction + 
ProjectConstraints + NightConstruction + TypeCrossing 

                     Df Sum of Sq     RSS     AIC 

+ TypeStructure       2   0.86123 0.05885 -52.854 
+ Difficulty          1   0.37645 0.54363 -24.367 

+ ProjectDuration     1   0.18668 0.73340 -20.175 

+ TrafficConditions   1   0.17142 0.74865 -19.887 
<none>                            0.92008 -19.640 

+ UrbanProject        1   0.15046 0.76962 -19.500 

+ Season              1   0.08060 0.83948 -18.284 
+ TypeMix             1   0.07636 0.84372 -18.213 

+ EffectSize          1   0.06777 0.85231 -18.072 

+ StagedConstruction  1   0.06131 0.85876 -17.966 
+ RestrictedHours     1   0.00344 0.91664 -17.053 

+ Size                1   0.00056 0.91952 -17.009 

Step:  AIC=-52.85 
Diaphragms ~ ExpediatedSchedule + PermitRestriction + 

ProjectConstraints + NightConstruction + TypeCrossing + 

TypeStructure 
                     Df Sum of Sq      RSS     AIC 

+ EffectSize          1 0.0231958 0.035653 -57.231 

+ RestrictedHours     1 0.0229392 0.035909 -57.131 
+ TypeMix             1 0.0165850 0.042263 -54.850 

+ Size                1 0.0136103 0.045238 -53.898 

+ Season              1 0.0125592 0.046289 -53.576 
<none>                            0.058848 -52.854 

+ Difficulty          1 0.0067757 0.052073 -51.928 

+ StagedConstruction  1 0.0030289 0.055819 -50.955 
+ TrafficConditions   1 0.0023802 0.056468 -50.793 

+ ProjectDuration     1 0.0010408 0.057808 -50.465 

+ UrbanProject        1 0.0007833 0.058065 -50.403 
Step:  AIC=-57.23 

Diaphragms ~ ExpediatedSchedule + PermitRestriction + 

ProjectConstraints + NightConstruction + TypeCrossing + 
TypeStructure + EffectSize 

                     Df Sum of Sq      RSS     AIC 

+ Size                1 0.0268414 0.008811 -74.161 
+ RestrictedHours     1 0.0216413 0.014011 -67.668 

+ Difficulty          1 0.0074561 0.028197 -57.877 

<none>                            0.035653 -57.231 
+ ProjectDuration     1 0.0030421 0.032611 -55.841 

+ StagedConstruction  1 0.0014655 0.034187 -55.180 

+ TypeMix             1 0.0008706 0.034782 -54.938 
+ UrbanProject        1 0.0004306 0.035222 -54.762 

+ Season              1 0.0001426 0.035510 -54.648 

+ TrafficConditions   1 0.0000266 0.035626 -54.603 
Step:  AIC=-74.16 

Diaphragms ~ ExpediatedSchedule + PermitRestriction + 

ProjectConstraints + NightConstruction + TypeCrossing + 
TypeStructure + EffectSize +  Size 

                     Df Sum of Sq       RSS     AIC 

+ UrbanProject        1 0.0062447 0.0025664 -88.791 
+ StagedConstruction  1 0.0047273 0.0040839 -82.288 

+ Season              1 0.0041802 0.0046310 -80.528 

+ Difficulty          1 0.0039705 0.0048407 -79.908 
+ TrafficConditions   1 0.0024553 0.0063558 -76.095 

+ TypeMix             1 0.0022812 0.0065300 -75.717 
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+ RestrictedHours     1 0.0021096 0.0067016 -75.354 

<none>                            0.0088112 -74.161 
+ ProjectDuration     1 0.0001078 0.0087034 -71.695 

Step:  AIC=-88.79 

Diaphragms ~ ExpediatedSchedule + PermitRestriction + 
ProjectConstraints + NightConstruction + TypeCrossing + 

TypeStructure + EffectSize + Size + UrbanProject 

                     Df  Sum of Sq        RSS      AIC 
+ ProjectDuration     1 0.00214600 0.00042045 -111.478 

+ RestrictedHours     1 0.00200657 0.00055988 -107.468 

+ TrafficConditions   1 0.00155208 0.00101437  -99.148 
+ Season              1 0.00145698 0.00110946  -97.893 

+ Difficulty          1 0.00059113 0.00197532  -89.817 

<none>                             0.00256645  -88.791 
+ StagedConstruction  1 0.00040622 0.00216023  -88.565 

+ TypeMix             1 0.00000358 0.00256287  -86.172 

Step:  AIC=-111.48 
Diaphragms ~ ExpediatedSchedule + PermitRestriction + 

ProjectConstraints + NightConstruction + TypeCrossing + 

TypeStructure + EffectSize + Size + UrbanProject + ProjectDuration 
                     Df  Sum of Sq        RSS  AIC 

+ Difficulty          1 0.00042045 0.00000000 -Inf 

+ RestrictedHours     1 0.00042045 0.00000000 -Inf 
+ Season              1 0.00042045 0.00000000 -Inf 

+ StagedConstruction  1 0.00042045 0.00000000 -Inf 

+ TrafficConditions   1 0.00042045 0.00000000 -Inf 
+ TypeMix             1 0.00042045 0.00000000 -Inf 

<none>                             0.00042045 -111 

Step:  AIC=-Inf 
Diaphragms ~ ExpediatedSchedule + PermitRestriction + 

ProjectConstraints + NightConstruction + TypeCrossing + 

TypeStructure + EffectSize + Size + UrbanProject + ProjectDuration + 
Difficulty 

       Df Sum of Sq RSS  AIC 

<none>                0 -Inf 
Call: 

lm(formula = Diaphragms ~ ExpediatedSchedule + PermitRestriction +  

ProjectConstraints + NightConstruction + TypeCrossing + 
TypeStructure + EffectSize + Size + UrbanProject + ProjectDuration + 

Difficulty, data = BridgesData) 

Coefficients: 
       (Intercept)  ExpediatedSchedule   PermitRestriction  

ProjectConstraints   NightConstruction   TypeCrossing[T.2]   

TypeCrossing[T.3]   
           1.07964             0.68246             0.48085            

-0.42238            -0.41935             0.11895             0.87702   

TypeStructure[T.2]  TypeStructure[T.3]          EffectSize                
Size        UrbanProject     ProjectDuration          Difficulty   

          -0.56754             0.12702             0.17036            

-0.13206            -0.05847             0.04435             0.03931   
> LinearModel.8a <- lm(Diaphragms ~ Difficulty, data=BridgesData) 

> summary(LinearModel.8a) 

Call: 
lm(formula = Diaphragms ~ Difficulty, data = BridgesData) 

Residuals: 

     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  
-1.36111 -0.26852 -0.06481  0.08796  1.93519  

Coefficients: 
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            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)   

(Intercept)   1.6574     0.5847   2.835    0.015 * 
Difficulty    0.2037     0.2924   0.697    0.499   

--- 

Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  
Residual standard error: 0.812 on 12 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared: 0.03888, Adjusted R-squared: -0.04121  

F-statistic: 0.4855 on 1 and 12 DF,  p-value: 0.4992  
> LinearModel.8b <- lm(Diaphragms ~ EffectSize, data=BridgesData) 

> summary(LinearModel.8b) 

Call: 
lm(formula = Diaphragms ~ EffectSize, data = BridgesData) 

Residuals: 

     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  
-1.53571 -0.20238 -0.03571  0.08929  1.96429  

Coefficients: 

            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)   
(Intercept)   1.7024     0.7043   2.417   0.0325 * 

EffectSize    0.1667     0.3347   0.498   0.6275   

--- 
Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  

Residual standard error: 0.8198 on 12 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared: 0.02025, Adjusted R-squared: -0.0614  
F-statistic: 0.248 on 1 and 12 DF,  p-value: 0.6275  

> LinearModel.8c <- lm(Diaphragms ~ ExpediatedSchedule , 

data=BridgesData) 
> summary(LinearModel.8c) 

Call: 

lm(formula = Diaphragms ~ ExpediatedSchedule, data = BridgesData) 
Residuals: 

    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  

-0.7519 -0.4070 -0.3295  0.1705  1.5930  
Coefficients: 

                   Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)   

(Intercept)          0.6744     0.5385   1.252   0.2342   
ExpediatedSchedule   0.5775     0.2160   2.674   0.0203 * 

--- 

Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  
Residual standard error: 0.6557 on 12 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared: 0.3733, Adjusted R-squared: 0.3211  

F-statistic: 7.149 on 1 and 12 DF,  p-value: 0.02027  
> LinearModel.8d <- lm(Diaphragms ~ NightConstruction, 

data=BridgesData) 

> summary(LinearModel.8d) 
Call: 

lm(formula = Diaphragms ~ NightConstruction, data = BridgesData) 

Residuals: 
     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  

-1.55303 -0.05303 -0.03788  0.00758  1.94697  

Coefficients: 
                  Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     

(Intercept)         2.0833     0.4779   4.359  0.00093 *** 

NightConstruction  -0.0303     0.2696  -0.112  0.91236     
--- 

Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  

Residual standard error: 0.8278 on 12 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared: 0.001052, Adjusted R-squared: -0.08219  

F-statistic: 0.01263 on 1 and 12 DF,  p-value: 0.9124  
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> LinearModel.8e <- lm(Diaphragms ~ PermitRestriction, 

data=BridgesData) 
> summary(LinearModel.8e) 

Call: 

lm(formula = Diaphragms ~ PermitRestriction, data = BridgesData) 
Residuals: 

    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  

-1.3836 -0.2483  0.1575  0.1575  1.1575  
Coefficients: 

                  Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)   

(Intercept)         1.3014     0.4871   2.672   0.0204 * 
PermitRestriction   0.5411     0.3274   1.653   0.1243   

--- 

Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  
Residual standard error: 0.7475 on 12 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared: 0.1855, Adjusted R-squared: 0.1176  

F-statistic: 2.732 on 1 and 12 DF,  p-value: 0.1243  
 

 

> LinearModel.8f <- lm(Diaphragms ~ ProjectConstraints, 
data=BridgesData) 

> summary(LinearModel.8f) 

Call: 
lm(formula = Diaphragms ~ ProjectConstraints, data = BridgesData) 

Residuals: 

    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  
-1.5125 -0.1750 -0.0125 -0.0125  1.8250  

Coefficients: 

                   Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)   
(Intercept)          1.6875     0.7676   2.198   0.0483 * 

ProjectConstraints   0.1625     0.3433   0.473   0.6445   

--- 
Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  

Residual standard error: 0.8206 on 12 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared: 0.01833, Adjusted R-squared: -0.06348  
F-statistic: 0.2241 on 1 and 12 DF,  p-value: 0.6445  

> LinearModel.8g <- lm(Diaphragms ~ ProjectDuration, 

data=BridgesData) 
> summary(LinearModel.8g) 

Call: 

lm(formula = Diaphragms ~ ProjectDuration, data = BridgesData) 
Residuals: 

     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  

-1.22321 -0.34821 -0.03571  0.19866  1.65179  
Coefficients: 

                Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)   

(Intercept)       1.4107     0.5957   2.368   0.0355 * 
ProjectDuration   0.3125     0.2786   1.122   0.2839   

--- 

Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  
Residual standard error: 0.788 on 12 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared: 0.0949, Adjusted R-squared: 0.01948  

F-statistic: 1.258 on 1 and 12 DF,  p-value: 0.2839  
> LinearModel.8h <- lm(Diaphragms ~ RestrictedHours, 

data=BridgesData) 

> summary(LinearModel.8h) 
Call: 

lm(formula = Diaphragms ~ RestrictedHours, data = BridgesData) 
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Residuals: 

     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  
-1.67105 -0.17105  0.06579  0.06579  1.82895  

Coefficients: 

                Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)    
(Intercept)       2.4079     0.5897   4.084  0.00152 ** 

RestrictedHours  -0.2368     0.3488  -0.679  0.51007    

--- 
Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  

Residual standard error: 0.8128 on 12 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared: 0.03699, Adjusted R-squared: -0.04326  
F-statistic: 0.4609 on 1 and 12 DF,  p-value: 0.5101  

> LinearModel.8i <- lm(Diaphragms ~ Season, data=BridgesData) 

> summary(LinearModel.8i) 
Call: 

lm(formula = Diaphragms ~ Season, data = BridgesData) 

Residuals: 
     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  

-1.46875 -0.13281 -0.06250  0.03125  1.93750  

Coefficients: 
            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)    

(Intercept)  1.87500    0.58352   3.213  0.00745 ** 

Season       0.09375    0.31514   0.297  0.77118    
--- 

Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  

Residual standard error: 0.8252 on 12 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared: 0.007321, Adjusted R-squared: -0.0754  

F-statistic: 0.0885 on 1 and 12 DF,  p-value: 0.7712  

> LinearModel.8j <- lm(Diaphragms ~ Size, data=BridgesData) 
> summary(LinearModel.8j) 

Call: 

lm(formula = Diaphragms ~ Size, data = BridgesData) 
Residuals: 

     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  

-1.36111 -0.06481 -0.06481  0.13889  1.93519  
Coefficients: 

            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)    

(Intercept)   2.4722     0.6630   3.729  0.00288 ** 
Size         -0.2037     0.2924  -0.697  0.49922    

--- 

Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  
Residual standard error: 0.812 on 12 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared: 0.03888, Adjusted R-squared: -0.04121  

F-statistic: 0.4855 on 1 and 12 DF,  p-value: 0.4992  
> LinearModel.8k <- lm(Diaphragms ~ StagedConstruction, 

data=BridgesData) 

> summary(LinearModel.8k) 
Call: 

lm(formula = Diaphragms ~ StagedConstruction, data = BridgesData) 

Residuals: 
     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  

-1.43269 -0.17308 -0.05288  0.24760  1.82692  

Coefficients: 
                   Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)   

(Intercept)          1.4519     0.7501   1.936   0.0768 . 

StagedConstruction   0.2404     0.2959   0.812   0.4323   
--- 

Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  
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Residual standard error: 0.8064 on 12 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared: 0.05214, Adjusted R-squared: -0.02684  
F-statistic: 0.6602 on 1 and 12 DF,  p-value: 0.4323  

> LinearModel.8l <- lm(Diaphragms ~ TrafficConditions, 

data=BridgesData) 
> summary(LinearModel.8l) 

Call: 

lm(formula = Diaphragms ~ TrafficConditions, data = BridgesData) 
Residuals: 

     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  

-1.53846 -0.04808 -0.03846 -0.02564  1.97436  
Coefficients: 

                  Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)    

(Intercept)        2.06410    0.67187   3.072  0.00968 ** 
TrafficConditions -0.01282    0.28648  -0.045  0.96504    

--- 

Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  
Residual standard error: 0.8282 on 12 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared: 0.0001669, Adjusted R-squared: -0.08315  

F-statistic: 0.002003 on 1 and 12 DF,  p-value: 0.965  
> LinearModel.8m <- lm(Diaphragms ~ TypeCrossing, data=BridgesData) 

> summary(LinearModel.8m) 

Call: 
lm(formula = Diaphragms ~ TypeCrossing, data = BridgesData) 

Residuals: 

   Min     1Q Median     3Q    Max  
  -1.2   -0.4    0.0    0.3    1.6  

Coefficients: 

                  Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
(Intercept)         2.0000     0.3989   5.014 0.000394 *** 

TypeCrossing[T.2]  -0.3000     0.5351  -0.561 0.586299     

TypeCrossing[T.3]   0.4000     0.5351   0.747 0.470450     
--- 

Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  

Residual standard error: 0.7977 on 11 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared: 0.1497, Adjusted R-squared: -0.00493  

F-statistic: 0.9681 on 2 and 11 DF,  p-value: 0.4099  

> LinearModel.8n <- lm(Diaphragms ~ TypeMix, data=BridgesData) 
> summary(LinearModel.8n) 

Call: 

lm(formula = Diaphragms ~ TypeMix, data = BridgesData) 
Residuals: 

     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  

-1.42857 -0.14286 -0.03571  0.07143  1.85714  
Coefficients: 

            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)   

(Intercept)   1.7143     0.6931   2.473   0.0293 * 
TypeMix       0.2143     0.4384   0.489   0.6338   

--- 

Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  
Residual standard error: 0.8201 on 12 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared: 0.01952, Adjusted R-squared: -0.06218  

F-statistic: 0.2389 on 1 and 12 DF,  p-value: 0.6338 
> LinearModel.8o <- lm(Diaphragms~ TypeStructure, data=BridgesData) 

> summary(LinearModel.8o) 

Call: 
lm(formula = Diaphragms ~ TypeStructure, data = BridgesData) 

Residuals: 
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    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  

-1.0833 -0.4875 -0.2000  0.4167  1.3333  
Coefficients: 

                   Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     

(Intercept)          2.2000     0.3212   6.849 2.77e-05 *** 
TypeStructure[T.2]  -0.6167     0.4349  -1.418    0.184     

TypeStructure[T.3]   0.4667     0.5245   0.890    0.393     

--- 
Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  

Residual standard error: 0.7183 on 11 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared: 0.3106, Adjusted R-squared: 0.1853  
F-statistic: 2.478 on 2 and 11 DF,  p-value: 0.1293  

> LinearModel.8p <- lm(Diaphragms ~ UrbanProject, data=BridgesData) 

> summary(LinearModel.8p) 
Call: 

lm(formula = Diaphragms ~ UrbanProject, data = BridgesData) 

Residuals: 
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  

-1.2419 -0.4617 -0.1532  0.2581  1.4355  

Coefficients: 
             Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)   

(Intercept)    1.3306     0.4757   2.797   0.0161 * 

UrbanProject   0.4113     0.2517   1.634   0.1282   
--- 

Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  

Residual standard error: 0.7491 on 12 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared: 0.182, Adjusted R-squared: 0.1138  

F-statistic:  2.67 on 1 and 12 DF,  p-value: 0.1282  

> LinearModel.8q <- lm(Diaphragms ~ ExpediatedSchedule + 
PermitRestriction + TypeStructure + UrbanProject, data=BridgesData) 

> summary(LinearModel.8q) 

Call: 
lm(formula = Diaphragms ~ ExpediatedSchedule + PermitRestriction +  

    TypeStructure + UrbanProject, data = BridgesData) 

Residuals: 
     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  

-0.68255 -0.46221  0.02861  0.42214  0.61538  

Coefficients: 
                   Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)   

(Intercept)         0.16705    0.78672   0.212   0.8372   

ExpediatedSchedule  0.52277    0.22473   2.326   0.0484 * 
PermitRestriction   0.70207    0.32850   2.137   0.0651 . 

TypeStructure[T.2] -0.62887    0.38112  -1.650   0.1375   

TypeStructure[T.3] -0.59989    0.61026  -0.983   0.3544   
UrbanProject        0.04765    0.25970   0.183   0.8590   

--- 

Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  
Residual standard error: 0.5836 on 8 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared: 0.6691, Adjusted R-squared: 0.4622  

F-statistic: 3.235 on 5 and 8 DF,  p-value: 0.06838  
> stepwise(LinearModel.8q, direction='forward', criterion='BIC') 

Direction:  forward 

Criterion:  BIC  
Start:  AIC=-4.8 

Diaphragms ~ 1 

                     Df Sum of Sq    RSS     AIC 
+ ExpediatedSchedule  1    3.0732 5.1589 -8.6985 

+ PermitRestriction   1    1.5267 6.7055 -5.0277 
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+ UrbanProject        1    1.4983 6.7339 -4.9686 

<none>                            8.2321 -4.7951 
+ TypeStructure       2    2.5571 5.6750 -4.7246 

Step:  AIC=-8.7 

Diaphragms ~ ExpediatedSchedule 
                    Df Sum of Sq    RSS      AIC 

+ PermitRestriction  1   1.39701 3.7619 -10.4807 

<none>                           5.1589  -8.6985 
+ UrbanProject       1   0.36469 4.7942  -7.0859 

+ TypeStructure      2   0.81864 4.3403  -5.8394 

Step:  AIC=-10.48 
Diaphragms ~ ExpediatedSchedule + PermitRestriction 

                Df Sum of Sq    RSS      AIC 

<none>                       3.7619 -10.4807 
+ TypeStructure  2   1.02604 2.7359  -9.6612 

+ UrbanProject   1   0.03056 3.7313  -7.9558 

Call: 
lm(formula = Diaphragms ~ ExpediatedSchedule + PermitRestriction,  

    data = BridgesData) 

Coefficients: 
       (Intercept)  ExpediatedSchedule   PermitRestriction   

        -1.424e-15           5.655e-01           5.179e-01   

> LinearModel.8final <- lm(Diaphragms ~ ExpediatedSchedule + 
PermitRestriction, data=BridgesData) 

> summary(LinearModel.8final) 

Call: 
lm(formula = Diaphragms ~ ExpediatedSchedule + PermitRestriction,  

    data = BridgesData) 

Residuals: 
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  

-0.7321 -0.2143 -0.2143  0.3512  0.9167  

Coefficients: 
                     Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)   

(Intercept)        -1.424e-15  5.848e-01   0.000   1.0000   

ExpediatedSchedule  5.655e-01  1.927e-01   2.934   0.0136 * 
PermitRestriction   5.179e-01  2.562e-01   2.021   0.0683 . 

--- 

Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 
Residual standard error: 0.5848 on 11 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared: 0.543, Adjusted R-squared: 0.4599  

F-statistic: 6.536 on 2 and 11 DF,  p-value: 0.01347  
 

> vcov(LinearModel.1final) 

                   (Intercept) ProjectConstraints ProjectDuration 
TypeStructure[T.2] TypeStructure[T.3] 

(Intercept)         0.43404717        -0.09678684     -0.10485241        

-0.04958832         0.13860832 
ProjectConstraints -0.09678684         0.11112563     -0.05735517        

-0.04839342        -0.02748268 

ProjectDuration    -0.10485241        -0.05735517      0.11560651         
0.03644443        -0.08902000 

TypeStructure[T.2] -0.04958832        -0.04839342      0.03644443         

0.15294711         0.06930416 
TypeStructure[T.3]  0.13860832        -0.02748268     -0.08902000         

0.06930416         0.32023301 

 
> vcov(LinearModel.2final) 

                (Intercept) ProjectDuration 
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(Intercept)        2719.416      -1189.7444 

ProjectDuration   -1189.744        594.8722 
 

> vcov(LinearModel.3final) 

            (Intercept) 
(Intercept)    11312.14 

 

> vcov(LinearModel.4final) 
                   (Intercept) UrbanProject       Size 

ExpediatedSchedule 

(Intercept)          672.08933    -56.58655 -130.50103         -
106.40437 

UrbanProject         -56.58655     83.21020   -8.39322          -

28.87990 
Size                -130.50103     -8.39322   88.26418          -

18.77193 

ExpediatedSchedule  -106.40437    -28.87990  -18.77193           
83.21020 

 

> vcov(LinearModel.5final) 
                  (Intercept) TrafficConditions 

(Intercept)         18384.054         -7401.372 

TrafficConditions   -7401.372          3342.555 
 

> vcov(LinearModel.6final) 

                  (Intercept) PermitRestriction ProjectDuration 
(Intercept)           4236744        -1059185.9      -1191584.2 

PermitRestriction    -1059186         1235716.9       -308929.2 

ProjectDuration      -1191584         -308929.2        805422.6 
 

> vcov(LinearModel.7final) 

                   (Intercept) ProjectDuration StagedConstruction 
(Intercept)          1.1517449   -2.108829e-01      -2.757699e-01 

ProjectDuration     -0.2108829    1.054414e-01       3.120034e-17 

StagedConstruction  -0.2757699    3.120034e-17       1.135523e-01 
 

> vcov(LinearModel.8final) 

                   (Intercept) ExpediatedSchedule PermitRestriction 
(Intercept)         0.34199134       -0.085497835      -0.085497835 

ExpediatedSchedule -0.08549784        0.037150845      -0.001526747 

PermitRestriction  -0.08549784       -0.001526747       0.065650124 
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Appendix G - Rebar Installation Work Sampling Observation Sheet 

 Activity O F W1* W2* W3* W4* W5* W6* W7* Comment 

D
ir

ec
t 

W
o

rk
 

1 Installing Rebars           

2 Tying Rebars           

3 Anchoring Bolts           

4 …………………           

- Subtotal   

Es
se

n
ti

al
 C

o
n

tr
ib

u
to

ry
 W

o
rk

 

1 Moving Materials 

(~ 25 ft.) 
 

          

2 Moving Equip ~ 

25ft 
 

          

3 Getting Tools ~25ft           

4 Reading 

Plans/Specs 

          

5 Measuring/Layout           

6 Inspection           

7 Talking about 

objectives 

          

- Subtotal   

In
ef

fe
ct

iv
e 

W
o

rk
 

1 Moving Materials 

> 25ft. 

          

2 Moving 

Equipment > 25 

ft. 

          

3 Getting Tools > 

25 ft. 

          

4 Waiting           

5 Talking / phone           

6 Walking (empty 
handed) 

          

7 Bathroom           

8 Smoke Break           

- Subtotal           

TOTAL   

*F = “Foreman”   W = “Worker”   O = “Operator” 
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Appendix H - R Code Used for Cross validation of the Bridge 

Construction Productivity Estimation Tool 

> index <- cvFolds(14, K = 5, R = 1,type = "random") 

 

> #pred <- rep(0,14) 
> #obs <- rep(0,14) 

> for(i in 1:5){ 

+   print(paste("fold:",i)) 
+   newdata <- BridgesData[-index$subsets[index$which == i],] 

+   fit.tmp <- update(LinearModel.1final,data = newdata) 

+   pred.tmp = 
predict(fit.tmp,newdata=BridgesData)[index$subsets[index$which == 

i]] 

+   print(pred.tmp) 
+   print(BridgesData[index$subsets[index$which == 

i],"ConcreteMasonry"]) 

+ } 
[1] "fold: 1" 

   11    12     6  

1.287 0.692 3.049  
[1] 1.42 1.42 2.00 

[1] "fold: 2" 

    5     8     1  
0.857 0.750 2.357  

[1] 1.42 0.40 1.30 

[1] "fold: 3" 
    2     7     9  

2.428 0.728 1.356  

[1] 3.00 0.33 0.25 
[1] "fold: 4" 

    3    10    13  

0.962 1.030 2.312  
[1] 1.00 1.42 4.00 

[1] "fold: 5" 

   14     4  
0.313 0.313  

[1] 1.42 0.50 

 
> showData(BridgesData, placement='-20+200', 

font=getRcmdr('logFont'),  

+   maxwidth=80, maxheight=30) 
 

> #pred <- rep(0,14) 

> #obs <- rep(0,14) 
> for(i in 1:5){ 

+   print(paste("fold:",i)) 

+   newdata <- BridgesData[-index$subsets[index$which == i],] 
+   fit.tmp <- update(LinearModel.2final,data = newdata) 

+   pred.tmp = 

predict(fit.tmp,newdata=BridgesData)[index$subsets[index$which == 
i]] 

+   print(pred.tmp) 
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+   print(BridgesData[index$subsets[index$which == 

i],"DrivingPiles"]) 
+ } 

[1] "fold: 1" 

 11  12   6  
197 364 197  

[1] 282 282 216 

[1] "fold: 2" 
  5   8   1  

211 284 357  

[1] 282 220 325 
[1] "fold: 3" 

  2   7   9  

237 287 287  
[1] 150 400 200 

[1] "fold: 4" 

  3  10  13  
302 267 302  

[1] 350 282 456 

[1] "fold: 5" 
 14   4  

287 287  

[1] 282 225 
 

 

 
> #pred <- rep(0,14) 

> #obs <- rep(0,14) 

> for(i in 1:5){ 
+   print(paste("fold:",i)) 

+   newdata <- BridgesData[-index$subsets[index$which == i],] 

+   fit.tmp <- update(LinearModel.3,data = newdata) 
+   pred.tmp = 

predict(fit.tmp,newdata=BridgesData)[index$subsets[index$which == 

i]] 
+   print(pred.tmp) 

+   print(BridgesData[index$subsets[index$which == 

i],"SheetPiling"]) 
+ } 

[1] "fold: 1" 

  11   12    6  
1656  654  668  

[1] 796 796 435 

[1] "fold: 2" 
  5   8   1  

847 882 892  

[1]  796 2000  115 
[1] "fold: 3" 

    2     7     9  

783.4 858.3 -84.2  
[1] 796 796 796 

[1] "fold: 4" 

   3   10   13  
1707  398 -391  

[1] 796 796 750 

[1] "fold: 5" 
   14     4  

226.2 -57.7  
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[1] 796 682 

 
> #pred <- rep(0,14) 

> #obs <- rep(0,14) 

> for(i in 1:5){ 
+   print(paste("fold:",i)) 

+   newdata <- BridgesData[-index$subsets[index$which == i],] 

+   fit.tmp <- update(LinearModel.4final,data = newdata) 
+   pred.tmp = 

predict(fit.tmp,newdata=BridgesData)[index$subsets[index$which == 

i]] 
+   print(pred.tmp) 

+   print(BridgesData[index$subsets[index$which == 

i],"ParapetStraight"]) 
+ } 

[1] "fold: 1" 

 11  12   6  
127 112 122  

[1] 100 100 100 

[1] "fold: 2" 
  5   8   1  

125 102 138  

[1] 100 100 145 
[1] "fold: 3" 

    2     7     9  

114.1  72.7  82.5  
[1] 200  60 100 

[1] "fold: 4" 

   3   10   13  
28.2 73.1 84.8  

[1]  40 100 100 

[1] "fold: 5" 
   14     4  

153.5  85.7  

[1] 100  90 
 

> #pred <- rep(0,14) 

> #obs <- rep(0,14) 
> for(i in 1:5){ 

+   print(paste("fold:",i)) 

+   newdata <- BridgesData[-index$subsets[index$which == i],] 
+   fit.tmp <- update(LinearModel.5final,data = newdata) 

+   pred.tmp = 

predict(fit.tmp,newdata=BridgesData)[index$subsets[index$which == 
i]] 

+   print(pred.tmp) 

+   print(BridgesData[index$subsets[index$which == 
i],"DeckPlacement"]) 

+ } 

[1] "fold: 1" 
 11  12   6  

513 380 380  

[1] 488 488 345 
[1] "fold: 2" 

  5   8   1  

433 585 509  
[1] 120 695 640 

[1] "fold: 3" 
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  2   7   9  

351 497 497  
[1] 600 350 700 

[1] "fold: 4" 

  3  10  13  
701 542 701  

[1] 375 488 800 

[1] "fold: 5" 
 14   4  

398 398  

[1] 488 250 
 

> #pred <- rep(0,14) 

> #obs <- rep(0,14) 
> for(i in 1:5){ 

+   print(paste("fold:",i)) 

+   newdata <- BridgesData[-index$subsets[index$which == i],] 
+   fit.tmp <- update(LinearModel.6final,data = newdata) 

+   pred.tmp = 

predict(fit.tmp,newdata=BridgesData)[index$subsets[index$which == 
i]] 

+   print(pred.tmp) 

+   print(BridgesData[index$subsets[index$which == 
i],"DeckRemoval"]) 

+ } 

[1] "fold: 1" 
  11   12    6  

4341 3774 -172  

[1] 3163 3163  375 
[1] "fold: 2" 

   5    8    1  

4514 4160 3806  
[1] 3163 3163 3163 

[1] "fold: 3" 

   2    7    9  
2074 3102 3102  

[1]   800  3163 11200 

[1] "fold: 4" 
   3   10   13  

4407 4144 2561  

[1] 2000 3163 1440 
[1] "fold: 5" 

  14    4  

3891 1708  
[1] 3163 3163 

 

> #pred <- rep(0,14) 
> #obs <- rep(0,14) 

> for(i in 1:5){ 

+   print(paste("fold:",i)) 
+   newdata <- BridgesData[-index$subsets[index$which == i],] 

+   fit.tmp <- update(LinearModel.7final,data = newdata) 

+   pred.tmp = 
predict(fit.tmp,newdata=BridgesData)[index$subsets[index$which == 

i]] 

+   print(pred.tmp) 
+   print(BridgesData[index$subsets[index$which == 

i],"PrecastGirder"]) 
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+ } 

[1] "fold: 1" 
  11   12    6  

6.97 6.22 4.88  

[1] 6 6 4 
[1] "fold: 2" 

   5    8    1  

5.40 5.32 7.06  
[1] 6 6 8 

[1] "fold: 3" 

   2    7    9  
4.32 5.40 6.33  

[1] 6 4 7 

[1] "fold: 4" 
   3   10   13  

6.20 6.49 8.43  

[1] 7 6 8 
[1] "fold: 5" 

 14   4  

5.6 5.6  
[1] 6 4 

 

> #pred <- rep(0,14) 
> #obs <- rep(0,14) 

> for(i in 1:5){ 

+   print(paste("fold:",i)) 
+   newdata <- BridgesData[-index$subsets[index$which == i],] 

+   fit.tmp <- update(LinearModel.8final,data = newdata) 

+   pred.tmp = 
predict(fit.tmp,newdata=BridgesData)[index$subsets[index$which == 

i]] 

+   print(pred.tmp) 
+   print(BridgesData[index$subsets[index$which == i],"Diaphragms"]) 

+ } 

[1] "fold: 1" 
  11   12    6  

2.25 1.00 2.33  

[1] 2 2 4 
[1] "fold: 2" 

   5    8    1  

2.30 2.30 1.32  
[1] 2.0 2.0 0.5 

[1] "fold: 3" 

   2    7    9  
2.98 2.40 2.40  

[1] 2 2 2 

[1] "fold: 4" 
   3   10   13  

2.04 1.54 2.18  

[1] 3 2 2 
[1] "fold: 5" 

  14    4  

1.69 1.90  
[1] 2 1 

 

> showData(APData, placement='-20+200', font=getRcmdr('logFont'), 
maxwidth=80,  

+   maxheight=30) 
 


